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this all time coin-op favourite. 
^ Outwit the giant gorilla and save the girl in this historic rescue. Mario is armed with 
jL j^xg- only his wits and his trusty hammer as he climbs the girders in down town New York, 
a ^ j i Multiple screens and fast moving action, dodge boards, fireballs and much much more. 
^eccce^ [ n t he final screen remove the rivets in the structure to finally bring the beast crashing down. 

Screen shots taken from various computer formats. 
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It's been one of our more trying months at /LA, mainly due to the 
industrial dispute at British Telecom. It was tough enough before 
the strike when a schoolma'am voice told you "Lines from Shepton 
Mallet are engaged" every so often. But all we got for a week or 
two was a constant engaged tone before we even finished dialling. 
However, by the miracles of the postal system and persistence of digits on keypads we bring you this issue. 

Second prize in the "Acts of God" awards goes to the gas-board 
employee who. while digging in Somerton's main street, managed 
to go through an electricity cable and put our power out for several 
hours. This doesn't match the reason for a previous power cut, 
though, which I was informed was due to "a barn exploding". 

Our new look (nothing to do with our Old Bam exploding, of 
course) seems to agree with most of you. New features like Helpline 
have still to take off properly but it's already showing a very 
encouraging response, so keep them coming. 

Cheat Mode is currently undergoing a boom period, reflected 
by its prominence on the cover. You'll find no less than six pages 
absolutely bursting with our own special brand of hot property. If 
you've been wondering who does our superb cover shots then 
wonder no longer - it's Tony Spinks of Langport. His sterling effort 
has gone unsung for too long, so you'll now find his address and phone number on these pages. 

We've looked at some extraordinary games as well, both on 
the arcade and adventure sides. Action Test devotes four colour 
spreads to four games that you just can't miss. And the Pilgrim looks 
at a potential home-grown challenger to the dominance of that transatlantic giant, Infocom. 

Happy reading. And remember - no one can pull the plug on 
AA (unless, of course, she offers to buy the next round). 
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THE 
ULTIMATE 
'If you enjoyed Elite and want 
something a bit faster and better, I 
then this is the one - it's the ultimate 
In blasters... Should keep everyone 
enthralled1 

Amtix Accolade. 

Out of this 
World 
T h e graphics really are superb: 
fast-moving, colourful, excellent 
animation. The gameplay is out of 
this world' 

Amstrad Action Mastergarr-

'Stargllder does the CPC proud' 
Amstrad Use; 

Program of the Year 
Popular Computing Weeks 

Most Innovative Game of the Year 
Your Compute® 

Air to air and air to ground combat flight simulation 

Defeat the elusive Starglider in an amazing all-action combat 
flight simulation. The planet Novenia has been devastated by an 
evil tide of invading Egrons; single-handed, you must wipe out 
the enemy in explosive one-to-one combat. Swooping down with 
lasers blazing, you'll need to take fast evasive action to avoid the 

barrage of enemy missiles. Exhilarating low-level attack and 
defence flight manoeuvres, coupled with a cunning strategic 

element, make STARGLIDER a classic among classics. 

Amstrad CPC cassette 

Energy towers lie dead ahead 
defended by heavily armed Egron 
battle tanks 

A Stomper and Walker close in. Laser 
(ire is futile against these metal 
monsters 

The Walker attacks. Bank your craft 
to evade the lasers and prepare to fire 

Missile launched' Steer your TV-
guided missile on targettoannihilate 
the invader 

The Starglider swoops in to attack 
Several direct hits are needed to 
destroy it 

A special mission. A devastating 
super missile has been located in the 
ruins of Novenia 

£14.95 
Amstrad CPC disc 

£19.95 

i l A i ' p r m 

Rainbird Software, Wellington House, 
Upper St Martins Lane, London WC2H 9CI 
Tel: 01-240 8838 
Rainbifd Software is a division of 
Britisn Telecommunications pte 

Arra*nshots taken from Spectrum 48/120 version 



REACTION 

A bursting bag of Reaction post again this month, plus 
some we found in our Micronet or Telecom Gold mail-
boxes. Topics cover the whole gamut from games to 
getting ripped off, e-mail to females. 

Unfortunately we cannot guarantee personal replies. 
This is because of the need to spend the bulk of our time 
producing a magazine. Shame, isn't it? 

Keep 'em coming, but keep 'em short! The address: 
Reaction, Amstrad Action, Somerton, Somerset, T A N 
7PY. Or Micronet 045 874 Oil . Or Telecom Gold 83: 
JNL272. Please don't mix items for other departments 
(such as subscriptions or mail-order) in the same message. 

Monitors - two 
moving tales 
While moving house recently, my 
464's monitor was destroyed. As I 
bought it two years ago, the guar-
antee has expired. Since this acci-
dent I've had to borrow a modu-
lator from a friend and try to sneak 
onto the family television when-
ever possible. However, as you 
can imagine, this has become very 
tedious and hectic. 

I have telephoned Amstrad 
twice about buying just a monitor 
on its own, but the answer is: "No 
way must buy complete with 
computer:' But to sell my com-
puter I would lose between £80 
and £100 because of its age. 

Do you know of any company 
::rin selling Amstrad-compat-

ible monitors at reasonable pri-
ces? Surely Amstrad could market 
rhen quite cheaply, selling some 
to people who wish to update to 
-i colour monitor or to those who 
•.van: both the sharpness of a 
green screen for word processors 
and a colour screen for games. 
Carl Adkins 
Oldburv. West Midlands 

Here s a sv.itch. We've printed 
dozer.s of letters from people 
war.::-g :o buy computers without 
monitors, intending to use the 
Ams:rac x-.th a modulator and 
.'e.'.y Pa:r up wrr. one of them, 
Carl! 

O: you could possibly buy 
or build a 5-volt DC power supply 
for your computer and then plug 
:t straight into or.e of the many 
monitors on the market (from £75 
mono or £150 colour) without a 
modulator 

• I am shortly leaving for Canada 
and wonder about the feasibility 
of taking my CPC 6128 with me. 
Obviously I would need a step-up 
transformer to cope with the 
change in voltage. The most im-

portant point how well is the 
Amstrad supported in Canada? 
B— (signature illegible) 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

"Hydro", as Canadians call electri-
city, comes to household sockets 
at IIS volts. A stop-up transformer 
should be easily available in elec-
tronics shops there. But heavy 
appliances such as cookers are 
wired for 230 volts, so you could 
hot-wire it and skip the transfor-
mer: compute in a Canadian kit-
chen. 

Or you could make Carl 
Adkins happy above by bequeath-
ing him your British monitor. In 
Canada, instead of stepping up 
and then down again, buy or build 
a power supply to convert AC 
USv to DC 5v for the computer 
and 12v for the disk drive. You'd 
find RGB or mono monitors, like 
most things, cost less there than 
here. 

Don r forget that Niagara Falls 
and friends generate at 50Hz 
(Hertz - cycles per second) as 
opposed to 50Hz in Europe. Tele-
vision frames scan at the same 
rate. Change link 4 on the Am-
strad's circuit board and the com-
puter can cope - see Amsrrad's 
firmware guide. However, certain 
programs might still be confused 
if they depend on frame flyback. 

The answer to your important 

question is no, unfortunately: Ar-
nold would have few fellows in the 
true north strong and free. But you 
could have AA every month by 
airmail.' 

More value, less bucks 
I have noticed that most computer 
magazines give good marks to 
budget titles, specially the ones 
produced by Mastenronics and 
Firebird. Although the games are 
good value at £2 compared with 
other titles at £10 they are still not 
very good. For 
example Kane: you and other mag-
azines gave this a great response 
but the game is only partially 
worthwhile due to its graphics. 
The gameplay is rubbish, because 
it never differs. The birds aiways 
fly in the same positions as the 
game before, and the bushes in 
levels 2 and 4 are also non-moving 
in all three difficulty levels. It took 
me only five tries to finish all three 
levels and get a very high score. 

Ocean and US Gold have 
both started the new year with an 
enormous array of advertising for 
a batch of video-arcade conver-
sions that are mostly worse than 
Space Invaders. If US Gold is 
really importing these all-Ameri-
can games, then I feel sorry for 
what the Americans must be going 
through. 
S Massoudinia 
Cardiff 

£10 is an awful lot to spend on a 
game if it's junk. Budget games 
cost a fifth the price of "normal" 
software, and we have to take this 
into account. The final AA rating 
is the only figure affected by price: 
the first four factors are indepen-
dent. For "normal" games the final 
rating usually falls between the 
Crab Factor and Staying Power 
figures, but for budget games it 
tends to be a bit higher. 

PA^ I 
p ^ U r ^ j 
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Computess 
There are hardly any letters from 
females. I can't see why, because 
we are just as intelligent as the 
opposite sex - if not more so. So 
come on. all you female whizkids! 

And by the way. does anyone 
know the cheat mode to Bounder? 
Sarah Standring 
Bolton, Lanes 

Bob's complaint exactly! (Though 
we never know about people like 
PB and K who sign their names 
with only initials.) 

There's an easy poke to 
Bounder: it's already hidden on the 
tape. Just type Poke 800, ?01 
Then without resetting the ma 
chine, load the tape in the norma! 
way with control-enter, and the 
screen will tell you cheat mode is 
operative. 

Not nice, Martyn! 
Fm just contacting you to say hew 
much I liked the type-in Land-
scapes by Brian James (March "OS). 
Oops - silly me. I mean Martyn 
Harrison (Feb '37). 

Anyone can make a mistake, 
I suppose, especially when the 
program was featured in an article 
in Your Computer May 1985 as 
'Fourier Synthesis' by Brian James 
along with a review of his Land-
scape Creator for £5 at the time. 

I wouldn't be large, green 
and angry apart from the fact that 
MH didn't even bother to change 
variable names etc. 
V. Angry 
Bridgemary (via Prestel) 

We do apologize to Brian James 
for accidentally infringing his co-
pyright. Unfortunately Martyn Har-
rison's small itype in payment has 
already gone out to him We await 
his apology. The least he could do 
is send the cheque to Brian James. 

• Martyn Harrison didn't do much 
more thar. use the CLK key to put 
his name in line 2. 

By the way, I think the Land-
scape Utility is well worth its price. 
For me :t was the decisive reason 
to buy an Amstrad CPC: This 
program is incredible! I do not 
believe it would be so simple to 
modify the short Fourier-synthesis 
program, jus; adding some clouds 
and trees, tc make the Landscape 
Utility. 

Guenter Grimm 
Mainz, W Germany 
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REACTION 

More minus monitor 
I've seen several letter in Reaction 
wanting to buy just the 464 or 6128 
keyboard, minus monitor. I've 
never seen it for sale like that in 
a shop, but at least w o mail order 
catalogues will oblige: Kays and 
Grattans. Grattans' 464 is £220 and 
the 6128 is £320, both complete 
with modulator. 
K Coates 
Portslade, E Sussex 

• Try Currys. They were prepared 
:o sell me one. You save hardly 
anything with a green monitor, but 
worth it with a colour one. 
M I Trinder 
Dumfries 

Lightening darkness 
Your second opinion of Nosferatu 
(AA 16) complains about a certain 
dark room which is so dark that 
you can't see a thing. If you care 
to drop a candelabra (as stated in 
the other Amstrad mag) it soon 
brightens up. 

I wondered if it might be 
possible to bring out a special 
edition of AA, a grand compilation 
of all the Cheat Modes and pokes 
published so far. I am sure I am 
r.ot the only one who would appre 
ciate this. 
Paul Mayze 
Allestree, Derby 

CPM isn't playful 
Are there any games that work 
with CPM, which I got with my 
6128 computer? 
Andrew Martin 
Co. Monaghan, Eire 

Infocom publishes some excellent 
adventure games "interactive 
fiction" is another name for this 
genre. They run under CPM but 
are text-only. Don't expect sophis-
ticated graphics from CPM unless 
you extend it with something like 
DRGraph. But this has to cater for 
so many different computers that 
it is just too slow. 

Wow! 
Will 1 get a reminder when my 
subscription comes up for renewal 
in February-March, or should I 
take out a new subscription now? 
Can I partake of any of your offers 
to new subscribers? 

By the way, the Drumkit 
program on the Christmas tape 
contained the Reset Channel rou-
tine which I submitted to you many 
moons ago (AA 9) as an amend-
ment to John Keneally's fine pro 
gram, yet I see no mention of my 
small donation. 

Congratulations to Richard 
Monteiro for his Fastform prog-
ram, a very useful utility, and his 
sound digitizer (AA 15), which 
works wonderfully, albeit with a 
bit of distortion, which is due 
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mainly to the tape circuitry, I think. 
By the way. if you type ! RpM with 
this program nifty! 

Although I already knew my 
464's tape unit was not in tip-top 
form, the tape-speed checker pro-
vided by John Keneally (Problem 
Attic 16) did help me to find out 
that it v/orks at almost peak per-
formance i: the 464 is stood up on 
its front edge while saving or 
loading. Voila! Wow and flutter 
disappear The differences range 
from +5.2% to -11.2% when lying 
normally, and 10.4% to -0.6% 
when or. edge. Quite a significant 
difference, huh? 

Has there ever been a poke 
for Fairtight on the 464? This game 
is so near to completion each time 
I die that I could scream. Help, 
somebody, please! 
Peter Newman 
Dungannon, Co. Tyrone 

Why do you need a subscription 
reminder. Pete, when you know 
already? Of course renewers are 
entitled to the same offers as new 
subscribers. We'll think you'll es-
pecially like the one announced 
elsewhere in this ish. 

Apologies for failing to credit 
your Drumkit patch. We simply 
copied our disk file onto the new 
master tape. Contrary to the type-
in style guide, in adding your 
patch to the disk months ago we 
had failed to REM it appropriately 
at the top. 

RpM is chortling: you were 
the first to discover his little sur-
prise and a little prize is on its 
way to you. And he says that his 
464 works better when the keys 
are upside-down. (Which also dis-
courages anyone else in the office 
from trying to use it.) 

The only Fairlight pokes 
we've received so far have been 
stolen from other mags, so we 
haven't published them. A chal-
lenge to you to do some original 
Irish hacking. 

M a s t e r g a m e s s q u a r e d 
I've got something for 6 T I 0 L L E E It W L E c A p s T S 
you and your readers N K K V X 0 X J X •J T T L J II K s M C 
to ponder over. This A 6 X c F A V S H A R E :t H R 0 A W 0 
wordsquare contains z I X 3 S E c s S I •3 V X P a L M R 0 
17 characters, places Q M C U s C 6 X 0 n 3 K K K T K P A T 
or things from Q K A D E V C R I 0 H a Q K T 3 0 H E 
Mastergames from all ? 0 X D H t C K F X J K C H U A [_ » R 
your magazines. For X C L H R s K L R E D A S U R C I G 
those who are missing N I 0 A E M I 0 0 0 i C Y Q r T N J S 
issues 1 or 2: tuff, 3 6 0 A p K N V 0 5 B f: 0 G j> A E D a 
that's your hard luck; Y A H 6 M d H f V S c w J 0 a H P 3 i 
you should have 0 M F 0 0 I S T B M S H X J < L q ;h o 
purchased them when A ? U Q T 0 R 5 E Q V D c F E D z X L 
you had the chance. E E E <1 S IP .Y M r L V u f 7 - n T 3 M •J 
You will find all the 1 X I V E w K L E M A E p C ii A K E C 
answers in the A H C J 3 J R D 7 t D a U s F G w X 3 0 
Mastergame reviews. J 6 X S K N N B K p C fs 7! S R S r >1 
P B Green I \ F. c fii 3 H N A C > J R V 0 V A i I 

Pontefract • D A s Q Q 0 J R i h F B c 0 R L H 8 
W Yorkshire N E C D 8 8 J C X _ K V T V w f V C T 

Whew! Are we glad you supplied the solution, PBi Well publish 
it next month. (At least we hope we can believe you: is that really 
what's in your sealed envelope?) 

Run down the gauntlet 
How on earth did "Gauntlcv" from 
US Mold get 92*? Trie graphics 
are crummy, the sonics are dull 
and the gameplay was so boring 
I fell asleep in front of my joystick. 

I am in real trouble over 
Fighting Warrior as there is just 
not enough energy available in the 
game to win. I have never seen a 
poke for this game, so please 
could you print one if it is avail-
able? 

Is Toot anorexic? 
If there are any readers who 

want an expansion of Elite, please 
send me a cassette and £1.30 with 
a large sae to hold the cassette. 
Gareth Jones 
25 Golden Hil 
Whitstable, Kent, CT5 1PR 

Not liking Gauntlet, you [re in a 
minority, Gareth. Our tastes do 
seem to differ. Frankly, we find 
Fighting Warrior such a boring 
game. We published tips for it in 
issue 8, hut never any pokes; so 
if anybody has any. past em to 
Gareth. 

We cooked up a wry reply 
to your anorexic question, and 
Toot ate it up - which we suppose 
answers you. 

Helpline, please! 
I desperately need help with Star 
ion. I have racked my three brain 
cells for four days but I cannot get 
the password for entrance to the 
third time grid. The letters are tfcs 
arre a is. I would be eternally 
grateful if anyone can help me. 
Also can anyone explain how :o 
play Nonterraqueousi I am baffled. 
J P Thorley 
21 Dilhome Grove 
Dresden, Staffs, ST3 4QH 

Obviously the AA team, even with 
nine brain cells among us. can't 

deal individually with all the re-
quests like this we get ever,' 
month and produce a megazine I 
as well. But fine folk like Mr Thor- [ 
ley floiwder in dire desperarior, 
That's why we've established the I 
Helpline. So if there are any ex-
perts in these two games willing, 
to come to the rescue, please I 
hearken to the cry in Helpline. 

Defense attempt 
I have :ust subscribed for the I 
second time. Yippee! 

I would like to defend Carl 
Jones of Swansea (AA 16 page ?. I 
AA 17 page 8). For all you know _ 
he could have found the Spindizzy j 
poke himself. If someone finds a I 
poke, it doesn't mean nobody will | 
ever find it again. If you want 
the poke-stealing way then Ken-
neth Bamford (Cheat Mode 17 
could have stolen Trap Door tips 
from the Christmas issue of an-
other mag; if it's the both-found I 
method then nuff said. 
Bobby Cairns 
Aldershot, Hants 

Granted, two people could inde-
pendently find the same poke, but 
they must be psychic if they 
choose (he same variable names. 
As for Trap Door, there is only 
one solution to the game. If the 
tips were word-for-word the 
same, complete with spelling mis-
takes. that would be suspicious. 

Next indexed 
Continuing the trerd in compiling 
indexes arid lists, I have done the 
Cheat Mode section of AA issues 
3 to 17. This is available on paper 
or as a database file to run cr. 
Amfiie (on the Avalar.che cassette 
on the cover of issue 16). Send me 
an sae and 4dp. plus a blank 
cassette for the database file. 
Please realise that the postage will 
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be more when sending cassettes, 
so ensure the correct stamps are 
on your sae and your letter to me. 

I have found this list very 
valuable as a regular games play-
er. When having problems with a 
game I ;ust scan my lis: to see if 
any of your great mags contains 
any pokes or hints. So I thought I 
could share this with fellow AA 
readers. 
Steve Hanstock 
145 Derby Road 
Sandiacre, Notts, NG10 5HL 

We're glad to hear of Antoine 
Robinson's A in file finding such 
appropriate use! 

Club-bugged 
Please could you print this letter 
as it gives information about a club 
called Ambug which me and some 
of my friends have set up. For a 
reasonable membership fee yon : 

can ;oin the club for a year. This 
entitles you to a special magazine 
packed full of reviews, letters, 
listings etc (similar to AA). 

The membership fee also 
entitles you :o discounts on soft-
ware which we will be selling. If 
we have enough replies we might 
be persuaded to give away the : 
odd free game or two. who knows! 

The mag comes out every 
two months and would be sent to 
you straight away. To require 
more information send an sae. 
Paul Gerfen 
5 Hailyn Drive 
Pinner, Midx, HAS 2DF 

And us'il expect free ads for AA 
in your pages, Pan! and pals! 

• Thank you for printing our letter 
concerning the formation of an 
Amstrad users club in B'ham. The 
club is now up and running, and 
we have use of a college just 
outside the centre of Birmingham. 
"VVe are still looking for new mem- : 
bers. however. So if anyone is 
interested in meeting fellow 
"Amsters': getting expert advice 
on the use of AMS's superb Page-
maker or even in gaining 99% on 
Spin dizzy, then please write. 
Robert Shepherd, publicity officer 
John Woods 
Birmingham Amstrad Users 
Club 
54 Lockwood Rd, Northfield 
Birmingham, B31 1QD 

• I'd like to inform fellow Amstrad 
Action readers of a wide range of 
type-ms or. tape and lots of infinity 
lives on a leaflet, including a 
monthly newsletter subscription 
for ore year Please send me a 
stamp for full details. Love the 
mag. 
Liam Sansome 
4 Arizona Street. Glen Rd 
Belfast, BT11 SAG 

• Thanks for printing the last letter 
concerning the user group (AA 
17). Business has boon booming 
since then. However, there have 
been a few changes. Firs*, the 
group has had to close its doors 
to PC and PCW users due to the 
lack of interest on this side. Sec-
ond, we now offer more services 
to members, including a library 
where members can hire com-
puter books for a month a: a time. 

If any Amstrad CPC users 
are interested in the new 
'•reformed' user group, please 
send ari sae or stamp and I will 
be happy to send full details. 
Gary Carter 
United Amstrad User Group 
1 Magnolia Close 
Fareham, Hants, PQ14 IPX 

Into the slammer 
You should make sure Toot is 
locked up at r.ight so he cannot 
do any more late-night sessions 
which end up in wrong ratings. If 
he is so bad why don't you just 
sack him? Shoot him? Torture him? 
Rip his legs off? lust a few sug-
gstions there 

Love the mag. 
Nicholas Hill 
Devizes, Wilts 

Read this, Tony 
Thanks for your grand Christmas 
giveaway tape, the utilities side of 
it anyway. 

I really want to congratulate 
Tony Hoyle for his Ramdisk pro-
gram. I have a 464 configured to 
emulate a 6128 by the DK'Tronics 
ram package, and it even worked 
on thai. I can run CPM 3 on it by 
dubious means, and would dearly 
like to have a Ramdisk facility on 
CPM 3. Can Tony Hoyle help with 
this project? 

I also have the Vortex 320k. 
board fitted and can produce a 
huge ramdisk in CPM 2.2 useless 
because no CPM 2.2 progs are 
available to use it. Any help with 
using the Vortex board in CPM 3? 
I have tried and have aiso written 
to the Vortex company: no answer, 
no dice. 
Mike Barge 
Cheam, Surrey 

Downhill idea 
I have just been watching some 
downhill skiing on tv and had a 
flash of inspiration from the end 
titles. They showed one o: those 
films where a camera is mounted 
or. a ski and then you get this film 
from the racer's eye. 

It would make a fab compu-
ter game. The program would be 
a cross between 3D Grand Prix 
and Space Harrier. Just take out 
the dashboard from the Artisoft 
game and put in the front of your 
skis and possibly your hands clut-
ching your poles Then the horizon 

Inkreased circulation 
A few months ago I bought an 
Amstrad DMP-2000 printer to go 
with my 6128. I am delighted with 
the printer in all but one respect: 
the speed with which the ribbons 
dry up. 

I decided to re-ink one of 
the ribbons myself so I opened up 
the cartridge assembly, soaked 
the pad overnight in black ink, 
covered the dry ribbon in ink and 
then reassembled the unit. The 
problem is that the ribbon dries 
up in just a few minutes. It seems 
that the pad is not transferring ink 
to the ribbon. 

If you can help with this 
problem I promise I will buy a 
copy of Amstrad Action every 
month for the next ten years. 
Jim Walshe 
Eccles, Manchester 

We didn't know whether to refer 
your letter to Problem Attic or to 
the circulation department, Jim. So 
we consulted Richard Knight of 
Data Aids Plus, a firm specializing 
in supplies for all makes. 

First, a warning: you nsk 
damaging your printer by trying 
to re-ink. Dot-matrix printers re-
quire a special-formula ink con-
taining silicon lubricant to keep 
the tiny print pins happy. 

Printer ribbons vary enor-
mously in length. The one in the 
DMP 2000 and 3000 printers is a 
loop only half a yard long, where-
as the PCW's is 11 metres. That's 
Amstrad's original; buy a replace-
ment made by Pelikan and you 
get 14 metres. Even the Brother 
1109 printer has 10 metres of 
ribbon. Owners of one Seikosha 

printer, however, have the same 

Imutter as you: its cartridge, con-
taining only 0.3m, costs £7 and 
doesn 't last long. 

Unfortunately there do not 
seem to be enough DMP printers 
out there for third-party manufac-
turers to produce competitive rib-
bons. The Amstrad DMP ribbon 
sells at just under £6 from Smiths 
or suppliers like ours. 

There are two things you 
could consider. Evaporation short-
ens the life of a ribbon, so don't 
keep the printer in a very dry 
place. And quality of paper affects 
both ribbon and printhead. Cheap 
'hard mechanical" paper is deadly 

to both, because tiny bits of wood 
pulp come away. A nice smooth 
paper gives a sharper, crisper, 
blacker image; on cheap paper 
the image spreads. 

It isn't a question of quality 
of inking so much as usage. Low-
cost printers are regarded by 
manufacturers as low-use printers. 
You don t say how much you churn 
out, but if you're producing 200,000 
sheets of paper a month, you must 
reckon on going through a few 
ribbons. 

We'll expect your subscrip-
tion cheque for £165 in the post! 

across the screen, top half blue, 
bottom white. Small specks of 
black zippir.g past on the snow to 
give a sense of movement. 

Then take the vector trees 
and vector-drawn gateposts like 
the ones in Space Harrier appear-
ing in the distance and then flash-
ing by in a second. The skis could 
possibly turn into each bend like 
the steering wheel in 3D Grand 
Prix. 

With multi-player options 
and realistic sound coupled with 
smooth graphics ir would be a 
great game. 1 hope you can see 
what I mean. 
George Brittton (age 14) 
Dulwich, London SE21 

Free lunch in Denmark 
They say Denmark's the best 
place in the world to live, but you 
pay twice as much for computers 
and software. So, on a trip home 
[to England] last September I 
bought a 6128. 

Then came the hard part: 
what software and games should 
I buy. ar.d which magazine should 
I take :o keep up with the news? 

Tasv/ord has proved ideal for my 
business, but when it came to 
games, a bored shop assistant 
said, "Yes, sir, arcade, strategy, 
shoot-em-ups. adventure, war or 
straight games!" 

Being a middle-aged begin-
ner who hadn't even plugged the 
machine in, my mouth dropped 
open and I grabbed a handily 
placed copy of AA. A quick s^an 
and Dootndark's Revenge arid 
Fourth Protocol became my first 

never regretted - acquisitions. 
It also solved the magazine prob 
lem. One game advertised but not 
reviewed in A A looked good; I 
wait for your thumbs-up. 

End of long preamble, n^w 
tc the point. 

There must be thousands of 
new owners who would be glad 
of a beginner's guide or quarterly 
supplement explaining jargon, list-
ing current games and software 
under categories and headings 
with your review ratings and com-
ments where appropriate. Plavinc 
tips and maps could be included 
or cross-referenced to the isstv-
of AA where they appeared O t 
a reader at the start of his com-
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puter career and you have him for 
hie! 

Incidentally, I am going to 
spend The rest of my life working 
out the password for the lift in 
Sentinel House in Fourth Protocol, 
or has Barry North (Cheat Mode 
13) or anyone a playing guide to 
pan 2? A free lunch at my restau-
rant in the North Jutland Museum 
of Contemporary Art to anyone 
who can help! 
Roger Ebben 
Landlystvej 21 
9210 Aalborg 50 
Denmark 

We must either publish an AA 
index or index the requests to do 
so! 

Copyright - okay? 
If you buy a game and make a 
backup copy of it that's okay, or 
if you lend it to a friend for a 
couple of days that's okay too (by 
me anyway). But if you sell it our 
your friend copies it, then that's 
breaking the copyright laws, as 
you are making or saving money 
from someone else's hard graft. 

I think your reviews are 
getting better by the issue. 1 think 
thai Chris Boothams comments are 
brill, T agree with him every time, 
if he says its good 111 go out and 
buy it but if he does not like it ther 
I will avoid it. He is much better 
than ex-zappite Bob Wade. 
Joe flpted 
Wembley Park, Midx 

It's always been that way with 
copyright. Chns Boothman agrees 
with you on both points. 

That ripped-off feeling 
Thank you for saving me from 
Ocean's bum Laser series. I had 
ordered two from Home Compu-
ter Club and then read the letter 
about Laser Cemus so I was al-
ready prepared for a ripoff. Laser 
Compiler is totally useless without 
a lot of messing about. After six 
attempts I finally got a simple 
f o r -nex t , p<"irt r.hrS loop to 
compile; ever/thing else I tried 
was rejected for various reasons. 
Laser Basic is a mystery package, 
as there are no on-screen instruc-
tions of ar.y kind and the manual 
is printed black on blue and the 
script has errors of syntax. I got 
to page 11 of the manual and gave 
up. I can well understand Oasis's 
demise and why Ocean doesn't 
publicize this. 

I wonder if there is any 
industry standard for software. 
There is an awful lot of dross 
about, and perhaps your magazine 
could give readers the opportunity 
to publicize their discoveries 
and, to be fair, the excellent pro-
grams. For example, I had a book 
from Boots called Advanced User 
Guide Amstrad Graphics. For 6128 
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users this would be excellent, but 
by putting in a catchpenny 464 
page they spoilt a good book 
(albeit full of omissions and syntax 
errors) and brought down the 
wrath of us 464 owners. 

I disposed of my problems 
through the Trading Standards 
Office, and I would advise anyone 
who is being or feeling ripped off 
to contact the same at the local 
town hall. (Boots sorted out my 
book problem as soon as I wrote 
to them.) 

I have just cancelled Com-
puting with the Amstrad as they 
would persist in making their busi-
ness section larger and larger and 
all machine-code stuff. I like Basic, 
I like your magazine, so more 
power to your arms and Amstrads! 
Bob Caffrey 
Southwick, Sussex 

Laser Compiler got a generally 
favourable review in AA 8. Andy 
Wilton's review (AA 10) called 
Laser Genius "the definitive as-
sembler packaged with a truly 
useful monitor and a pricctag 
under £20 - buy it." RpM agrees 
with him; if it were on rom hod 
probably prefer it over Maxam. 
So you must have hold of the 
wrong end of the stick, Bob. Unfor-
tunately Ocean is offering no sup-
port to Oasis customers since 
Oasis went down. 

Wait t i l l you read Wade 
T think I speak for many who have 
bought games that look good in 
the advertising campaigns or on 
their boxes and then find a really 
terrible game inside. Nowadays 
you mainly have to rely on adver-
tising because retailers forbid you 
to try games out beforehand. 
Robert Edmonds 
Lichfield, Staffs 

It's been said before: You're better 
off relying on the AA review. 

" H O T pe^UI TMM" M o T -
I c ^ (A^IA/^U^ HlAA . . . " 

Having a good time 
In July 1986 I owned a Spectrum 
put an advert into a popular Spec-
trum magazine. Since then I have 
bought a CPC 464 and a lot of 
hardware and software for it. Just 
after December I started to get 
phone calls about an advert ir. a 
magazine. I thought to myself, 
"What magazine? What joystick? 
What game?" Six months it had 
taken to print one advert! 

I will be interested to see just 
how long this letter will take to be 
printed. 
Timothy Hayney 
Hoddesdon, Herts 

Here you are, Tim: your letter was 
dated 21 January. It's now early 
Febinary and we're setting most 
of Reaction 19 in type. Some other 
pages close as late as mid-Feb. 
This mag hits the newsstands on 
5 March. That sort of timeframe 
apphes in editorial areas of all 
monthly magazines. Paid ads have 
different deadlines, of course. 

Contradiskion 
Can you reconcile the following 
two points? 
1 Three-inch disks are about 
£3.30 more than cassettes, retail 
(before the recent price 
decrease). Obviously software 
companies will be able to obtain 
them for a considerable discount. 
2 Disk software costs, in nearly 
all cases. £5 more than the iden-
tical tape version. 
M E Tipping 
Newcastle, Staffs 

Discopy Ltd in London tells us it 
costs between 20p and 40p to 
duplicate a tape bur £2.35 to £2.50 
to duplicate a double-sided disk 

subtract 20p for single-sided. If 
the disk is heavily protected and 
the duplicating programmers 
need to write a special routine to 
copy it, there would be extra 
charges. 

So, your two points am hard 
to reconcile. The differential 
should be more like £2.50. Any 
software houses like to comment? 

• Hewson ar.d Ariolasoft among 
others charge an extra £6 for their 
disk games and Firebird bumps 
up the cost by an amazing £7. If 
the disk game is an enhanced 
version of the tape game (like 
Sorcery Plus), this partly justifies 
the increase in price. However, it 
is then up to magazines to high-
light the fact in their reviews. Until 
then, I will continue to buy the tape 
and hack it onto disk. 

Congratulations to Durell 
with its disk version of Thanatos. 
Only £3 more than the cassette, 
and apparently only £1 extra if 
purchased directly from them 
Let's hope other software houses 
follow its excellent example. 
Mark Lawrence 
Bury St Edmunds, Suffolk 

More moral 
After reading Mike Roberts' letter 
(Reaction 17, about game thai 
"actively promoted the use of 
nuclear weapons") I felt obligee 
to write and point out the countless 
games concerning killing and war 
by conventional methods. Indeed 
most games released involve de-
struction in one form or another. 

Cannot we say therefore that 
these games are "actively promot-
ing" the use of conventional weap-
ons? Spare a thought for the thou-
sands who died in the first and 
second world wars and all the 
pa:r. and suffering caused to rela-
tives and homeless. I feel it :s 
more horrific to be involved in a 
conventional, slow, painful war 
than a fast nuclear one which we 
wouldn't know anything about. 
Would you rather be shot through 
the heart unexpectedly or he boil-
ed alive? 
Luke Peters 
High Wycombe, Bucks 

Neither. 

Penpals, please 
• Lee Chapman. 293 Towngate. 
Ossett, WF5 OQD 
• Mark Dowling, Ballindangar. 
Cross. Mitchelstowr., Co. Cork. 
Ireland 
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S©hool for s©andal 
My friends at school have Arr.-
strads or Spectrums. and they all 
copy games. They are members 
of a local computer library, and 
they all hire games and then copy 
them, using a double tape-record-
er. I am no longer friends with 
them because they asked to copy 
some games, and I soon learned 
what they were doing. 

I went to the computer libra-
ry where I bought Gauntlet to talk 
to somebody working there about 
the games copying. The woman 
asked me for their names. Unfor-
tunately I still know that they are 
copying games, despite warnings 
that it is illegal. 

I think it is dreadful. It is not 
only illegal, but also unfair to 
people who save up their pocket 
money and buy the games (which 
is a vast majority of us). It is also 
unfair to *he softgware house and 
most of all to the programmers, 
who put a lot of hard work into 
thc-ir games. 

I also want to say how dread-
ful I think the DlCtronics lighrpen 
is. as the cursor on the screen 
jutters around a lot and will not 
move properly around with the 
pen. Do you know if th:s is a 
problem with just my lightpen, or 
are all the DK'tronics ones like 
that? 

My final point is that anyone 
wanting to buy budget software 
should go to Boots at Brent Cross 
Shopping Centre, Hendon, where 
you can get Yie-ar Kung Fu, Geoff 
Capes Strong Man. Dynamite Dan, 
Herbert's Dummy Run and loads 
more for the exceptionally good 
price of £1.99. 

Please could you print my 
name and address on the penpals 
list? I am 14 and have a CPC 464. 
Guy Sanders 
270 Willesden Lane 
London NW2 

You've said it all Guy. 
Lightpens in general have 

not been noted for great accuracy. 
Two manufacturers, Electric Stu-
dio and Dart, now seli new light-
pens that use fibre-optics - Dart 
at four times the price. DK'trorucs 
does not pretend its hghtpen is 
professional quality (although 
some professionals use it). It's 
designed for selecting from men-
us and for use as a brush rather 
than as a very fine pen. You can 
get quite good effects using the 
software provided. DK has sold at 
'east 20,000 units for the Amstrad 
and SO, 000 very similar ones for 
the Spectrum, with very few com-
plaints. 

• I have the programming skills 
of a disabled caveman, and I will 
admit that I use my 6128, with disk 
drive and two banks of G4k. for 
games and games only. 

Ten pounds a game is not a 

realistic price for me to pay. so 
: inevitably people break the copy-

right law. I personally have about 
35 games. Over the last year I have 
bought four games. 

I have only three problems 
with your mag: Get some good 
staples (my issues have pull-out 
supplements). Review some pug-
gie games. Get rid of the half-wit 
comments at the bottom of the 
page. 
Gordon McManus 
Hamilton, Midlothian 

What in the v/orld is a puggie 
game? Are you sure you didn't 
miscopy it? 

We never said free 
I have taken your magazine since 
issue one. and by and large I am 
well pleased, even if a "free" tape 
puts the cover price up 50p. The 
las: tape was disappointing. 
P Flintoff 
Hartlepool. Cleveland 

We nowhere said the tape was 
"free". We're sorry if you didn't 
like the contents of the Christmas 
tape; most readers did like it. In 
any case it's worth SOp even if you 
blank it. 

• I got a copy of AA 16 with the 
Christmas tape and really enjoyed 
it. I think it is great value for the 
tape at an extra SOp. The programs 
on it were really excellent. After 
loading Druid I enjoyed it so much 
that I went out and bought a copy 
of it for myself. 

The programs on the other 
side were also good, especially 
the one to turn the disk drive off. 
Now 1 can load some of my :ape 
games which wouldn't load be-
fore 
Gary Hudson 
Micronet Oil 110 176 
Filey, N Yorks 

Yours hopefully, Hull 
Would you print my full name and 
address? Residents of Hull and 
Cottingham could contact me with 
a view to exchange of information. 
I specify local residents as all my 
replies to people in Timbuktu, 
Devor., Scotland, Barnsley, San 
Francisco and all points west of 
the Mason-Dixor. line resulted in 
a stony silence. What their idea 
was in requesting penpals I know 
r.o:. 

I like your games reviews 
generally and rely on them before 
I spend ten quid on rubbish. You 
do not. however, include addres-
ses of the small firms who very 
often turn out very nice little 
games. I've been waiting to obtain 
the address of Mastertronic so that 
I can buy Pipeline (1 and 2). 
Would it be a good idea to desist 
from describing rubbish and prim 

a few addresses now and again? 
The rubbish can be disposed of 
in a couple cf lines for each game. 
If the dear readers have any sense 
they'll take notice of your infinite 
wisdom in these matters. 
Robert Lamb 
82 Finkle Street 
Cottingham, E Yorkshire 
HU16 4AZ 

Mastertronic is hardly a small finn. 
1' sells more games - units than 
any other. But here s the address: 
5 Paul St. London F.C2. 

Now ana then a game so 
diabohcaily awful can be great 
fun! The reviewer gets a chance 
to let loose, and - be honest you 
!ike to read wicked wit. 

By the way, you've got the 
Mason-Dixon line running the 
wrong way. Two English astrono-
mers (Jeremiah and Charles re-
spectively) drew it in i 767 to settle 
Pennsylvania 's border dispute 
with Maryland and West Virginia. 
Check a map. 

See you in Singapore 
ril be going back to Singapore 
soon. and I don't think I car. get 
AA in ar.y newsagents there. How 
much will it cost to mail-order AA 
and Amstrad games from there? 
Will it take long to arrive? 

Please don't give Raves out 
so generously; it makes me wanna 
buy them! 
Wayne Goh 
W Acton, London 

Subscriptions (yours expires in 
September) by sea to Singapore 
cost £22.26; estimate six weeks. 
Wait just over one week by air. 
worth £27.78 You can certainly 
order software from our superb 
mail-order service, adding £l per 
item for airmaii. 

Interstellar dust 
After reading your review of the 
AMX Pacemaker 1 am quite tempt 
ed to buy it, but I don't know if it 
is compatible with my Brother HR 
5 printer. Please could you tell me 
if it is or not? 
Justin Mason 
Shanklin, Isle of Wight 

Unfortunately we can't keep an 
entire stable of all types of printer 
etc here at the Old Bam. We print 
the company's telephone number 
with serious-software renews so 
that readers can put technical 
questions like this direct to the 
horse's mouth. And anyway from 
our stricken phone exchange we 
are at present unable to make 
long distance caL's. 

Helpline 
The Helpline has its first response from eager Amstrad 
experts ready to help out those having problems. Just a brief 
reminder that you can offer help on any subject to do with 
the CPCs - whatever expertise you can provide. 

If you want to become part of the Helpline, just send us 
your name, address, phone number (say so if you don't want 
it to be printed) end subject on which you want to help. Please 
write on a postcard or the back of a stuck-down envelope. 
The peculiar stationery requirement will greatly help the 
administration of the section. Send to: Helpline, Amstrad 
Action, The Old Barn, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 7PY. 

Here are the first batch of volunteers. Remember if you 
contact them by post you should include a self-addiessed 
stamped envelope for the reply; otherwise you're unlikely to 
get a response. After all they've been good enough to offer 
their services, so we don't want to cost them money, now do 
we! 

tape loading, using CPM. Minerva database, TaswordTaspel! 6128, 
Art Studio, Tascopy. Multiface 2. WordStar, AMX Pagemaker, Planit, 
Discovery Plus 
Mr R Cope, 171 Honiton Road, Exeter, EX1 3EP 

programming in Basic from beginners to advanced, sound (three-
channel music, effects etc), graphics in Basic (animation etc), tape 
problems, flight simulations (he's got them all!) 
Cameron Kane, 6 Kilbrcck Gdns, Bearsden, Glasgow, G€1 4SL 

programming (mainly Basic but some machine-code) 
Jeffrey Hunt, 2 Dcweys Way, Giilingham, Dorset, SP8 4BW 

completing Batman and Druid (use map locations from AA maps) 
Darren Roofe, Lyndhurst, Station Road, Middle Drove, Wisbech, 
Cambs, PE13 8JP 5? (0945 73) 276 
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AMSCENE 

Monthly update on what's new on the CPC scene 

Slam-dunk or sunk? 
Two simulations are on their way 
from Act ivision for two sports not 
usually associated with computer 
games. Championship Basketball 

Two on Two where you arc 
partnered by the computer in one-
or two-player games of basketball, 
and Sailing, a game based on the 
America's Cup Race. 

Two on Two is promised to 
have "the most realistic graphics 
ever created for computer basket-

ball" and feature hooks, tip-ins., 
jump shots, dur.ks, practice ses-
sions and a 23-team league com-
petition. Sailing will allow you to 
build and then race your boat 
against IS other nations after the 
biggest prize in yachting. Winged 
keels, spinnakers, tacking, wind-
ing and wind shifts all play their 
part - just don't sink. 

Both games will cost £9.99 on 
cassette and £14.99 on disk. 

Amstrad launches new 
printer 

A new printer from Amstrad, the 
DMP 4000, is aimed at the PC 1512, 
but it is Epson-compatible, which 
means there should be no prob-
lem using it on any of the CPC 
machines. It was launched at the 
Which Computer Show in mid-
February. 

For £349 plus VAT it will 
probably be of most interest to the 
businessman. However, its specifi-

Grange Hill 

on your 

CPC 
Argus Press, producing some 
high-standard software recently, 
is bringing the Grange Hill saga 
from BBC television to your Am-
strad monitors. Those adolescents 
of dubious scholastic standards 
should hit the streets - at £9.93 -
by the time you read this article. 

You play the part of Luke 
'Gonch' Gardner. Your Walkman 
was confiscated in class earlier 
that day for being disruptive. Your 
mum insists on seeing it every 
evening when you return home -
especially alter the other one was 
stolen from the staff room when it 
Afas confiscated. 

Rather than face your mum's 
sharp tongue you decide to go 
back to school and steal back your 
Walkman from the staff room, with 
tne help of friend Paul 'Hollo' 
Holloway. 

From what we can gather 
Ciange Hill is an arcade adventure 
where you will have to avoid 
bumping into people, such as the 
school caretaker, and negotiate a 
maze of heating pipes. It will even 
be possible to hold conversations 
with other characters if you meet 
them. There should be plenty of 
puzzles and strategy elements to 
hold everyone's interest. 

Brrrm, brrrm, brrrm 
Virgin is set to release the latest 
game under the Leisure Genius 
label. It's a computer motor-racing 
game based on the ever-popular 
Scalextric system. The split screen 
shows two cars racing simultane 
ously. and it obviously isn't going 

to be an accurate simulation be-
cause there aren't any slots in the 
track or giant cats overturning the 
cars. This will probably revive a 
few childhood memories. Cars are 
like tram sets: you re never too old 
to play with them. 

cations make it an exciting pros-
pect for the home user with a large 
budget: over 100 different type-
face combinations including NLQ 
(near letter guality); complete 
Ascii and IBM graphics character 
sets; printing speeds of up to 200 
characters per second (50 cps for 
NLQ); wide enough for paper up 
to 15 inches; 233 columns (con 
densed mcde) ar.d 136 columnsj 
(standard). 

It has a 24-pin print head 
which won't really be of much use 
to you unless you print in Chinese. 
Japanese or Arabic characters, or: 
until software is written to take 
advantage of it. Our alphabet uses ! 
only the ordinary nine pins. 

The stylish design of DMP] 
2000 and 3000 printers, with theii 
front-loading paper system and] 
tractor pins that push rather than] 
pull the paper, has not been car 
ried forward to the 4000: more 
a Seikosha look has been given tc 
it. For further information contac 
Amstrad pic on (0277) 23 0222 
wait for an in-depth review in ne> 
month's AA. 

Backup 
the mains 

Matchpower Systems Ltd has 
range of emergency backup o: 
standby power supplies and line 
conditioning units. These are nor-
mally marketed by British Tele 
com but arc- now available direc 
form the manufacturer in Lincoln; 
shire. 

These units are ideal fc 
providing pure and unbroker 
mains power for computers anc 
communications or security sys 
tems. We could have done wit 
one last week when road worker 
cut through a mains cable: we 1< 
power, our fancy telephone sys 
tem and many hours of work. 

Power outputs range from 
watts to 10 kilowatts; prices rang* 
from an equally impressive $2'< 
to £3000. Further details fro: 
Matchpower Systems Ltd, Holme 
Co-art, Boston Rd Industrial Estatt 
Horncastle, Lines, LK9 6JW, phoi 
(06532) 5390, or from Telecom 
Freefone Powerguard. 

12 AMSTRAD ACTION 



AMSCENE 

Meet Martech's Nemesis 
Maitech has licensed the 20fl0 AD 
comic character Nemesis the War-
lock to appeal in his own compu-
ter game sometime in the spring. 
The plot behind the game :s that 
Nemesis leads a resistance move-
ment against Torquemada, grand 
master of the Terminators. Tour-
quemada has destroyed all alien 
life on the planet Termight and 
now he's starting work on the rest 
of the galaxy Good old Nemesis 

has to stop him - after all, you car.'t 
leave the galaxy to the mercy of 
a bunch of bloodthirsty humans. 

In the game Nemesis has to 
fight off the Terminators ana over-
come different obstacles to try :o 
get to Torquemada and destroy 
him. Nemesis is armed with his 
sword Excessus, a gun and the 
ability to breathe fire when need-
ed. Get far enough and you'll face 
a final battle against Torquemada. 

Dig that Afro beat 

Also coming soon from Mar-
tech is Palsator. described as a 
"multi-maze shoot-em-up with a 
challenging puzzle". It's composed 
of five levels of 49 screens, each 
level containing an imprisoned 
"pulsy". You control a sphere that 
has to make its way through the 
maze layout, free (he pulsy and 
proceed to the next level. 

Aliens fill most of the screens 
and can harm your sphere in 
several ways, you can blast them 

all though The maze is made up 
of walls ar.d numbered gates. You 
open and close the gates by pass-
ing over the corresponding num-
ber on the background with the 
sphere. This is where the strategy 
element comes ini as the layouts 
get more complicated and the 
aliens meaner, things get tough. 
We should have a full review next 
month. The game will sell for £8.95 
on cassette and £14.95 on disk. 

Search for a star 

Mastertronic, the long-established 
budget software house, has ac-
quired Melbourne House, produ-
cer of such games as The Hobbit 
and Way of the Exploding Fist. 
The acquisition means that Master-
tronic now has an entry into the 
full-price software market. Quite 
how all this will affect Melbourne 
House's product isn't yet clear, but 

you car. bet that with Mastertronic 
involved tilings will happen fast. 

In a separate move Master-
tronic has also formed an arcade 
games division in the United States 
called Arcadia Systems Ir.c. The 
r.ew head of Arcadia predicted 
that it will be "the first true large-
scale publisher of video games in 
the coin-op medium." 

NewWord with solo disk 
We were wrong in one of our 
unkind remarks about NewWord 
in last month's word-processor 
feature. "Bad news," we said: 
"needs dual-disk system." That 
is not strictly true. You can get 
away with a single disk drive, 
but you will have to fit your text 

files onto the same disk with 
NewWord - not much room, 
since the wp takes up 165k. 
Neither WordStar nor its clone 
like you trying to change disks, 
but you could delete some of the 
help files from your workdisk. 

Mastertronic acquires 
Melbourne House 

Microprose is one of the biggest 
names in entertainment software 
in the US. Until now its products 
have been marketed r. Britain by 
US Gold, but now it has set up its 
own UK operation. Simon Barnard 
has been appointed software de-
velopment manager and is on the 
lookout for talented programmers. 
"We believe that the UK has the 
best Amstrad software writers. 
Ar.d my job is to find them and 

offer them not only money but 
international recognition," he says. 

Microprose is best known 
for its high quality simulations like 
Aerojet but it also is interested in 
top-quality arcade games. If you 
tliink you've got the potential to 
be a software star then Microp-
rose can be contacted at 2 Market 
Place, Tetbury, Gloucestershire, 
GL8 8DA; S (0666) 34326. 

Cheetah Marketing, responsible 
for the highly acclaimed Amdrvm, 
has launched another set of voices 
for its digital drum system. 

£5 buys the Afro Kit with 
editor. The kit contains eight new 
sounds: trunk, buash, hi conga, lo 
conga, clave, cocor.ut, guiro and 
whistle. This new release brings 

the total number of arum-sound 
kits to four - standard rock (free 
with Amdnim), Latin, electro and 
now Afro. 

The kit is available direct 
from Cheetah (0222) 77 7337 -
or from many High Street stores 
and computer shops. 



AMSCENE 

Swansong 
Monty Mole makes his farewell 
appearance in a computer game 
soon: his last burst for freedom 
comes in Auf Wiedersehen Monty. 
Having escaped from prison in 
Monty on the Run he's r.ow fleeing 
across Europe. 

He's got to stay out of the 
clutchcs of the law and ra:se 
enough cash to buy a Greek island 
where he can burrow happily ever 
after. Apparently it's going to be 
a platform game where you have 
to complete money-rraking tasks 
in the cities of Europe. Simple 
things like stealing the Mona Lisa, 
winning a grand prix and being 
aided and abetted by the Maf:a. 

Also on the way from Grem-
lin is Krakour, which from the 
sounds of the press release :s 
Breakout gone crazy. Among the 
delights it's supposed to offer are 
an ogre who chews up missiles. 

regurgitates them and spits them 
back at you. More than that I 
cannot tell you because I'm not 
sure I'll understand what's going 
on even when the game arrives 

Gremlir. has an offering in 
the compilation market that should 
prove popular. It features four 
games, three which' are good ar.d 
one which isn't. The three decent 
games are The Way of the Tiger, 
an entertaining martial arts game 
with excellent animation, Bany 
McCwgan's Boxing, still the best 
boxing game on the Amstrad, and 
Rescue on Fractah:s< the debut of 
fractals or. the CPCs in a testing 
shcot-em-upcum-rescue-mission. 
The duff title is Beach Head II, a 
bad conversion, but the other 
three ntles are enough to make 
the package excellent value. It 
costs £9.95 on cassette and £14.99 
on disk 

Art the easy way 

See data 

register 

in library 
You can now go lo any of 171 
public libraries in Britain and ask 
to see the register that was set up 
by the Data Protection Act 1984. 
The first 77;00C entries are on 
microfiche as a pilot project for 
the public to see how entries are 
set out. 

The .Act demands that any-
one - organization or individual -
holding information about individ-
uals on computer must give the 
Data Protection Registrar details 
of the type of information hold .and 
how it is obtained and used. These 
details arc- then included ;r. the 
register, which is oper. to public 
viewing. 

"We are keen to encourage 
early comment on the way in for-
mation is displayed," said the 
registrar, Mr Eric Howe, from his 
Cheshire headquarters. He wants 
the register to be easy to use and 
iS;open to suggestions. 

Individuals already have a 
number of new rights under the 
Act, including the right to ciaim 
compensation as a resuit of the 
loss of personal data, destruction 
or disclosure of without proper 
authority, unauthorized access to 
it or The holding of information 
which is factually inaccurate. You 
can also have inaccurate infor-
mation corrected or erased. 

After 11 November this year 
you will also have the right to ask 
a data user for a copy of your own 
personal details held on computer. 

Anyone holding computer 
data about other people is re-
quired by the 1984 Act to register. 
But there is an exemption for 
"personal data held by an indi-
vidual and concerned only with 
the management of his personal, 
family or household affairs or held 
by him only for recreational pur-
poses." 

Price cut 
for 5 V drive 

Silicon Systems of Manchester has 
announced a £30 drop in price of 
its Mcgadrivs, the only 51 ••4-inch 
disk drive completely compatible 
with Amsdos, CPM 2.2 and CPM 
Plus. The original price was £229, 
including interface, software and 
built-in power supply. Due to a 
reduction m the cost price of the 
drive mechanisms. Silicon is offer 
ing the drive at £199. Silcon's 
telephone is 061-848 8959. 
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A new art package is looming 
over the horizon: Easiart. Micro 
Draw Ltd are the people to contact 
(0G22 685431). The package works 
with tracker ball, mouse or joy-
stick and costs, on either cassette 
or disk format, E16.9H. 

The package boasts the usual 

spray, line, circle, and freehand 
drawing facilities with the inclu-
sion of: zoom, eraser, text entry, 
fill, cut ar.d paste and an icon 
generator. Next month we hope to 
bring you a complete review of 
this reasonably priced package. 

Rest in pieces 
Ariolasoft's latest game looks set 
to make the chills run up and 
down your spine. It's Bride of 
Frankenstein. You play the bride 
who, for some strange reason, 
actually wants :o revive the spare-
pan monster for :he wedding day. 

To get freaky Franky back 
on his. or someone's, feet you first 
have to get a spade, pickaxe and 
lamp to aid you in the act of 
grave robbing. Once equipped 
you have to go in search of lungs, 
kidneys, liver, brain ar.d heart. 
These aren't for consumption at 
the reception, but to breathe new 
life into old bolt-neck. 

Ghouls and zombies are to 
accompany you around the 60 
rooms of the graveyard. If the 
stress all gets too much for the 
poor bride she keels over from 
heart failure. Can't wait for some 
graesome graphics in this one. 

There was a massive response to 
the competition in A A 17. The 
lucky winner of the first prize, a 
Veron Vortex glider and a copy 
of the game, is Stephen Lamport 
of Redhill, Surrey. 

Ten runners-up get a copy 
of the game: N-.ck Moss. Orpington; 
Mm® Lo, Crossgates; C Varney. Dklev: 
J Fox Oeen, Reading; Nicky WiTtis, Har-
wich: Michae Alcizidye. Telford; Ste-
phen Crabtree. Dyfed; M Watkins, 
London N4: N Kirk, Newport PayncU; 
T Trafford, Barnoldswick. 

50 third prizes of a baisa-
wooa chuck-glider go to: Michael 
Hughes, Armagh; Stuart Chandler. 
Worcester Parir: Jv.de Dersley, Ply-
mouth; Helen Scott, Morpeth; Chris 
Barton. Whits-able; Stephen Jr-.pey, 
Impir.y.on; Bradley Joy, Horley; An-
drew Hamilton, Cowley; Alpesh Patec, 
Northampton; Kevin McAdoc. Balltn-
collig; Kenneth Walson Redcar; Jusrin 
Hampton. A sh ford Common; David 
Wir.ter, North wood: Slia -̂. Parcel., 
Rugby; Paul Nardone, Larkhall; Andrew 
Godliman, 'fhetford: Matthew Entvr.stie, 
Elackbum; MJ Williams, Kirigsheath; 
Scott McDowell. Glasgow; Andrew Mo-
han, Glossop; David Rocs R.-.wiry; C 
Cameron, Whitley Bay: P Finelli, Moid 
stone; Nicholas Xing, Tur.bridge Wells: 
Smart Whyta, Mrincham; J Price, Glos-
sop: Simon Mach&M, Wallasey; Don 
O'Neill. Xzllarrey; Mark Jones, Spilsby; 
B Poulter. Chichester; David O'Donnell, 
L-isbellam N Anollie, Edmonton; Ross 
Oldfield. Naseby: RA Bewes, Sa1fo:d: 
Jonathan Keith. Okehamptotv 1 Mortu2a, 
London E13: Gavir. Flynn. Norwich; Paul 
Stevens, Catford; DM Pampel. Wood-
ley; AJ Jones, Bristol; Lee Anthony. 
Chelmsford; Robert Hollett, Tring; K 
Jewell, Tatsfield; J Hall. Glossop; J 
Smeets. Vonlo; Charles joynson, Brad-
ford; J Potter. Telford; A Mason, Pease-
down St.John; Christopher Baker. 
Staines; Janies Pumoll. Hinxworth. 



The supreme multi-role 
arcade fantasy game! 

Enter arealmofdamsels, dragons, ghouls and dwarves; of castles, dungeons, caves; and 
ofmaglc. A^TheDoomlord,YOutaketheformofa\Varlocktodobattlewiththeforcesof 
good. Use your magical powers to change into Goblin or Troll forms and seek the Orb of 
Power which will assure you of victory In final confrontation with the White Wizard! 

Available Now For AMSTRAD CPC £8.95 (tape), £14.95 (disc) 
Coming soon forC64 and Spectrum. 

TheDoomlordas 
WARLOCK TheDoomlordas 

GOBLIN 
TheDoomlordas 

TROLL 



C H I P S with EX 
SOFTWARE ON ROM IS SO CONVENIENT YOU WILL 

PROTEXT 
A comprehensive 
and professional 
word processing 

package, now 
established as the No . l 

W.P. Package. 

Features:-
SUPER FAST • 

LARGE TEXT FILES • 
OUTPUT TO ANY PRINTER • 

ACCEPTS FILES FROM 
OTHER W.P.'s * 

INSTANT ACCESS 
FROM ROM • 

PBE S S 

"I am stunned by the speed at which 
PROTEXT performs the text operation, 
there is nothing like it on the AMSTRAD 
knocks Pocket Wordstar into a cocked hat' 

. . . AMTIX! 
"Far more facilities, accessed far faster with far more 
versatility than are available to Locoscript or 
Wordstar users provides facilities for a business 
user not found on dedicated word processors costing 
5 times as much as the 
hardware and software 
combined." 

.... PRESTEL, 
MICRONET 800 

"They took their time 
with it and it was worth 
the wait." ACU 

"Don't miss it, it is 
superb"... POPULAR 

C. WEEKLY 
The best AMSTRAD WP 
at any price.' YC 

MAIL MERGE 
AUTO REFORMAT 

SELECTIVE PRINTING 
ROM VERSION GIVES TWO FILE 

EDITING AND BACKGROUND PRINTING 
COMPATIBLE WITH DK' TRONICS 

EXPANSION RAM 

PROMERGE COMPLETING THE SET, 
THIS PRODUCT EXPANDS POTENTIAL EVEN FURTHER. 

COMPREHENSIVE O / I 9 5 

PRESS 

• 
* 
• 

Hopefully PROMERGE will 
open up a new market of small 
business for ARNOR. " 

POPULAR COMPUTING 
WEEKLY 

THE MAJOR ADDITION TO ANY WORD PROCESSING PACKAGE:-
A top-selling program for use with or without Protext. 

FEATURES • HUGE DICTIONARY 
• CHECKS AT UP TO 2000 WPM 
• CHECKS FILES FROM TASWORD 

NEWWORD, WORDSTAR etc. 
• LOOK UP OPTION 
• FIND WORDS/ANAGRAMS - GREAT 

FOR CROSSWORDS 

PROSPELL 

•RES5 
An outstanding buy." . . . POPULAR C. WEEKLY 

"A very superior Amstrad spell-checker" . . . . AMTIX! 
"Look no further than PROSPELL" ACU 
"Fast efficient, easy to use." YOUR COMPUTER 
"All in all a great program for just about all the word processors 
you will ever come up against for the Amstrad range." 

...AMTIX! 



ERYTHING ? 
WONDER HOW YOU EVER SURVIVED WITHOUT IT! 

mm 
£39'5 
(INCL FREE R0M| 

BCPL 
Bored with basic? Do you want to try something new? BCPL is a flexible, fast, general 

purpose language, widely used by writers of editors, compilers & operating systems (CP/M Protext was partly written 
in BCPL!) Arnor's BCPL is a full implementation which compiles 

to machine code. CP/M and Amsdos are included in one package 
so programs will run on all CPC and PCW computers. (FREE 

Rom in every package!) There is a comprehensive I/O 
Library, including graphics. Several example pro-

grams are supplied including a full screen editor 
and a space invaders game. Compilation is 

very fast, typically 15s for an 8K program. 
Can compile Protext/Maxam 

text directly. 

UTOPIA THE MOST POWERFUL 'TOOLBOX' TYPE ROM 
INCLUDES 27 SHADE GRAPHICS SCREEN DUMP * 

COMPLETE DISC SECTOR EDITOR • 
A HOST OF CP/M TYPE FACILITIES NOW ON ROM • 

BASIC PROGRAMMING AIDS LIKE FIND & REPLACE • 
OVER 40 NEW COMMANDS IN ONE ROM • 

P B ESS 
'UTOPIA seems to be in a class of its own" . . . AMTIX! 
"More realistic than most toolbox Roms, . . . if you are not a wheel inventor get 

UTOPIA" . . ACU 

"UTOPIA is by far the best utilities Rom . . . It's worth buying a rom board just 

to plug it in" . . . AMSCLUB 
'UTOPIA is an excellent Rom and one which I can thoroughly recommend" 

... COMPUTING WITH THE AMSTRAD 

M A X A M THE CLASSIC USED BY AMSTRAD THEMSELVES 
9 5 • SUPER FAST ASSEMBLER • MIX MACHINE-CODE WITH BASIC • 

• COMPLETE DISASSEMBLER, MONITOR AND MEMORY EDITOR * 
• FULL SCREEN EDITOR • Q O 9 5 

"This piece of software should be held up as an example 
of what can be done by programmers who care. It is brilliant!. . . 
Hang the expense buy one now! . . . ELECTRONICS & COMPUTING 

«$0 

WANT TO KNOW MORE? SEND FOR CATALOGUE FREE 

FITS 
CPC484, 664 OR 6128 

All Amor Software is available from your local computer shop 
or directly from:- f f s s ^ ARNOR LTD (DEPT. AA) 

118 WHITEHORSE RD. 
CROYDON CRO 2JF 
01-684-8009 
(24 hours) 

(Overseas Orders Same Price: Dealer Enq's Welcome) 

(All Prices Include 
VAT, P&P) 



* P I N G PONG IS NOT INCLUDED IN COMMODORE VERSIONS 

SpORlTiME 
COMMODORE 64  w \ 
(C) £8-95 (D) £14-95 

SPECTRUM 48K,128K,+ 
£8-95 

AMSTRAD CPC 
(r.) r Q - Q f i 

Screen 
Star 

C . C . I i 
M E G A 

17* S T A P L E TYE • H A R L O W • E S S E X » C M 1 6 7 L X » T E L « ( 0 2 79 ) 412 441 



TYPE-INS 

Chimes t o drive you dot ty , characters t o define and rotate in 3D 
- if none of these patterns take your fancy, t r y the hangman 

Printer typefaces 
If you're already shuddering at the thought of typing this horrifyingly 110 D A T A 

long program, let me point out it's well worth it! 128 D A T A 

Gordon Yacomine of Dundee has written an extremely useful 138 D A T A 

program with extra commands to let you access different type styles 1 40 DA" A 
(on your printer) without needing to remember long strings of 150 DA"A 
control codes. 160 D A T A 

The various commands available: 170 D A T A 

i NLQOS near-letter-quality 180 D A T A 

i M IN 10 N mini typeface 190 DATA 

: PR0P0N proportional printing 233 D A T A 

IC0N0N condensed 210 D A T A 

ISUB0N subscript 220 DATA 

: SL PON superscript 230 D A T A 

DBL0N double-strike 240 DATA 

11AI ON italics 253 D A T A 

D C LOON bold 263 D A T A 

: U N D 0 N underlining 273 D A T A 

I D3LJ0N double-width 280 D A T A 

Notice that each of the commands ends in "ON": this tells the 290 D A T A 

program to switch or the chosen effect. Every command can have 300 D A T A 

'ON1 replaced by 'OFF'. So, for example, this prints the sentence 318 DATA 

'What a rice day!' in bold, with the word 'nice' in italics: 328 DATA 

338 DA'A 

10 I B 0 1 D D N 340 DA A 

20 PRINT *8, "Mhat a " ; 350 D A ' A 

30 !B0LD0F F:11TALCN 360 D A : A 

40 PRINT "nice " ; 370 DATA 

53 :1TA_0FF:IB0LD0N 380 D A T A 

63 PRINT K8, "day ! " 390 DATA 
73 B D . D 0 F F 400 DATA 

413 D A T A 

Here :s the mam listing: 423 DATA 
433 D A T A 

' 1 ; ' r inter typefaces 443 DATA 

2 1 G Ysconrne 450 D A T A 

3 1 Amstrad Action Mar:i 87 460 DATA 
IE MEMORY &8FFF: FOR a"E9000 TO &922D:READ a$ 470 D A T A 

28 b=b+VAL("&"»aS): POKE a,VAL( , ,«"+a$) 488 DATA 

30 PCKE a,VAL("S"'3S):NEXT 490 O A T A 

-8 IF fc <>73204 T4EV1 PR I NT "ERR OR IN DATA":S"0P 500 D A ' A 

50 PRINT"Nt^ COMMANDS INSTALLED'1: CALL &9088:END 510 DA'A 
60 DATA 0',00,90,21,09,90,C3,D1,80,00,00 520 DA'A 
73 DA 1A 00,00,51,90,C3,F0,90,C3/FF/90,C3 530 D A T A 

83 DATA 0E,91,C3,1C,91,C3,2A,91,03,39,91 540 D A T A 

93 DA 1A :3,46,91,C3,55,91,C3,62,9' ,C3,71 550 D A T A 

'00 DATA 91,C3,7F,91,C3,8E,91,C3,9C,91,C3 568 D A T A 

AA,91,C3 
C3,E2,91 
92,03,13 
51,4 F, 4 6 
49,4E,49 

4F,CF ,43 
4F,CE,53 
4F,CE,53 
4F,CE,44 
4C,4F,CE 
4F,4C,44 
C6,55,4E 
06,44,42 
4F,46, C6 
90,7E,FE 
r5,3E,0D 
53 ,E0,43 
01,FF,01 

90,C9,13 
EE ,93,CD 
9',ED,43 
F F ,01,35 
C9,'B,/0 
93 ,0 ,55 
91,ED,43 
31,68,91 
1?,F r ,01 
9fl,C9,1B 
EE,90,CD 
9 ' , r D, 4 3 
86,F F,01 
90,:9,1B 

90,CD,D5 
ED,43,EE 
01,C3,91 
18,34,,-f 
D5,90,C9 
EE,90,CD 
91,ED,43 
Fr,0' ,FB 
C9,1B,23 
93,CD,D5 
92,ED,43 
'31, F F, 3 1 
90,C9,1B 

,B8,91 
,C3,F0 
,92,4E 
, C6,4D 
,4F,46 
,4F,50 
/4 F,4E 
,55,42 
,55,50 
,42,4C 
,49,54 
,4 F ,CE 
,44,4 F 
,4C ,57 
,00,CD 
,FF,2S 
,CD,?3 
,EE,90 
,0A,9' 
,78,00 
,D5,98 
,EE ,90 
,91,ED 
,0.1, FF 
,90,C9 
,EE,90 
,£0,43 
, 6 D, 9'/ 

,53,81 
,D5,9R 
,EE ,90 
,99,91 
,54,FF 
,90,C9 
,90,CD 
,ED,43 
,31,0' 
,13,35 
,D5,93 
,EE,93 
,9',ED 
,0' ,FF 
,90,09 
,EE,90 
,28,92 

,C3,C6,91,C3/ 
,91 ,C3,FF,91, 
,4C,51,4F,CE, 
,49,4E,49,4F, 
,C6,53,52,4F, 
,4F,46,C6,43, 
,4F,46,06,53, 
,4 F, 46,C6,53, 
,4F,46,C6,44, 
,4F,46, :6,49, 
,41,4C,4F,46, 
,42,4F,4C,44, 
,CE,55,4E,44, 
,4F, OE,44,42, 
,2E,BD,3S,FB, 
,36,CD,2B,BC, 
,BD,c9,0e,ee, 
,CD,D5,98,C9, 
,ED,43,EE,98, 
,FF,01,19,91, 
,C9,1B,4D,Ff, 
,OD,£5,90,C9, 
,43,EE,90,CD, 
,81,44,91 ,ED, 
,1B,70,B0,Ff, 
,CD,D5,93,C9, 
, EE,90,CD,D5, 
,ED,43,EE,90, 
,FF,0 ' ,7C,91, 
,C9,1B,54,FF, 
,CD,D5,90,C9, 
,ED,43,EE,90, 
,31,A7,91, rD, 
,18,47,-'F,01, 
,D5,90,C9,IE, 
,EE,90,CD,D5, 
,9',ED,43,EE, 
,FF,01,DF,91, 
,C9,1B,45,FF, 
,CD,D5,98,C9, 
,43,EE,90,CD, 
,01,0A,92,ED, 
,1B,2D,00,FF, 
,CD,D5,90,C9, 
,ED,43,EE,90, 
, F F,00,00,00, 

D4,91 
C3,3E 
4E,4C 
Ct,4D 
50,4F 
4F,4E 
55,42 
55,58 
42,4C 
34,41 
C6,42 
4-,46 
r - r / 

4C,57 
2A, EE 
23,18 
01,FB 
IB,78 
CD,D5 
ED,43 
31,27 
13,4> 
D5,93 
43,EE 
0' ,53 
0F,FF 
90,09 
CD,D5 
ED,43 
3 l,8A 
18,53 
CD, D5 
43,EE 
B5,91 
48,FF 
98,C9 
98, CD 
ED,43 
01,ED 
1B,46 
D5,9fl 
43,EE 
0 ' , ' 9 
1B, 57 
CD,D5 
33,80 

Ml\ g o 
• — r 
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TYPE-INS 

sssSKSSHU 
T o m m y Daffin of South Brewham, Somerset, has provided you with 
an interesting type-in that creates 'dott/ designs. Using Q, A, 0 and 
P will move an ever growing line around the screen. When your 
creativity has been exhausted press the spacebar and watch those 
dots move. 

10 ' Dotty 

20 1 To my Oaf f in 
30 ' Aistrad Action ApriI 87 

40 K E
v

 139,"CALL &BC02:ncde 1"-CHR$(13) 

50 fCDE 0 

60 GOSUB 3'0 

70 fOVE 320,200 

30 c=1 

96 x=320:y=230 

ICE xx=0:yy=3 

110 IF INKE
V

(67)<>-1 THEN yy=yv+0.25 

IF INKE
V

(69)<>-1 THEN yy=yy-0.25 

IF I N K E
V

( 2 7 ) < > - ' THEN xx=xx+0.25 

140 IF IKKEVC3^)<>-' THEN xx = x:<-0.25 

150 IF IN<EY(47)<>-1 THEN G0SU8 230 

120 
130 

tmm 
m H T 

160 IF IN<EY(79)<>-1 THEN RUN 

170 DRAW x,y,c 

180 c = c+1: IF c = 16 THEN c = 1 

190 IF x>640 OR x<0 THEN xx=-xx 

200 IF y>430 OR y<0 THEN yy = -yy 

210 x=x+xx:y=y+yy 

220 GO'O 110 

230 FOR f=0 TO 15:INK f , 0 : N E X
T

 f 
240 g=1 

250 INK g,26 

260 CALL 8B019 

270 INK g,0 

280 g=g+1:IF g=16 THEN g=1 

290 IF INKEY(18)<>-1 THEN GOTO 310 

300 GOTO 250 

310 FOR f=0 TO 15 

3?0 INK f,f 

330 NEXT f 

340 RETURN 

A faithful reproduction of an old favourite has been sent in by 
Darren Clarke of Sheldon, Birmingham. The listing may be long, 
but the game is still as enjoyable as ever, if not more so. If you want 
to alter the words the game uses, lines 890 to 950 are the place to 
do it. The words must not be longer than 18 characters, and there 
can be only 20 words at a time. 

1 ' Hangman 

2 ' by Darren Clarke 

3 ' Aastrad Act*on April 87 

•0 GOSUB 30:REN init 

20 GOTO 196 

30 REM *** INIT *** 

40 )1M wordJ(2fl),letter$(18),a$(18) 

50 M03E P: BORDER 0:IN< 3,0: PEN 13: : = 0:
 k
<?ngth = 0: «r = fl: worc=1 

60 WINDOW n1,2,19,24,2 4:MlNDOH 14,19,7,23: 

UIN&OV Pi,2,12,7,23 

70 REM *** READ DATA **** 

80 RESTORE 890 

90 FOR uti = 1 TO 26 

100 READ wo'd$:L=LEN(wordJ) 

11B IF L> 18 THEN MODE 2 :PRINT" PI ease take ";wordS; 
n

 out of data..":END ELSE 

120 uord$(nun)
s

wcrc$:NEXT 

130 REM *** RNO WORD *** 

140 IF rnum=20 ThEN MODE 1:PRIHT"Tnat's the last 

of the w o r c s . : E N D ELSE 

150 FOR n=1 TO R N D * 2 0 H 

160 r=INT(R«D*20)+1 

170 IF wordS(r)="*" OR v c r c S U ^ " " THEN NEXT: 

GOTO 153 ELSE 180 

180 rmjn=rijh + 1 :«40"dS = worcS(r):wordS(r) = "*":RETURN 

190 RE^ ««* SCREEN ** 

200 LOCATE 1,?5:PEN '3:»RINT
M

HANGKAH BY >AZ/fAUL" 

210 FOR xZ = 0 TO 224 ST£=* 2 

220 FOR y5E = 0 -0 16 STEP 2 

230 IF TEST(xJ»,y>»> THEN PLOT 95 + x%*2,355+yX*2,3: 

».0T 9 5 r x W , 3 5 5 + y X * 2 , 1 3 : P L O T 95+xX*2,357.+ yX*2,11: 

=»LOT 99+x %*2,3 5 7 + y 2 / 1 3 

240 NEXT:NEXT:LOCATE 1,25:PRINT SPC(19) 

250 P'.OT 89,592,3: DRA/J 544,392:DRAWR 0,-78: 

ORAUR -455,0:DRAWR 3,78 

H I S WMmS B 

260 LOCATE 10,4:PR I NT"By":LOCATE 6,5:PRINT"DA2 & PAU," 

270 PLOT 413,304;DRAk 610,304:DRAWR 0,-226: 

DRAWR -230,0:DRAkR 0,226 

280 PLOT 24,304:DRAW 390,304:DRAJR 3,-226:0RAUR -366,0: 

DRAWR 3,226 

290 REM START ** 

300 wcrdS=UPPER$(word$):length=LEN(word$> 

310 LOCATE 10-LEN*word$)/2,22:PRlNT STRINGSCiength,"-") 

32C FOR t=i TO length 

330 a$(:)=LEFT5{»ord$,t):NEXT 

340 FOR t = length TO 1 STEP-1 

350 .e::er$(t)=R"GHT$(a$(t),1):NEXT 

360 IF w r = L E N U o r d $ ) THEN wr=0 ELSE 523 

370 GOTO 810 

380 IF wrongs 13
 T

H E N 390 ELSE 500 

390 REM **« DEATH ROUTINE 

400 FOR s=1 TO 2:RESTORE 480 

413 FOR r=1 TO 11:READ d,n 

420 SOIIKO 1 ,n,d,7:S0JND 5,0,3,0:NEXT:NEX
r 

438 fOR n=t TO length 

440 IF letter${n><>"*" THEN GOSUB 460 

450 NEXT:G0T0 810 

460 LOCATE 10-LEN(wcrdS>/2+n-',2? 

470 PEN 3:PRINT letter$(n):PEN 13:RETURN 

480 DATA 50,1016,37,1016,'2,'0'6,50,1016,25,850,25, 

899,25,899,25,1016,25,1316,25,1136,100,1016 

490 REM *** INPUT LETTER/WORD *** 

500 wr$='
,

":lHPUTAf1
/
"",LETTERS 

51 £ L E T T E R $ = U
3

P E R $ ( L E T T E R S ) 

52C IF letterS = wordS THEN 530 ELSE 563 

530 FOR n=1 TO LEN(wo-c$): LOCATE 13-LEN(wo"d$ )/2 + r.-1,22 

540 PRINT MIDS(uordS,n,1>:FOR de 1 = 1 '0 130:NEXT:NEXT 

550 wr=LEN(«ord$):GOTO 360 

560 :=0: length=LEN(word$) 

5^0 t=t+1:IF t=tength+1 THEN 620 

580 I
c

 letterS=Letter$<t) THEN GCTC 590 ELSE 570 

590 LOCATE 10-LEN( *iordS) / 2
+

1 -1,22 : PRINT letterS(t) 

600 FOR c e . = 1 TO 333:NEXT 

610 letterS(t)="* WR=WR*1:nr$ = "YES":60T0 >70 

620 REM PRINT LETTERS USED *** 

638 P R I N T S 2 , .etter$" "; 

640 P.EK *** HANGMAN »** 

f.MXfi 
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Rectangle 
Last month you had budgie noises from your Amstrad. This month 
you are treated to the chimes of a grandfather clock, courtesy of 
Dave Thomas of Bridgend in Mid-Glamorgan. 

1 ' CHIDES 

2
 1

 by Dave Thonas 

3 ' Anstrad Action Apri I 87 

10 CLS:PRINT"What time is it?"; 

20 INPUT a 

30 FOR i = 1 TO a 

40 ENV 1,50,15,30 

50 SOUND 1,478,425,1,1 

60 SOUND 2,239,425,1,': 

70 SOUND 4,119,425,1,' 

80 SOUND 1,0,50 

90 SOUND 2,0,50 

133 SOUND 4,0,50 

113 NEXT i:GOTO 13 

650 IF w*S = "YES" THEN GOTO 360 6i_SE 
663 vrong=vrong+T 
670 IF wrong=1 THEN 730 ELSE IF wrong=6 THEN 750 
630 RESTORE 770 
690 READ bpar t ,px ,py ,x , y 
700 IF bpartswnong THEN 710 ELSE 690 
710 PLO" px,py,13:DRAW x,y 
720 :F -rong=13 THEN 390 ELSE 363 
730 PLOT 160/80,1:DRAW 160,103:DRAWR 20,0:>SAWR 0 

DRAWS 23,0 
740 DRAWR 0,2fl:DRAkfR 150,0:DRAWR 3,-60:GCTC 360 
750 PLOT "08,274:DRAU 138,274:DRAUR 0,-26:DRAUR -

ORAWR 0,26 
760 PLOT 112,266:PL07 128,266: P..0T 116,254: 

DRAW 124,254:G0T0 363 
773 DATA 2,300,140,300,296,3,120,296, 

300,296,4,260,296,300,2^6 
730 3ATA 5,120,296,120,276,7,120,248, 

120,180,8,123,243,100,160 
790 DATA 9,120,248,143,130,10,120,180, 

100,110,1',120,180,140,110 
800 DA-A 12,90,1^3,133,113,13,140,110,"54,113 
810 REM PLAY AGAIN ? * * * 
820 PRIN*«1, "Play Acair. <Y/N)?" 
830 y$= IN<EYS: >•$=UPPERS ( y $ ) : IF y$ = " " THEN 830 
840 IF y$="Y" THEN 350 ELSE IF y$="N" THEN C.S: 

END ELSE 833 
852 «rong = 0: wr$="" :,jr=3 
863 CLS<M :Ci.S&2:CLS.tf3: LOCATE 13-. = NCword$)/2,22 
873 PRINT SPCClerc:h):G0S ;J3 133:6010 290 
880 REM * * * DAT/I * * R * 

890 3ATA cbbrev i a t i on , s i s t enood ,b l ackpcc ' . 
900 OATA c i ga re t t e , rabb i ^neighbourhood 
910 DATA srooker , fo j ) tbaU, ter>r i s 
920 DATA c i c : i o n a r y , r j g b y 
933 DATA ccrripucer,advent j r e ,a "cade 
940 DATA teLev i s ion ,bro ther ,an • ral 
950 DATA I -oness ,e lephant ,e l ec t ron ic 

:LSE 

,20: 

34,0: 

Have you ever wished to display rectangles of any shape or size 
on the screen rapidly? If so then A Knife of Romford, Essex, has 
sent in the required goods 

When you run the program, there will be a new command 
available: :RECT, a ^ c ^ e , where a and b are the origin or rather 
the coordinates of the bottom left of the rectangle, c :s the width of 
the rectangle, d is its length, and e selects the colour. 

1 ' Rectargle 

2
 1

 A Knife 

3
 1

 Amstrad A c t
;

n r Krirch 87 

13 lincot=0:sddress=390B0:fOR
 k

i n = 1 TO 12 

23 FOR dat = 1 TO 10: RE AD aS:a=VAL("S"+a$> 

33 liPtct = lir:o:+a:PO<E address,a 

43 add "ess
s

acdress+1: NEXT:READ check 

50 IF I * n t o t o c h e c < THEN
 ?

R ! NT "Erro* ir lire "; 

l
;

n*13'170:hKD 

63 lir.to:=0:NEXT:CALL 39000 

70 PRINT-NEW COMMAND ; RECr,a,b,C,C,e INSTALLED" 

80 DA"A 0',62,93,21,d0,98,cd,d1,bc,c9,1447 

90 DA"A 6 7 , 9 8 , : 3 , 6 : , 9 8 , 5 2 , 4 5 , 4 3 ^ 4 , 0 ^ , 1 1 4 4 

100 DA"A cd,ae,98,:c,c9,bb,cd,c9,98,cd,1887 

110 DATA a?,98,cd,bb,98,11,03,33,63,69,1088 

120 DATA cd,f6,bb,cc,ae,98,cd,c2,98,53,1830 

133 DA"A 5 9 , :d,bb,98,60,69,cd,f 6,bb,cd,1677 

143 DA"A a e , 9 3 , 9 8 , 2 1 , 0 3 , 0 0 , 5 8 , 5 9 , i079 

150 DA"A cd,f6,bb,:c,bb,98,21,33,33,11,1232 

160 DATA 33,00,ic,f6,bb,c9,dd,66,37,dd,1390 

170 DA IA 6?,06,dc,56,09,dd,5e,38,c9,dd,11
7

7 

180 DATA C6,33,dd,ie,02,c9,dd,46,05,dd,1392 

190 DATA 4e,34,c9,dd,7e,00,cc,ce,bb,c9,1445 

Patterns Mk II 
David Brown of Sutton, West Midlands, has supplied you with an 
impressive pattern-producing program. There have been many such 
routines in the past - this one is rather exceptional. The patterns or 
designs are varied, complex and pleasant to view. Pressing the 
spacebar at any time will start a new pattern into life. This program 
will work only on the 664 or 6128. 

1

 Pa:Terns Mk II 

' by David Brown 
1

 Amstrad Action Ap-il 87 

0
 1 

0 MODE 2: INK 0,0:INK 1,11: PAPER 0:=>EN 1: BORDER 0 

0 CLS 

40 LCCA'E 15,15:PS INT "PRESS ANY KEY TO 60 ONTO NEXT PATTERN" 

50 IF INKEY$="" THEN 50 

60 CLS:S=3*IN'(RN0*I2> 

70 FCR 2=1 '0 2 

80 P(Z,1)=[NT(RND*641):P(Z
/
2)=INT(RND*401) 

50 0(2)=1+INT(RND*4) 

100 NEX" 

'10 WHILE INKEYS="" 
120 PLOT P M , 1 ) , P ( 1 , 2 ) 

130 DRAdR P(2,1)-P(1,1),P(2,2)-
3

(1,2),1,1 

140 FOR Z=1 TO 2 

153 P<Z,1) = P:Z,1)-S*(D(Z) = 1 OR :(2) = 2) + S»(D(Z)=3 0? D(Z) = 4) 

160
 3

< Z,2) = P(Z,2)-S*(D(Z) = 1 OR D(Z)=4)+S*(D(Z)=2 OR )(Z)=3) 

170 IF
 ?

(Z,1)>640 "HEN P ( Z , ' ) = Z , 1 ) - 2 * S : D ( 1 ) = D ( Z ) ? > ( D ( Z ) = 2 ) 

183 IF =>(Z,1)<0 THEN P ( Z , n = P ( Z , 1 ) + 2*S:D(Z)=D<Z>-1 + 2*(D(Z)=4) 

193 IF
 ?

<Z,2)>400 "HEN P(Z,2) =
 : >

(?,2)-2*S:D(Z) = D ( 2 ) t n ? » ( D ( Z ) = 4 ) 

233 IF
 3

( Z , 2 ) < 0 THEN P(Z,2}=?(Z,2)+2*S:D(Z)=D(Z)+1+2*<D(Z)=2) 

2'0 NEXT Z 

220 WEND 

230 GOTO 60 
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Character definer 
Before you turn the page in disgust at this mammoth listing, let me 
just say this Finger-wearing program is is well worth typing in.The 
character definer sent in by James Cadwallader of Gosport, Hants, 
is one of the classiest you will see. Its ease of use and functions will 
shame many that have gone before. 

Characters from 32 (the space) upwards can be defined. When 
run the program displays a box with several characters. One of 
them is highlighted, and in the neighbouring box is its Ascii code. 
With the cursor keys you can scroll backwards or forwards through 
the character set. 

Once you reach the character you want to redefine, press 
Enter or Return. A list of options will appear: C to continue, R to 
re-select, S to save and _ to load. Pressing C draws the highlighted 
character in a large grid box on the top left of the screen. 

Using a combination of spacebar, Deiete and cursor keys, you 
can now design a new character. A s you fill or delete squares, the 
character will be displayed in mode-0 and mode-2 characters below 
the grid. Pressing Clear will wipe the grid to let you restart your 
design. 

After finishing your character, press Tab to choose another 
character to design. Or you can load or save a complete character 
set. 

1 ' Character defirer 

2
 1

 by James Cadwallader 

3
 1

 Ams:rad Action Ap-il 87 

10 ON ERROR GOTO 1700 

20 SYMBOL AFTER 256 

33 o l d m e r = H H E 1 

40 SYMBOL AF"ER 32 

50 neuneir=H IPEM 
60 clr$=CHR$(22)+CHR$(1):opq$=CHR$(22)+CHR$(0) 

70 a a=6 5:i $="*" 

80 DIM c2(7,7) ,d'<(7) ,eX (7,7) 

90 IN< 0,13 : INK 1,1:INK 2,18:INK 3,23 

Guidelines for Type-in authors 
Anything from £10 to £100 could be yours if your type-in is selected 
to appear in these pages. Remember it must be your own original 
work. The address: Type-ins, Amstrad Action, Somerton, Somerset, 
TA11 7PY. 

If you plan to send a listing to be considered for publication, 
here are a few pointers: 
• Use lower-case rather than capitals for variable names. Keep 
them short but meaningful. 
• Do not use letters that look like numbers as variable names: 
lower-case L ( I ) , capital I or either O. Even B can look like 8 on 
some printers. 
• REM statements make the program easier to understand -
especially when you rediscover it on tape six months later. Put 
program name, source and date at the top. REM every subroutine 
to outline its purpose. 
• Structure your programs - divide them into sensible proced-
ures. 
• Avoid long multi-statement lines. Short lines make debugging 
easier. 
• Try to keep lines short enough to fit our columns without 
confusing wrap-arounds. 
• And please make sure your name and address (in human-
readable form) is on every single piece, especially the label of 
the cassette or disk. Keep a copy. 

100 MODE 1:fin5!=0:gfS=0 

110 60SUB 800 

123 LOCATE 15,2:PEN 2:P^INT "["; 

'30 PEN 3:PRINT "TAB"; 

140 PEN 2:PRINT "]"; 

150
 3

E N 1:PRINT " to go on." 

160 LOCATE 1 5 : P E N 2:PRINT "C"; 

170 PEN 3:PRINT "CLR"; 

180 PEN 2:PRINT "]"; 

190 PEN ':P31NT " :o clear grid." 

200 LOCA'E 15,6:PEN 2:PRINT "["; 

210 PfcK 3:PRINT "COPY": 

22 AMSTRAD ACTION 

2 2 0 P E N 2 : P R I N T " ] " ; 

230 PEN 1:PRINT " tc :ogg.e g j
;

d e . " 

240 ICCA"E 1 , K 

250 PEN 2 

260 PRINT " Select character : "; 

270 MOVE 3'8,'92:DRAWR 114,0,1:DRAWR 0,-18 

283 DRAWR -114,3:DRAWR 0,18 

293 MOVER 128,3:DRAWR 50,0:DRAWR 0,-18 

333 DRAWR -50,3:DRAWR 0,18 

310 LOCATE 21,14 

320 WHILE "S<>CHR$(13) 

330 GOSLB 1760 

340 i$=INKEYS 

350 IF i$=ChR$(243) THEN aX = aX• 1 

360 IF i$=CHR$(242) THEN 

370 IF aX<32 THEN aX = 255 ELSE IF aV.>255 "HEN a.i=32 

380 'JEND 

390 xX=0:yX=0 

400 P E N 1 

410 LOCATE 5,17:PRINT " PRESS ("; 

420 PEN 3:PRINT "r"; 

430 PEN 1:PR1NT ") TO R E - S E L E C T , ("; 

440 PEN 3:PR-NT "C"; 

450 PEN 1:PR INT "5 TO" 

460 .OCATE 7,19:PRINT "CONTINUE , <"; 

473
 3

E N 3:PRINT "s"; 

433 ^EN 1 :PRINT ")"; 

490 P R I N ' " TO SAVE OR" 

500 LOCATE 9,21:PRINT "("; 

510 PEN 3:PRINT "I"; 

520 PEN 1:PRINT ") TO LOAD." 

530 WHILE i $ o " c " 

540 iS= INKEYS 

550 <$=L0WER$(
;

S) 

563 IF fc$="r" THEN 130 

573 I
r

 kS = "s" 'HEN U=0:GO$iJB 122E:GC-TC 100 

580 IF kS = "l" "HEN fX=1:G0S'JB 1220-.GOTO 100 

590 WEND 

600 GOSUB 1500 

610 WH1.E firS=0 

620 GOSUB 960 

630 k$=INKEY$:IF k$ = "" THEN 630 

640 IF k$=CHR$(9) THEN GOSUB 1163:finX=1 

650 GDSJ3 920 

660 IF kS=CHRS(242) THEN xX=x*-1 

670 IF kS=CHR$(243> THEN x* = x J M 

680 IF k$=CHR$(241) THEN yX=yX+1 

690 IF <$=CH
:

J$(240) THEN yfc=y5M 

730 IF x%>7 THEN x* = 0 E'.SE IF x^<0
 T

H E N xS = 7 

710 IF y%>7 T H E N yX = 0 E l S E IF y!<<0 "HEN y%=7 

720 IF INKE
V

(47)=0 THEN GOSUB 1050 

730 IF INKE
y

(79)=0 THEN GOSUB 1110 

740 IF INKEY(16)=0 THEN SOSUB 1620 

753 IF INKEY(9)=0 THEN GDSUB 1500 

763 GOSUB 1000 

773 WEND 

780 ERASE cS,eX:ERASE dX:G0T0 130 

790 END 

800 REM SET UP SCREEN 

810 BORDER 'l 

820 MOVE 14,384:DRAWR 130,0,1 

830 DRAWR 0,-130: DRAWR -130,0 

8-0 DRAWR 0,133 

850 MOVE 94,243:DRAUR 18,0,1 

860 DRAWR 3,-18:DRAWR -18,0 

870 ORAkR 3,18 

880 MOVE 46,240:)*AWR 34,0 

8 9 0 } R A W R 0 , - 1 8 : D R A W R - 3 4 , 0 

933 DRAWR 0,18 

913 RETURN 

920 LOCATE xX-2,yX*2:PEN ' 

930 IF cX(xX,y*)=1 THEN PAPER 3:PRIKT " ELSE IF 

eX(xX,yX)=1 THEN PAPER 1: PR INT " "; ELSE PAPER 3 

PRINT " " 



9 ; G P A P E R 0 

950 RETURN 

960 IF cX(xX,yX)=1 THEN P R I M ' cl'$;:=>FN 1 E.SE IF 

eX(xX,yX)=1 THEN PEN 2:PRINT clr$; 

97C .OCA
T

E x X+2,y 2+2:PR INT 

980 PRINT opqS; 

992 RETURN 

1300 REM CHARACTERS 

1310 I ' c3S(x«
/
yX) = 1 'HEN P.OT -10,-10,3 ELSE 

P L C ' -10,-10,0 

'020
 5

L O T 48»xX*4,238-yX*2:PLOTR 2,0 

'030
 3

L O T 96*xX*2,238-y2*2 

1340 RETURN 

1 3 5 0 R E M S P A C E P R E S S E D 

1360 PAPER 3 

1370 cX(x*,y»)=1 

1080 LOCA'E x£+2,y"+2:PRINT " " 

1090 PAPER 0 

1'33 RETJRN 

" 1 0 R E M D E . E T E P R E S S E D 

'120 IF r X ( x X , yX) = 1 AND eX<xX,y * )=0 THEN PAPER 0: 

LOCATE xX+2,yX-»2: PRINT " " ELSE I? e%(x%,y%> = 1 

THEN PAPER 1:LOCATE xX+2,y^»2:PRIN" " " 

1130 c.UxX,y'4>=0 

1140 PAPER 0 

1153 RETURN 

1160 RFV PROGRAM CHARACTER 

1 1
7

0 DEF FNbin=cX<0,iA)*128+cSC1,iS)*64 + c?,(2
/
'J£) 

*32+cX(3,iX)*16+:A<4,iX)*8+$(5,iJ») *4+cX 

(6,i%)*2*cX(7,iX) 

1180 FOR
 ;

 i=0
 T

0 7:dS'<iX) = F N o
;

n 

1190 NEXT 

1200 SYMBOL a%,dn0),dX(i;,dS<2),dXC3),dX(4),(!;$(5>, 

1213 RETURN 

1 2 2 3 R E M S A V E / L O A D 

3D shape rotator 
As the title suggests, this listing from Simon Watson in Cornwall 
will rotate three dimensional shapes. You must enter the number of 
sides the shape is to have. The program will draw it and then 
proceed to rotate it. 

Once rotation has started, these keys will affect the shape: 
Fast, Medium. Slow rotation speed; Direction change; Ink colour; 
Reveal all 15 frames of animation. 

1 1 3D shape -o'tator 
2 1 by Sinon Haisor 
3 ' Aistrad Act i c r Apri„ 87 
13 3DRDER 0:IN< 1,26:1NK 0,0:BORDER 0:PEN 1:M0DE 2 
23 INPUT'Number of s ides (5-10 ,-orks t e s : ) " ; s ; d e X : 

s i deX = s i rie'i-2 
33 DIM col3»(15): FOR nX=1 ' 0 15:READ col%Cr%):NEXT 
40 DATA 26,6,3,15,12,10,21,22,11,1,4 >7 ,5 ,16/3 
53 ' c-au cut a l l '5 frames 
60 MODE 0:FCR aX»1 TO 2 

70 IF a*=1 "HEN ORIGIN 200,282 ELSE ORIGIN 440,200 
80 r0R b3J=1 "0 15:INK b5t,0:c=bX*PI*2/(sideX*15) 
90 HOVE 150 * COS C c ) , 150*S IN ( c ) 
;00 FOR dX=1 TO sideX:e=cfc*2*PI/s-deX 
113 DRAW 15d*C0S(e+c),150*5IN(e+c),3X 
120 IF a%=' THEN DRAWR 240,0:DRAWR -243,0 
130 NEXT: NEXT: NEXT :fX=0:d* rX = 1: i r a t e S = 5 B 
140 1 ro tate a-ape 
130 'X=fX4dirX 
160 IF fX=0 THEN f 1 5 
170 IF f X = 16 THEN f ! M 
182 IF :>1 = 16 THEN iS = 1 
190 IN< f2,colXfiX): iS=UPPER$(INKEYS):C0R celay2=1 

TO ra :e'4 :NEXT 
200 IF i$="F" THEN rateX=10 
2'0 IF i$="M" THEN rateS=50 
220 IT iS = "S" THEN rateX=100 
230 IF iS = "D" THEN dirS = -d i"X 
240 IF S = " I " 'HEN 
252 I ' iS="R" "HFN FOR nX=1 TO 15:INK n%,;2:NEXT 
263 IN< fS,0:SOTO 150 

1230 C LS : LOCATE 17,2 

1 240 IF f%=0 THEN PR IK" "SAVE.' ELSE PRINT "LOAD - ' 

1250 PEN 3 

1260 PRIM" STRING$<40,"_'); 

1270 LOCA'E 1,23 

1280 PRINT S
T

RINGS(40," "); 

1290 LOCATE 3,7:PR TNT SPC(38);S'RING$(38,8>; 

1300 PEN 2 

1313 INPUT " Fi Lenore :",flnm$ 

1323 IF _EN (f inm$)>8 'HEN PrN 3:PRINT:PRIN " Tco long! 
GOTO 1290 

'330 IF LOWERS(RIGHTS(f IT,nS,4))<>".crr" THEN 

f lnm$ = f lrr$ + ".chr" 

1340 IF f2=0 "HEN SAVE f lnm$,n,newrer,ci.dmem-ne.jiefli 

E.SE IF fX = 1 HEN LOAD flrmS 
1350 SCLND 1,15,5,15 

1360 PEN 1 

13 70 IF efS-D AND fX = B THEN PR INT:PRINT " Saved :"; 

ELSE IF efA=0 AND fX = 1 THEN PRINT:PRINT " oacec 

^333 IF efS = B THEN PEN 3:PRINT UP°*R$<fInmS):PRIN 

'390
 3

F.N 2 

'400 IF ef%=0 AND -5J=0 THEN PRINi " Rerrcir-ber to JSS ";: 

PFN 1:PRIN" "SYMBOL AFTER 32 ";:FEN 2:PRINT USING 

"8";"before ";:PFN ':
3

RINT "LOAD";:PEN 2 :
3

R I N T 

"irq ";UPPER$(f ln»S);" from your crcgram." 

1413 PEN 1 

14?0 IOCA"E 7,20 

1430 PEN 2:PRIN" " ["; 

'440
 5

E N 3:PR INT "ANY KEr"; 

1450
 3

r N 2:PRINT "3"; 

1 460 PEN 1:PRIN* " to continue." 

1470 IF 1NKEY$="" "HEN '470 

1480 fX = 0:ef'4=0 

1490 RETURN 

1500 REf PRINT CHARACTER MATRIX 

1510 xcX = 2:ycX=2:gf';=gfS XOR 1 

1520 FOR yo%=19D TO 176 STEP -2 

1 530 FOR x D = 368 TO 382 STEP 2 

15^0 IF TEST(xoX,ypX>=2 AND cJ£(xc*-2,yc%-2X>1 THEN 

•OCATE xc£,ycX:PAPER gf2£:PRIN" " "; 

1553 IF TEST(xp2,ypX)=2 THEN e5$(xcX-2,ycX-2)=cf£ 

1563 xcX=xc%+1 

'5/3 IF x:X>9 THEN x cX=2: yc^=yc%+1 

'580 NEXT 

1590 NEX" 

1600 PAPER 3 

1610 RETURN 

1620 REM CLEAR GRID 

1632 ERASE :ERASE dX 

1643 FOR -X = 2 TO 9 

1653 LOCATE 2,r%:PRINT S'RINGS(8,32>; 

1 6 6 3 N E X T 

'670 LOCATE 4>11:PRINT " "; 

'680 LOCATE 7,11:PRINT " "; 

1690 '-TURN 

1700 ?EM ERROR 

1710
 1

 Clearing the gr-d twice
 :

n succession will cause 

1/20 ' tre computer tc try and ERASE arrays tuice! 

1733 I? ERR=32 THEN efS = 1 ' if filing error 

dor't prin: SAVED/LOADED etc. 

1740 RESLKE NEXT 

1750 RE"URN 

1760 LOCATE 21,'<4 

1770 FOR iX=a£-3 TO aX+3 

1780 jS=
;

X 

1790 IF j X<32 THEN j- =; H+224 ELSE IF jX>255 

THEN jX=jX-224 

1300 IF ;X=aZ THEN PAPER 1:PEN 2 ELSE PEN 3:PAPER 0 

1810 PRINT CHRSljX); 

1823 NEXT 

1830 a$=MID$(STRS(aX) ,2) 

1840 LOCATE 29,14:1F aX<100 THEN PRINI "0"; 

1852 PRINT 

1863 RETURN 
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PROBLEM ATTIC 
Our expert solves your problems with Arnold -

Load and save from machine-code 
I have a 664 and am currently writing a machine-code adventure 
game which uses the disk dTive to load and save data. 

My problem is that I can find no technical information 
referrring to the operation of the disk drive under machine-code. 
I have searched for a book which will tell me how to load and save 
programs to disk, but apparently none exist. 

Can you please tell me the necessary system calls and 
parameters that must be supplied? While on the subject, is it 
possible "to override the "Retry, Ignore or Cancel?" message? 
Simon Davidson 
Morpeth, Northumberland 

Amsoft produces a wonderful publication, CPC 464-664-6128 Firm-
ware Guide, at £19.95. (Their stock code is Soft 968.) This contains 

riot only information on loading and saving programs but details 

every firmware routine and other useful topics. 

However, while you're waiting for it to arrive, an example of 

loading and saving in the form of a assembly-language listing: 

Ssve f:ie: 
ORG 28333 

LD 6,12 

LD HL,NAHE 

LD DE,89000 

CALL &BC8C 

LD HL,44000 ; 

LD DF,82000 ; 

LO BC,8A050 ; 

LD A,2 ; 

CALL SBC98 ; 

CALL S8:8F ; 

R E
T 

NAXE 

DEFE 'FILENAME 

ler r," fi .ename 

loc of "i.enane 

lo: of 2k buffei 

open output fiIf 

start of file 

length of file 

exec address 

file type 

save file NAME 

c .ose file 

Load fiie: 
ORG &S000 

LD 8,12 

LD HL,MAKE 

LD DE,&?eee 

CALL &BC77 

LD H_,84000 

C A L . &BC83 

CAl„ 8BC7A 

RET 

FILENAME.BIN' 

There are two methods open to you if you wish to disable the "Retry" 

message. One is legal and involves calling a rom routine - the other 

is handy little trick to know. To switch off the error message using 

the published rom call (also included in the Firmware GuideJ: 

0=<G S8B33 

LD Hi.,ERR MESS 

CALL &BCD4 

LD (ERR NESS1),HL 

LD A,C 

LD (ROM NUN),A 

LD A,8F F 

RST 3,ERR MESS1 

RF-

ERR.MESS 

DEFB 881 

ERR MESS 1 

DEFW 0 

ROM NUN 

DEFB 0 

;ooints tc rcm-rout• ip njmber 

;find carnard 

;save routine loeatien 

;save roi nurrbe" 

;A contains 8
:

F "cr oil and 3 for on 

Joystick dilemma 
Is it possible to buy an adapter allowing me 
to plug in two joysticks without having to pur 
chase the Amstrad JYl'2? What in your opinion 
is the most robust, hard-wearing and reasonable 
joystick available? 
Matthew Richardson 
Twickenham, Middlesex 

Lightwave Leisure (051-639 5050) sells an adapter to suit your 

needs - the Joystick Interface Cable. £11.55. 

As for which joystick: in issue 18 Bob tested several new ones 

and threw in an old favourite. He concluded with the Speed King 

from Konix (£12.95) still top of the list. Chris Boothman agrees. I 

tend to reach for the Phasor One by Britannia (£12.95). Jim, on the 

other hand - both hands uses the keyboard. 

Bar commands are a problem 
I recently purchased a copy of your magazine, having received a 
present of a CPC 464. Reading the type-ins section I noticed several 
references to RSX (resident system extension) commands. 

I visited several local bookshops in an effort to obtain a 
publication dealing with RSXs and other aspects of the CPC such 
as rom routines, system variables and so on - no joy. I subsequently 
wrote to Amsoft which publishes the Complete Firmware guide -
still no reply. 

Can you recommend relatively inexpensive publications 
dealing with the RSX commands? 
G Body 
Redhill, Surrey 

Amsoft can be contacted on (0277) 22 8888 - what you need is Soft 

968 (see the reply to "Loading and Saving from Machine-Code"). 

Other useful publications are Amstrad Advanced Users Guide, 
published by Glentop at £8.50, ISBN 1 85181 018 8; Advanced 
Amstrad Basic from Melbourne House, £12.95, ISBN 0 86161 202 7. 

A slightly more expensive hardback book is The Anatomy of the 
CPCs from First Publishing at £14.95, ISBN 0948015 462. 

While you search for the books here is quick rundown on how 

to introduce an RSX to the system: 

The HL register must point to a four-byte workspace; BC 

contains the address of the RSX table. A call to location &BCD1 will 

introduce the new command to the firmware. To demonstrate this 

idea, the example belOw sets up the command iBELL to cause 

Arnold to emit a beep. 

ORG 89300 

LD H L , w o r k s p a c e 

LD B C , rsx_table 

CALL 8BCD1 

RET 

work-space 

DEFS A 

rsx-table 

DEFU name-table 

„P bell 
name_tab.e 

DFF3 '3EL', '-'+880 

DEF3 3 

bell 

LD A , 7 

CALL 88B5A 

RET 

The second method for controlling the error-message status is to 
poke a certain memory location: 
P O K E 8 B E 7 8 , B 0 0 - on 

P O K E 8 B E 7 8 , & F F - off 
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PROBLEM ATTIC 
- nothing is too simple or complex for RpM 

^ y^r Loading without 
l̂ s, ^ — / / running 
W ^ j j S y J ^ r Can you tell me if there is a way to load 

/ f binary files into memory, without running 
i them, if they are located at addresses below 

f 4500? Laser Genius' can do it, but runs short on 
J ^ memory space for particularly long files. 

Dunlop 
Pollokshields, Glasgow 

wis Basic requires memory for itself it gets rather fussy when you 

try to load a file below 4500 decimal: usually spitting out the message 

"Memory full". The routine below overcomes these problems, 

allowing you to load any file at any memory location. It is a mixture 

of Basic and machine code. The Basic asks you to input the filename 

and location address. The machine-code does the actual loading 

and is located at &BF00. 

18 SO SUB 100 

23 MODE 2:INPUT'FILENAME ? ",nare$ 

33 INPLT"L0AD ADDRESS ? ",addr 

40 x = addr
 V

0D &1B6:P0KF &BF0E,x 

50 y=addr\S133:POKE 8BF0F,y 

60 a=LEN(naue$):POKE 8EFE1,a 

70 FOR b=1 TO 3:b$=MIDS(rareS,b,'} 

80 POKE &BF2'*b,ASC(b$):NEX" 

90 CALL SBF00:END 

100 FOR t = SBFee TO S B F 2 1 : r e a $ 

110 POKE t
/
VALC"8"'a$):NEXr 

126 RETJRN 

130 DATA 06,04,11,33,03,21,22,bf,cd 

143 DA IA '7,be,28,13,21 ,30,76,77,23 

153 DATA cc,S0,bc,38,f9,28,04,fe,0-

163 DATA 26/3,cd,7a,Dr . ,37,c9 

Missing address marks? 
I am a raw beginner. I purchased Mini Office II from you and 
although it appears to function, verification shows 'Sector errors' 
and missing address marks. As I have not exploited the program 
to the full, for example, not using the printer or graphics options, I 
wonder if these errors are sufficient to affect the full use of this 
program. Should I return it? 
TJ Free 

Perrystown, Dublin 

Don't believe the computer when it says the error is in a line such 

as the one above. There is nothing ivrong with the line - the error 

is (usually) in data statements elsewhere in the listing. 

In the case you have shown, an error will occur when the 

program tries to read data that is not a string of numbers or letters 

between A and F: the function VAL can be used only with numbers 

whether decimal, hexadecimal or binary. Decimal numbers lie 

between 0 an 9; hex numbers range from 0 to 9 and then A to F; 

binary consists only of ones and zeros. 

I suggest you look through your data statements: it is very easy 

to type a capital O rather than a 0 or even a fullstop rather than a 

comma. 

Azerty please 
I have written a short Basic program that alters the CPC's qwerty 
keyboard into an azerty keyboard here in Belgium it's what w e 
are used to. Unfortunately when I boot CPM both the program and 
the redefined keyboard vanish. Is it possible to change the qwerty 
to azerty under CPM? 

The keys to change, in normal, shift and control order: 
QWERTY A7ERTY 

Alfons Kerremans 
Willebroek, Belgium 

When you boot CPM it completely clears memory, colours, key 

definitions and so on. However, not all is lost as it is possible to 

have your keyboard set to your requirements under CPM: 

Ensure that you have the files SUBMIT.COM and 

SETKEYS.COM included on your CPM workdisk. These can be 

copied by booting your system disk and typing PIP B: = 

A: subnr t . con at the A> prompt (do the same for setkeys.com). You 

will then need to create two Ascii files one contains data 

concerning the new key definitions and the other is PROFILE.SUB; 

this will automatically execute when -you boot up CPM. 

The Basic program below creates the two files in question. 

Make sure that your workdisk is in the drive, for when the program 

runs it writes the files. 

10 INPUT "Fi lenane ";aS 

20 OPENCLT aS 

30 WHILE h S o " ":READ oS 

40 PRINT S9,fcS:WEND 

56 CLC'SEOUT 

60 CPENOUT"PROF:LE.SUB' 
7

0 FR:N-tf9, "SETKE>• S "•aS 

80 CLOSEOUT::N) 

90 DATA 67 N "t '97' ' 

100 DATA 67 S
 ,

65'" 

110 DATA 69 N '113'" 

A DATA 69 S "V 81'" 
\ 133 DATA 71 N i' ->

r
 i 119'" 

140 DATA 71 S 
•I' i 8 7 " ' 

150 DATA 59 N 'I r 1 
122'" 

160 DATA 59 S " I 96'" 

| 176 DATA 38 N 
I I t I 

58'" 

' 186 DA'A 38 S I I * 1 
4 2 " ' 

I 190 DA A 29 N 
I I * | 1

09''' 

; 200 DATA 29 s l • 1 7 7 " ' 

i 2 1 0 DAI A H I i 

No, there is no need to return Mini Off ice II. If you try verifying 

most commercial games even cetain serious software - this type 

of error will be conunonplace. The reason: to prevent piracy. The 

software house will protect a disk, usually by formatting the disk 

in such a way that the standard operating system is incapable of 

reading it - clever programming gets round this. 

Type mismatch 
Why does my Amstrad always g ive a "Type mismatch" message 
when it encounters a line similar to the following: 
'30 READ p$:p1 sVAL("&"*a$) 
I have spent hours typing in programs with such lines only to find 
them thrown back at me. Is there any way of getting round this 
problem? 
HS Aziz 
Stortford, Herts 

Each data statement contains information necessary to redefine 

the keys for an azerty keyboard. The first number refers to the key 

number (6128 owners will find this list printed on the casing of their 

drives alternatively it's in the user manual). Next comes the key 

state: N normal, S-shift. C control. The items in single quotes tell 

SETKEYS the character that should be pnnted the quotes and 

caret are used by the system For example '65' is the Ascu number 

for A. 
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This month we really do have the recipe 
for surgery on your Quickshot! Also a 
boon for Tasworders and quite a few 
curiosities. 

Resolving the Quickshot problem 
The problem Roy Williams (Reaction 16) is having with his Quickshot 
2 Turbo - make that Quickshort - also occurs with the Quickshot 
2 +. This can be remedied bv opening up the base of the joystick 
and discoiuiecting one of the spade connectors (the red one) from 
the side of the printed circuit board. This will also let the autofire 
option work properly (unlike the standard Quickshot 2). 

Both Fire buttons should work as Fire 1. If you now open up 
the stem part of the joystick, the removed wire can be lengthened 
and swapped for one of the wires attached to one of the micro-
switches: this will allow the use of both Fire buttons - one will be 
Fire 1, the other Fire 2. 
C S Barnes 
Bangor, N Ireland 

Turbo 
Here's a quick way of setting a turbo save speed for cassette users 
(434 only): 
C A L L £ B F F 0 , & B C , & 6 8 C 3 , & 5 3 E , K 5 F , & 2 1 0 0 

Seg Gorham 
Wakef ie ld , West Yorkshire 

Customised Tasword 
Here is a hint for users of Tasword 6128 to make customised loaders 
for the main program. F.dit line 160 of the Basic loader to read: 

168 CALL t+54 : GCSUB 20 : MEMORY L-1: 

POKE 6 6 2 9 , left margin: 

POKE 6630 , right margin: 

POKE 6 5 9 8 , page .ength: 

CALL t : C_0SEIN : M F M D R
V

 t-': 

IF PEEK(t)=195 THEN S"0P 

A number of loaders car. be set up and saved as A4, A5, etc. 
I find it much quicker to RUN "a5" to set up for A5 paper with 50 
lines than to run Tasword, then press Control, Return, C, Y, 60. 
Return, Return... 
DJ Saunders 
Basildon, Essex 

Arid £20 is bound for Basildon with thank* 1'rom Tasword typists for 

the hottest tip of the month. 
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Re-direct 
There have been countless programs to redirect the screen output 
to the printer. I thought it would make a nice change to redirect 
anything for the printer to :he screen. Well, it's d:fferer.t! 

1
 1

 Redirect 

2 ' Stephen Gerrard 

3
 1

 Arcst-ad Actior. 
10 IF INP(2r5ED> AND 64 THEN PRIS""Prihter not on-line :END 
20

 3

0KE SBDF1 ,&C3:P0<t 53D>2,0: POKE 8BDF3,S3E 

30 SEA) nurr 

40 FOS CS&BE00 TO S8E33-1jn-1 

50 REA) byteS 

63 P0<E t , V A L <
M

r * b y t e S ) : N E X T r 

70 DATA 06,CD,5A,B8,3E,0i,:9 

80 LIST <18 

Stephen Gennard 
Barnsley, Yorkshire 

Weird 
This short routine will stun and amaze you. It will puzzle you up to 
the eyeballs. Some of the effects are border flash, randomly defined 
windows, vertical printing, stippling effects. 

1 ' WEIRD 
2 ' by Adr

;

an S" 11 

20 CLS:FOR a=1 "0 5300 

30 a=RND*255 

40 SYMBOL AF'ER 0 

50 S'l'KBO. a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a,a 

60 >R1N* CHRSCA); 

70 NEXT 

Adrian Sill 
Doncaster, South Yorkshire 

Frightening Fastform 
I have discovered an error in the Fastform program included on 
the Christmas cassette: The BIGK format gives 207k free only if all 
42 tracks are of that format: 5k per track, 2k for the disk menu and 
lk for the NORM.BIN program. Total that up: 42*5 2 1 207. The 
program needs to reformat the firs: track to Data format to make it 
usable by a CPC machine, so there is :n fact 202k (207 5) available 
to the user. As a result of the programming, the computer thinks it 
has the full 207k free for it to use and voices its 'missing k' complaint 
with a loud clanking noise (which, I have to admit, frightened the 
life out of me). The way to resolve the problem is: 

1. Type in the following - do not Run: 

10 FOR t=0 to 1:P0K= &A3A8+dr,8FF:P0KE 

&P890-dr,828:POKE SA895*dr,8CC:P0KE 

&A89D-dr,1:P0KE &A89F*dr,830:POKE 

&A8A6-dr,&A:P0KE 5A3A2*d-,832:PCKE 

U 8 A 3 + d r , 8 E 5 : P 0 < E &A8Al+d",820: 

dr=8iC:rex: 

2. Insert disk with the Fastform program into drive and typo, 
in direct mode: 

VEMORY 86FFF:LOAD"KSAVER",&7000 

3. Now type: 

SAVE"SCRATCH",B,8170,&';50 

L0A5 'SCRATCH",8700B 

SAVE '<SAVER",6,87000,£303 

4. Finally erase the unwanted files: 

aS="*.3AK":i5RA,Sa$ 

b $
=

" S C R A T C H . B I N
1

: I E RA,3bS 

This will alter the formatting program so that the error will not 
occur. If the conversion program on December page 21 is used, 
the POKE &A895+dr,SD0 needs to be changed to PCKE &A895*dr,&CC. 

Robert Brooks 
Sherborne Road, Yeov i l 

Whoops! 
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More minus signs 
Gavin Manning wrote in to Problem Artie 17 stating that his Amstrad 
crashes when typing in the line below with 100 minus signs where 
the dots are: 
PRINT 365-<-...-5) 

I have found if you arc in mode 0 and you use ? rather than 
PR1N" followed by one space, when using 246 minus signs :he 
cassette motor starts up. Aiso trying his line with 38 minus signs 
will give the answer 360, and 39 minus signs gives the result 370. 
Odd, very odd. 

Another oddity appears when you type REM TAPE. IK (464 
machines only). Can anyone tell me where Iir.e 32511 has got to? 
Paul Page 
Solihull, W Midlands 

Please do not feed the lines 
This listing prevents two linefeeds being sent to the printer. I find 
this rather handy, for as my printer is prone to throwing in an extra 
linefeed after every line. Be careful when entering the program as 
two data items will need to be altered, depending which Amstrad 
model you own. 

10
 1

 Last two nuibe'S in .ine 30 are set fo
r

 612$ u s e r s . 

Tor 664 jse-s the numbers are £ 3 3 , 833. 

464 owners need £ F 2 , 

22 ' 

30 OA"A FE,0A,37,C8,CF,1E,88 

40 DA'A C3,60,01 

50 FDR a=&160 TO &166:READ aS: POKE a,VAL(''&"+a$):NEX" 

60 FOR D=&3D2B TO &BD2D:READ sS: 

P0<h b,VAL("&"+b$):NEXT 

M Burke 
Bellgreen, Coventry 

Electronic fiddling 
You may be interested in this tip if you have more roms than rom 
sockets and an eprom blower. 
Modify your eprom card so that pin 27 of the eprom socket (break 
any connection that this pin may have) is connected to the centre 
pole of a changeover switch, so that i: can be changed to either 
ground or 5V. Copy your eproms into a 27256, one eprom into the 
lower 16k arid one into the upper 16k. Either of your roms are now 
accessible by using the switch - not at the same time, of course. 
Another thing you might like to have is a simple way of using any 
standard 513-inch drive on the Amstrad (well, practically any - I 
haven't yet found a drive for which this won't work). The cable from 
the Amstrad to the drive will need the disk-ready line grounded - ('. 
this can easily be done by shorting the last two lines together. The^i 
simple program below should be run before using the drive under 
Amsdos. It slows the disk access rates down so that the drive can 
be used without the ready line. The drive can also be used under 
C ? M 2.2 by altering the stepping rates in the Setup program. 

10 PRIN""SE"T1N6 DISK SATES FOR 5.25-INCH DRIVE" 

2E MEM=HIME« 

iB HEMORr 33333 

42 GOSUB H 3 

53 FOR A=&4300 10 SAC1F 

62 READ N:POKE A,N:NEX" 

73 DA~A 50,0,250,0/175,33,30,1,' 

83 DA'A 130,821,0,&40,UD,5D4,RBC,&79,&32,&1D,8<>2,&22,&1B 

, & A M 2 1 , M 6 0 , & 1 E , & 2 0 , & 1 6 , & 2 0 , & S , & 2 0 , & D F , 8 i a , & 4 0 , & C 9 , 

3,3,3,0,0,0 

90 CALL &4001 

'00 MEMORY H E
v

: N E U 

" 0 FOR X = &623C "C £6008 

'20 READ D:PC<fc X,D:NEXT 

130 RETURN AA 

HACKERS 
ONLY 

The section where the CPC's darkest 
secrets are brought to light. If you 
don't understand what's written in 
this section, bad luck. You'll get no 
explanation, for this is where the 
hackers hang out. 

First an apology. Locanon &A897 (the number 
of directory entries minus one; high byte 
normally contains 63 or &3F) was missing last 
month, presumably left out at paste-up time. 

Using iast month's information on the XPB 
I shall demonstrate how it is possible to create 
a now format I said that the XPB lies at &A890 
(for drive A ) - this is true under normal 
conditions. However, it can lie in virtually ar.y 
position The correct way to test for its position 
is by peeking the word at &BE42. 

Suppose want a format containing 10 
sectors, with 128 director/ entries (the direc-
tory block remaining at track 0) ar.d sector 
numbers starting at &'/l. These are simple 
changes; other more complicated alterations 
could be made but it's best to walk before 
running. Here is an outline of how tliis task 
could be achieved 

The XPB must be patched: if you want 
10 sectors per track, the easiest way is to alter 
the number of 128-byte records (location 
&A890). This is normally 36. and 36 divided 
by the number of records per track (which is 
4 location &A8A5) gives 9 - the number of 
sectors per track (location &A8A0). Changing 

the number of 128-byte records from 36 to 40 
will give us 10 sectors per track. 

So far we have patched locations &A890 
to read 40 and &A8A0 to read 10. To alter the 
sector numbers used, location &A89F must be 
patched (this contains the first sector number) 
to read &71. As 128 directory entries are 
required location &A897 must read 127. The 
final alteration is to location &A8A8 (to read 
&FF), which tells the operating system that the 
XPB is being patched, preventing it from 
automatically selecting a standard format. 

This assembly listing demonstrates how 
a single track (ir this case track 0) can be 
formatted to the new specification: 

o - g 2 9 C C 0 

c a l l f i n d r o u t i n e s 

c a l l s e l e c t t h e - o r IT a : 

c a l l s a t c h . X P B 

c a l l f o r i a t t - . e track 

r e : 

• o r m 3 t _ t h e _ : r a c k 

I d h L , ^ e a d e r . . i r f o r r r a t i o r 

I d d e , 0 

r s t 3 / f o r [ f l 9 t _ t r f | k 1 

r e t 

p a t e - . . X P B 

t d ' . , ( & 8 E 4 2 ) 

i d < r 1 > , 4 0 

I d c e , 7 

a d e l h l , c e 

I d C h i ) , 1 2 7 

I d d e , 8 

o d d h l , d e 

I d C h i ) , 8 7 1 

inc h i 

. c ( h i ) , 1 3 

a c c h . , d e 

Id C h l M F F 

ret 

s e l e c t t h e f o r m a t 

I d a , £ C l 

r s t 3 , s e i e c t _ f o r - r a t 1 
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d e f 2 3 , 3 , 2 , & 7 7 

d e f o 3 , 3 , 2 , £ 7 2 

d e f o 3 , 3 , 2 , < 4 / 8 

d e f a 3 , 3 , 2 , & 7 4 

d e f o 3 , 3 , 2 , & 7 9 

d e f o 3 , 3 , 2 , & 7 5 

d e f n 3 , 3 , 2 , & 7 A 

When you come to use this routine a loop 
will have to be included enabling all the tracks 
to be formatted. Don't forget that when you 
wish to read or write to this new format the 
XPB will have to be patched. RpM 
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If loading programs from cassette puts you to sleep and 
even disk makes your thumbs twiddle, then what you 
need is your software on rom. Or maybe it's not speed 
you want. Perhaps seeing yards of ribbon cable with a 
black box attached gets you going. Whether you like 
plugging things in or speeding things up roms and 
romboards are the order of the day. 

Confused? Here is a list of common terminology 
when using multi-legged silicon creatures and their r es t -
ing grounds. And a new romboard and an eprom p r o -
grammer are reviewed in depth. 

ram 
This stands for random-access memory. "Read-write memory" might 
be a better name, but you couldn't pronounce the acronym. 64k of 
it is resident inside Arnold - plus in the 6128 a second bank of 64k. 
The computer can read or alter data held in ram. The Amstrad's 
ram is known as dynamic ram; this means that tiny electrical pulses 
must be sent to it every few nano-seconds if it is to retain its data. 
Another form, static ram, does not need this constant refreshing. 
Static ram is not very much used in today's computers mainly 
because it's so expensive. 

rom 
Read-only memory. Data, once written, can be neither erased or 
rewritten. Your CPC contains a rom: a 32k rom which acts, due to 
some address-fiddling by Amstrad, as two separate 16k roms. They 
are known as the upper and lower roms and contain Locomotive 
Basic and the operating system. 

The term sideways probably comes from memory maps drawn 
with roms such as Protext or Maxam bolted alongside locations 
&COOO to &FFFF. This is where Basic usually lives, but at a simple 
command any of the other roms can shift across into action like the 
substitute in a football team. 

eprom 
Erasable programmable read-only memory. An eprom can be 
"blown" or programmed using an eprom blower (see below). It can 
also be erased using ultraviolet light - and that's the main reason 
for the stickers you so regularly see covering their 'window': 
protection against ultraviolet radiation from the sun. Eproms can be 
blown and erased several times; after four erasures they may 
become unreliable. 

There are two common eprom types used on the CPC 
machines: 2764s and 27128s. These can hold 8k and 16k of data 
respectively. 

eeprom 
Electrically erasable programmable ... An eprom that can be erased 
with electricity rather than ultraviolet. 

prom 
You may encounter this word during your travels through computer 
books: simply a programmable read-only memory. Once written 
with data it can not be erased, 

romboajd 
Amstrad envisaged that 64k of ram and 32k of rom would be a 
limitation for some users, so it was made possible to extend the 
CPC's memory with sideways ram and roms (or eproms). These 
creatures reside on special circuit-boards called romboards, usually 
dangling from a ribbon cable at the back of the keyboard. 

During the computer's life a multitude of romboards have 
become available. Most offer similar features, but there are notable 
exceptions shining above the crowd. For instance, AA 10 reviewed 
the Rombo, from Rombo Productions, offering eight sockets and 
dip-switches to select them easily. As a shining example we review 
Super Romplus from Britannia Software on these two pages. 

eprom blower 
A hardware device with which you can transfer your own software 
to rom. John Morrison's eprom programmer, for example (see 
review). 
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RpM 
on 

RoM 
Roms, romboards and eprom software: 
R Monteiro rams them in to see how 

they work 

eprom eraser 
These devices come in a variety of shapes and sizes - not to mention 
costs. They erase data on eproms by directing high intensity 
ultraviolet light through the little windows. On value for money, the 
Uvipac eprom eraser from Solidisk is as good as any. Retailing at 
£20 it can erase up to three roms at a go it's rather like putting 
them in a little solarium oven and closing the door for 15 minutes. 

Amstrad rom types 
There are three main rom types on the Amstrad: foreground, 
background and extension. Up to 252 roms can be added to your 
system - but I am hard pushed to find 15 useful ones. 

Each rom must be given a number. The internal Basic rom 
normally has slot zero and by default takes over the machine. Other 
foreground roms can be given any number, and called when you 
want them to take over. If another rom, a different language possibly, 
sits in slot zero it will bypass Basic and take over the machine on 
switch-on. 

It is even acceptable to have 64k of homogeneous foreground 
program by using four 16k roms - the extra three are called 
extension roms. 

Background roms can be called into action on a temporary 
basis to support a foreground routine. A utility such as Utopia is a 
good example, its offerings typically in the form of bar commands 
or RSXs. Background roms in the 464 must be given numbers in the 
range 1 to 7. The 664 and 6128 machines can have numbers from 1 
to 15 - for the reason see the Britannia review. 
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Eprom Programmer 
John Morrison, £36.95 
This is the only advertised eprom blower for the Amstrad machines 
at present. Available in kit form at £6.75 less than the full asking 
price, it is possibly an item of minority interest. 

It appears in a sickly brown case with equally distasteful green 
edge-connector. The only thing preventing you from throwing it in 
the bin, mistaking it for a bit of Lego left over from your childhood, 
is the 23-pin DIL (dual in-line) connector lying flat aqainst one side. 

The DIL socket is a major flaw in design. Pressing an eprom 
into the socket ar.d then prying it out with a screwdriver puts a lot 
of strain on its legs - many get weak, bent and broken. To overcome 
this problem I did what John Morrison ought to have done. I added 
a ZIF (zero insertion force ) socket - cost me about £6, but he could 
have got it at bulk rate and done without the DIL With the ZIF you 
just open a little lever to release the eprom. 

The software to blow your eprom is supplied on cassette but 
easily transfers to disk. It has options to read and write 3k or 16k 
roms, or program single locations and blocks. Once programming 
has finished, the software will verify the rom to check that everything 
went according to plan. 

There is an editor with which you can alter any byte before 
blowing the eprom. Or complete rom-files can be loaded into the 
editor - once loaded they can be blown. 

The accompanying manual - several photocopied sheets -
assumes you have a very good knowledge of assembler and how 
the Amstrad operating system works. This is not for the faint of 
heart. Included in the documentation is a small "If all else fails" 

Super Romplus 
Britannia Software Ltd, £39.95 

You may ieei there are enough romboards around to fill your 
wardrobe and that a new one would just add to the pile without 
much noise. However, Britannia's board fills ar. annoying gap in this 
type of technology. Tt conies with a rom already installed and is 
reasonably priced. 

Super Romplus ("plus" is by now a rathe: tired buzzword in 
computer-talk) comes cased in a grey plastic box perfectly 
matching Arnold's colour scheme. A plug dangles from a ribbon 
cable and fits the edge-connector on the back of airy of the CPC 
machines. A further edge-connector juts from the left of the board. 
Now. this causes some problems if you have a 464 and need this 
connector for disk drives: you will either have to place your drives 
to the left of Arnold upside down, plug together a conglomeration 
of add-ons till you can position your drives sensibly. Or have the 
drives standing upright in front of your keyboard. No position is 
ideal, but with fiddling you can set it up satisfactorily. 

A single screw holds down the lid. Under it are 15 rom sockets. 
One of these is already occupied by ARCS (auto-rom control 
system). The rom sockets are numbered 1 to 15. Great, but you can't 
have a rom zero. "What's the big deal?" you may say Well, plenty 
if you want a foreground rom to take complete control of the 
machine whenever you power up. This could be a language other 
than Basic or a utility such as an assembler. 

Any of the CPCs can have 15 roms on the board. This was 
previously impossible on the 464 due to Amstrad's great wisdom. 
Way back when the 464 first breathed, Amstrad thought seven 
background roms would satisfy anyone. The 464's firmware checks 
only for a maximum of seven background roms (foreground roms 
can number up to 252, though). Britannia has rewritten that part of 
the firmware: it's all present in ARCS. Perhaps if you tickle Britannia 
under the cliin she may sell you a copy of ARCS to use with another 
make of romboard But I doubt whether you could get a setup quite 
as cheaply as Super Romplus. 

Switching on your machine with Romplus inserted means ARCS 
takes control not that it's a foreground rom. mind. Confused? 

During start-up, switch-on, morning-time or whatever you call 
it. Arnold will initialise all roms. The roms themselves have their 
own initialisation routines which among other things display 
copyright messages and if necessary reserve some memory. During 
this period ARCS will force itself to take control, popping up with 
a display of all on-board roms: background, foreground or exten-
sion. From here you can switch on or off required roms. enter Basic 

section which is worth viewing when things don't and they won't 
- work. 

After reading through several advanced Amstrad program-
ming books, ruining several dozer, eproms and overdosing on cof fee 
I managed to program an eprom successfully. If the Morrison eprom 
programmer was a little more user-friendly, contained a manual 
taking you step by step through each procedure and looked slightly 
more presentable, I would have no doubt in recommending it. But 
as it stands, only users with fluency ir. code and warped minds 
should attempt to tame this boast. It's by no means an exceptional 
product but it carries out without too many glitches what it was set 
to do. 

G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• C a n transfer sof tware to • D I L socket damages 
eprom. eproms wi thout 

• Sof tware enables single- consistent care. 
location or block • E p r o m p r o g r a m m e r 
programming . doesn't look much for £37. 

• Inbuilt edi tor lets you • V e r y user-anfr iendly. 
customise your roms. 

Britannia Software Ltd 
Unit M28. Cardiff Work 

Ltd 3 (I 
107 Raeburn Rig. Livingston 

Solidisk Technology Ltd S (0702) 33 
17 Sweyne Avh, S-jul I iend-on-Sea, SS2 ?.]Q 

or allow any other foreground rom to take control. 
One particularly nice feature with the ARCS system :s that 

background and foreground roms can be inserted into any position 
on the board. If that doesn't get your blood surging, you can always 
call up a graphical representation of Romplus showing where the 
roms are fitted. You can even catalogue files, display a list of all 
ARCS bar-commands or perform functions on sideways ram. 

Sideways-ram chips are extremely handy to have on a rom-
board. You can load binary files into them and use them as roms 
a necessity when writing your own rom software. 

On entering Basic from ARCS you will find a host of useful 
bar-commands: irEL? displays all roms along with their version 
number and type. :UPLCAD, fn, n loads a binary file fn into ram 
unit c, ;BUFFER/ n*, . . . will let you use up to four of your 
sideways-ram units as a printer buffer. If you own an Epson-
compatible printer you're in for a treat: Britannia has included 
several RSXs that g ive you easy access to your printer's control 
codes: ;ECLD, : CONDENSED, t ELITE and ITALIC are a few. 

The Super Romplus romboard (tongue-twisting besides) is 
excellent in terms of rom control and positioning, value for money 
and usefulness. It will most certainly become a prominent feature 
on my Amstrad - even though my disk drives are on edge. AA 

G O O D N E W S 

15 roms can be inserted 
even on the 464. 
ARCS gives you wonderfu l 
control over your roms. 
Roms can be positioned 
anywhere on the board. 
Sideways r a m can be used 
and manipulated. 
Bonus RSX commands. 

B A D N E W S 

• Through-connector 
a w k w a r d l y situated for 
464 w i t h disk drive. 

• N o zero r o m socket. 
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What is a database? What use is a database? Does the word 
database send a tremor down your spine? Does the Database 
Manager live up to its claims? AtLast the truth! 

Consider your telephone book. It has indexed page labels 
running from A to Z. If you wished to find Marcel Marceau's phone 
number you would g o straight to M, bypassing the letters A to L 
completely. A consequence of this is saved time. Just think how 
long you would spend scanning each page until you came to Mr 
Marceau s phone number. A database performs the same operation 
as you would when searching for a phone number - just much faster. 
It is an electronic index book. 

If you wish to search through only 50 phone numbers 
then a database won't be of much use. 

If on .the other hand you 
need to store 

several 
thou-
sand 

address-
es (which 

will include 
postcode, 
name and 
telephone 

number) or 
the titles of all 
your records 

(including band 
name, songs on 
the alburn and 
so on) then a 
database wins 
hands-down: a 

database is extre-
mely good at 

searching rapidly 
for an item, sorting 

data and producing 
printed lists and 

summaries. 

AtLast, available 
only for the 6128. 

rur.s within the CPM 
Plus operating system. 

This can be off-putting 
as CPM is not the most 

helpful or ever, most user-
friendly system known to 

man. However, flicking 
through the first few pages 
of the 80-page manual puts 

you at ease. lis friendly, 
chatty style will soon remove 

any fear of the CPM environm-
ent (BDOSophobia?). Everything 

from inserting your system disk 
into drive A to creating a work 

disk is explained concisely and in 
layman's terms. 

To use AtLast for a particular task entails designing at least 
one form. You will also have to specify 'he type of information that 
is to be held - whether strings of characters or numeric data. 
Consider an address book. It will have headings for Name, Address, 
Telephone Number and so on. AtLast cannot be used until you have 
decided how to arrange the information you are going to store. 

Databases such as AtLast are split into records which can be 

Membership List 
Snrowse Forename(s) 

number Home Pbon 0«>ce 
CHAIRP2BS0H 
COMMITTEE 
SfcCRKTABY 

T746 14 
0368 26 
0927 9S 

Frert 
Janet 
aUriiacl 

Ashion 
Mnl.-oaey 

• A r i t h m e t i c calculations not 
possible on fields. 

• Manua l needs a reference 
section. 

• Excellent database to start 
on. 

• Screen edit ing features are-
impressive. 

• Several indices are possible. 
• File size restr icted only by 

size of disk. 
• Beginners will find manua l 

readable. 

At last AtLast 
Richard Monterio, at last, unveils the Database Manager 

thought of as a screenful of information analogous to a single card 
in the conventional card-index box. A field is akin to one line on 
the card, ior example the postcode of an address or the author in 
a library catalogue system. 

AtLasf s specification list is impressive: A record may contain 
up to 20 fields, but each field can have up to S9 elements. For 
example, a five-line address could be stored :n a single field using 
only f ive elements. Each field (or element) may hold up to 79 
characters. You can create as many forms as you desire. The 
capacity of each form is roughly 1000 characters or 140 field 
markers. As you can see, very large amounts of data can be held 

in fact, file size is limited only by free space on the disk. 

Options are normally chosen from a menu, with single 
keystrokes. This greatly speeds up movement through the database 
and makes life much easier. When defining a file you can choose 
from nine types of field - fancy effects applied to the usual character 
or numeric data. For example, characters can be automatically 
converted to upper-case and numerals can have f ixed decimal 
points. 

An index has TWO purposes. First, it provides a means to search, 
and obtain rapid access to: an individual record according to its 
indexed fields. Second, it provides an ordering for scanning or 
listing records. AtLast can have up to f ive indices other than the 
standard record number. The record number is r.ot really practical 
for searching because, except in a very small file, you could never 
remember all the record numbers. 

The indexing systems can be alphabetical or numerical and 
car. act on any item within the file. Surnames, for example, could 
be sorted alphabetically or, if your entries are dated, numerically. 
Some databases require files to be re-sorted whenever the index 
needs updating not so with AtLast, which always keeps its own 
indices up to date. 

To browse through or edit any data within your file is simple. 
You will be asked which form needs to be attacked. Then you must 
choose the index type and enter a single character. AtLast will 
rapidly display the first record containing the selected character. 
From here you can edit the data, print it, or move backwards or 
forwards searching other records. 

Once all the records are entered to your satisfaction, you'll 
probably want some form of printed list. To produce a list you will 
need to define a new layout suitable to send to the printer and 
this need be done only once. While defining the new format you 
can select which fields you want on your list and the order in which 
they are to appear. 

For £30 you wont find a more powerful database; AtLast boasts 
powerful functions normally found on £100+ databases. If you're 
new to the world of files, fields and records ther. AtLast Is the ideal 
way to be introduced. The manual is light reading for the beginner, 
but rather a chore if you're an advanced user wanting reference 
material - a handy summary card could have been provided. 

AtLast can store and manipulate large amounts of data with 
ease and present results equally impressively. All the operations 
you would expect on a database are present. The only, major, 
missing feature is calculated fields. AA 

A d v a n c e S o f t w a r e P r o m o t i o n s L t d © (0279) 41 2441 
17 Staple T > . Harlow, Essex C M 18 7LX 

Database Manager (AtLast) 
Advance Promotions/Rational Solutions, £29.95 disk - 6128 only 
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HARDBALL and TAPPER 

Hardball Soft 06063/07063 (Keyboard or Joystick) Tapper Soft 06007/07007 (Keyboard or Joystick) 

Hardball puts you in the field as both player 
and manager with control of physical play 
and strategic decisions, testing your split 
second reactions and your planned 
approach to the game. 

Order your copies now 
at only £9.95 on tape 
and £13.95 on disc 

Available from good Amstrad computer stockists. 
Or send coupon to Marketing Dept, Amstrad, 

Brentwood House, 169 King's Road, 
Brentwood. Essex. CM144EF. 

AMSTRAD 
Brentwood House, 169 King's Road, Brentwood 

Essex. CM144EF. Tel. 0277 230222 

You are the frenzied bartender trying to 
keep the never ending flow of thirsty 
customers well watered. There's the Old 
West Saloon, the Jock Bar, the Punk Rock 
Bar and the Space Bar. Keep the sodas 
coming, but not too fast. 

r* Send coupon to: Marketing Dept. Amstrad Consumer Elect'oruus Pic, Brwntwood House, 
169 Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex. CM14 4EF 

Name ... 

Address 

Postcode Tel.No. 

HARDBALL 
TAPE (06063) 

TAPPER 
TAPE (06007) 

HARDBALL 
DISC (07063) 

TAPPER 
DISC (07007) 

(PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY WITH THIS COUPON) AA/2 
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TURN YOUR MONITOR 
INTO A COLOUR T.V. 

: M i 
C T M B44 C<*>•* MoM 
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ONOFFVOt BRIGHTNESS OOIOUR 

i \ i * 

CHATMU-aOCCI 
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NOW YOU CAN USE YOUR MONITOR FOR BOTH COMPUTING AND WATCHING TELEVISION 

Employing the latest chip technology the • H O W TO ORDER • £69.95 including VAT Employing the latest chip technology the 
DK'Tronics receiver will convert your CPC 
monitor into a high quality television set, 
giving crystal clear pictures on all four 
channels. 

H O W TO ORDER • £69.95 including VAT 
DK'Tronics products are available in all good 
computer stores or may be obtained direct / | / l n A I % i / T 
by telephoning and quoting your Barclaycard 11 " O f l l v 5 
or Access number. POWER BEHIND YOUR AMSTRAD 

DK'Tronics Limited • Gorleston, Great Yarmouth. Norfolk N R 3 1 6BE • Phone 0493 602926 (24 hours) Telex 97b408 
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PRINT 
POWER 
Richard Monteiro test-drives two products 
designed to make the printed word mightier 

8k buffer kit ( for d m p 2000 o r 3000) 
Goldmark Systems, £5.50 

Do you count the cracks in your ceiling while waiting for a document 
to print? If you own ait Amstrad DMP 2000 or 3000 printer then you 
certainly will know what I mean. The buffer contained in these 
printers is very small. 

A print-buffer is an area of memory built into the printer where 
text is stored while waiting to be printed - handy because the 
computer always sends text to the printer much faster than the 
printer can get it onto the page. With a large enough print-buffer, 
the computer can send data to it and get on with other, more 
important, tasks. 

The print-buffer comes in the form of a static ram. The DMP 
printers contain a 2k ram. Most of it is taken up by the printer's 
operating system, leaving you with approximately 0.5k to play with. 
When you consider a page of text is roughly equivalent to 1.5k. you 
realise why you wait such a long time for control to return to the 
computer. 

With Goldmark s upgrade kit you can increase the 2k ram to 
a more sensible 8k. Of course the printer's operating system will 
still use 1.5k, but 7.5k (roughly five pages of text) should be enough 
for your requirements. 

If you're not too concerned at the prospect of undoing a few 
screws or possibly dipping your fingers into solder, you should 
have no trouble with the upgrade kit. All instructions are detailed 
on a single sheet of paper - so simple that even my mother could 
follow them. Dont panic if you have never picked up a soldering 
iron or read instructions before in your life; if you take your printer 
and the upgrade kit to a local TV repairman, he should be able to 
knock it into shape within ten minutes. 

Once the printer's casing has been opened (by taking several 
screws from underneath the printer) you must discern which printer 
version you have. There are three types - two involve a drop of 
solder, ar.d the other entails repositioning a link. That's it. apart from 
having to take out the 2k static ram and replace it with the supplied 
8k one. 

The buffer upgrade kit is cheap, easily installed and has clear 
pictorial instructions. It will considerably decrease time spent 
growing a beard. 

G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• Cuts wai t ing for computer • Takes ten minutes of your 
to accept fur ther input. t i m e t o install. 

• Cheap: only £5.50. 
• S imple to fit. 

Goldmark Systems S(07072) 71529 
51 Come: Re. Hatfield, Herts, ALIO 0SY 

Print Master 
Siren Software, £12.99 disk only 

Print Master will let you print shaded dumps from your screen in 
a multitude of sizes, print text in a variety of shapes and sizes, even 
design fonts to send to the printer. As its name implies it is a 
complete printing enhancment package - for Epson-compatible 
printers only (such as the DMP 2000). 

There are four separate programs on the disk: Ascprint, 
Printer, Util and Designer. Included too are several predefined 
character fonts. Siren seems to think that everyone owns a disk 
system, which is a shame; if you use cassette I'm afraid you'll miss 
out on some marvelous utilities. 

Ascpr.nt pr.nts a document or file in "quality print" plain 
English for the more familiar term, NLQ. Near letter quality is the 
closest thing a dot-matrix printer can get to the quality expected 
for a business letter from a good typewriter. 

There are a few disappointing aspects to Ascprint though: the 
file must be under 300 lines and it must be present on the Print 
Master disk. These quirks are more than made up for by the rest 
of the program which gives exceptional control over what can be 
printed. 

If, during printing, Ascprint encounters a bar symbol ( I ) it will 
expect a command from this list: 

:INVERT causes text to be printed white on black rather than black 
on white. 

SI2E,s - text car. be printed in a variety of sizes determined by 
s: 2 for default size, 1 for double width and 0 for quadruple width. 
sJI INF underlines text. 
: FONT, / ? lenane loads in a character font called Y'i feriaae and then 
prints in the new style, 
s PAGE causes a page break. 
SCREEN, f: ier.axe loads a screen from disk into the computer and 

dumps it to the printer. 
: INPUT waits for text to be input from the keyboard, inserts it in the 
current line and sends it to the printer. 

The following program, Printer, adds four new commands to 
Basic in the form of RSXs (resident system extensions -bar 
commands). These include ; $ I Z E , s and \ I N V E R T and I U L I N E as 
above. The fourth command is P R I N T (someone obviously likes 
using Spectrum commands). With this one you can send a string or 
character to the printer: 

aS = " I arc go^ng to the p r i n t e r " : .PRIM , «)e$ 
Util also adds new commands to Basic. This time there are 

five extra commands: 

DUMP dumps the screen to the printer, regardless of mode. 
CDUM3 dumps any character to the printer. 

: GDL'HP dumps a Mode 0 screen to the printer, using 16 shades. 
BUFFOM initialises a 16k interrupt driven printer buffer. Or. a 6128 

this is taken from the extra bank of 64k. Users of the 464 ana 664 
have to avoid using memory locations &4000 to &8000. which will 
b e taken up by the buffer. 
-BUFFOFF switches off the printer buffer. 

The last of the four programs on the Print Master disk is 
Designer. As the name suggests, it allows you to design character 
fonts which can be sent to the printer. You can alter any of the fonts 
supplied - which have some rather interesting names like Cliicago, 
City and Flash. Or you can design, from scratch, an original font. 

Overall Print Master is a vory nicely presented package with 
exceptional printing functions. In both ease of use and time-saving, 
this package scores. If you own a printer, this utility will show what 
it is really capable of. AA 

G O O D N E W S B A D N E W S 

• T e x t can be pr inted in a • Disk only. 
var iety of sizes. • File can be only 300 lines 

• Dumps are of high quali ty. long w h e n using Ascprint 
• Simple to redesign option. 

characters and send t h e m 
to the pr inter . 

• Nicely executed pr inter -
buffer t h r o w n in. 

Siren Software S 06'. 848 9233 
Trafford Technology Centre, 43 Elsinore Rd. Manchester, MIS OWG 
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Survival guide to the 
software jungle 
We get many letters from readers asking how to get started in the software business. In this feature, production 
editor Jim Nagel reviews a new book on the subject and talks to four old hands about their very different routes to 
success. One originates games, one converts, one produces serious software and one specializes in mail-order. 

Seven years of Siren 
Writing machine-code since age 13; taught 
himself from books. Started doing original 
Spectrum games for Hewson, then fulltime 
with Lothlonen, Terminal, Ocean, convening 
games for the Amstrad. Left to set up own 
business in his bedroom, selling his tape-to-
disk transfer utility. 

Meet Simon Cobb of Siren Software, now 
"quite an experienced businessman, I sup-
pose." at age 20. He sells to all corners of the 
globe and employs four staff, including a 
fulltime programmer - and 'Td bettor give a 
mention to me mum, who does all the book-
work." Moved out of the bedroom a long time 
ago to lux. spac. offices two miles from 
Manchester city centre. 

Simon's Discovery, the tape-to-disk util-
ity, got "an excellent review in AA, and this 
contributed to the success of Siren. Things 
started taking off after the first Amstrad show 
in London." The show led to an introduction 
to Harry Powney. who wrote Masterdisk and 
then Handyman on a royalty deal with Siren. 
Meeting Tim Kay at Anwuc - the Amstrad 
Northwest User Club - led to setting up Silicon 
Systems as a joint venture selling 3-inch 
Amdnve disk drives and the new 5'.'4-inch 
Megadrive. 

'Most of our programmers are surprised 
at how well things sell," said Simon. "We 
always give a substantial advance," which is 
soon paid off against regular monthly royalties. 

To anyone starting off in the software 
business he offers this advice: "Make sure you 
get a good contract, checked over by a 
solicitor. And if a company is really interested 
in your software, it should show its faith by 
giving an advance. There are so many cow-
boys and ripoffs in this business." 

With most of Siren's products, either 
Simon and company write a specification and 
look for a programmer to write it or else a 
programmer comes to Siren with an idea. Or 
it could be electronic contact: Discovery Pius 
is Siren's best-seller, yet Simon has never met 
the programmer except over the phone. 

'We try to keep our programmers busy: 
once they finish one project we start them on 
something else." Printmaster is the latest 
release, and as usual Siren aims to launch a 
new product at the next show. But "as a 
programmer myself I can appreciate, more 
than some, how long it takes to do a job. And 
I organize my own ad budget, so I know that 
advertising it before it's ready is just money 
down the swannee." 

Another r.ew line for Siren is importing 
software from abroad, particularly French 
utilities. "The French market without a doubt 
is really catching up. Within six months they're 
going to be on our par if not beating us at our 
own game." 
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Running a business takes more time than 
Simon would have imagined. He prefers pro-
gramming. "It's just a shame that I haven't ary 
time to write any software myself." 

Golden rule 
for mail-order 

Mail-order is the name of the game for Brian 
3arton, who has run Coldmark Systems from 
home since March 1986. Software is still not a 
full-time thing for him. although he is self-
employed: his main business is domestic-ap-
pliance repairs. He originally bought a compu-
ter to keep track of spare parts he carries on 
the van. 

"'1 read the Which?report on the Amstrad 
464 and the next day I went out and bought 
one." He tried a number of stock-control 
packages and found many had bugs. John 
Campbell of Masterfile fame helped Briar, out 
of many a snag. 

Brian follows Campbell Systems' example 
himself: he runs a helpline weekday evenings 
between 6 and 9 and on Saturdays for people 
having trouble transferring tapes to disk using 
Goldmark utilities such as Speedtrans - which 
has sold 1.000 copies since last April. There's 
a worldwide club of Coldmark users, and 
"because of what the club members wanted, 
we started doing odds and sods ir. the way of 
software" - romboards, roms, business soft-
ware and games. 

Immediate turnaround is the Goldmark 
golden rule in running a mail-order business. 
Brian says. "If something comes :n ir. the 
morning, shove the bit in the package and get 
it out by noon. With mail, people already have 
a delay built in. so never leave somebody's 
order sitting around. We actually take our stuff 
to the post office and hand it to the people 
behind the counter. We use the little local post 
office: the people there rely on you to keep 
themselves in business and are specially 
helpful" 

To avoid legal pitfalls he uses the GPO's 
certificate of posting for inland ordinary par-
cels gets them by the bookful and insures 
overseas packets. "If anything goes astray you 
as the sender are liable for it." 

Another Goldmark rule when developing 
new software: "I'm not putting anything on the 
market until it's actually running properly. Not 
ar.y advertising till then, or I get all the hassle 
of people ringing up. sending their money. 
Unlike PageMaker." 

What about making a living from mail-
order? "You'd have to be a prolific writer of 
software. There's no way a beginner with ore 
or two products to sell could live from it. All 
the profit would have to go back into the 
business. It would probably take five years to 
get yourself self-supporting." Large profit 

margins are available only in business soft-
ware, not with games 'because there's a 
cutthroat shop scene cut there." 

• Hearing of kilosales for Speedtrans chuffed 
our RpM. Even though he sold it to Goldmark 
for £70. "I don't have any regrets. I under-
estimated what I wrote, but I just did it as an 
enthusiast. It was only half-an-hour's work." 

Grand fun 
converting Pendown 

"You have to do it the hard way once." That's 
Steve Grand's philosophical view after con-
verting the word-processor Pendown from the 
Beeb to the Amstrad and the RML computer. 

He accepted the job - his first big 
software contract since he quit teaching - after 
estimating it would take him 350 programming 
hours. That was 12 months ago! 

"The hard thing if you're asked to quote 
for a job," said Steve, "is trying to weigh up 
the amount of work against what they are 
prepared to pay. Ask for too much and you 
get no job; ask for too little and you sell 
yourself short. You never know if they will say 
no to a ridiculous fee. I suspect that publishers 
underestimate the amount of time involved." 
A good formula for calculating the time need-
ed for a programming job: make a careful 
estimate and then multiply by four. 

Steve's actual programming hours on 
Pendovm totalled about 600. The main clog 
ging factor in the year's total was field-testing. 
His estimate also went wrong in assuming 
CPM would be more portable - but a word-
processor involves much screen handling, 
which varies so much from one machine to 
another that CPM proved "too thick". 

So the £1200 lump sum he quoted Logo-
tron for the job was only about a quarter of 
what he now wishes he'd asked. Still, "'on the 
whole it's all been good fun." It was a first job 
ar.d it has gotten him known in the market. 

He asked Logotron for advances in 
stages during the project "just to make them 
take the same risks." That's advice he'd urge 
on anyone doing free lance programming for 
any company, especially in the games market. 
"You never know if you're going to be drop-
ped. If they won't pay (reasonable advances) 
don't work for them." 

Education, in contrast to games, is quite 
ar. honest market, and a lot of his arrangement 
with Logotron was loose and vague rather than 
contracts. The job came Steve's way through 
his friend Peter Hunter, the Somerset teacher 
who wrote the original Pendown and sold it 
to Logotron. The main disadvantage of the 
friendly looseness was "not knowing in ad-
vance when the end had come. It's your 
responsibility to put bugs right, but not so easy 
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to define when it becomes an extension to the 
program so that you're improving rather than 
mending." 

Steve's main Amstrad tool for this job was 
Maxam. Although it:s the best available he 
missed macros and the ability to work with 
library modules. He'd prefer to leave most of 
the program assembled and just taclc bits on 
as he develops them, rather than always hav-
ing ro reassemble 1001c or sourcecode. 'If 
you're goir.g tc do this sort of job more than 
once, you've got to work on a bigger machine, 
even if your target is the Amstrad." The PC 
would be about the minimum system - there 
he could use programming languages like C. 
Logotron in his case supplied the equipment 
he needed. "If you have to find that yourself, 
it's a lo: of money." 

Steve's final adv.ee for other free-lance 
programmers: Watch the taxman. If doing 
software on a regular basis, become self-
employed rather than calling it casual earn-
ings: mar.y expenses can be claimed against 
tax to cut overheads. 

"It s not the son of game you'd want tc 
do if you have no other means of support." 
What's his? "My wife." 

• See full review of Pendoivn in AA 18, 
demo in special-offer pages this month 

Jones: coding 
up a gamestorm 

Stormbrmger is 111 the works now from pro-
grammer David Jones, author of Mastertror.ic's 
best-seiling Knight Tyme series. The new 
game will complete a trilogy. 

David, now 27, taught himsel: Basic on 
an old Video Genie back in 1979 and scon 
found he could cope with machine-code as 
well. It was a hobby until 1983 when he was 
made redundant from his quantity-surveying 
job. He got onto the enterprise-allowance 

scheme, set himself up as a freelance pro-
grammer arid hasn't looked back. But the first 
year was pretty rough. Trying to set up 
distribution was worst. "We got involved with 
Prism, and Prism went bust - quite a blow." 

Finders Keepers was one of the early 
projects. "We intended tc sell it ourselves, 
organize distributors and dc the advertising 
ourselves. But it's no: easy. You have problems 
get:ing noticed by distributors for starts they 
want to deal only with large quantities." So he 
finally took the half-finished came ar.d showed 
it tc Ocean: "You finish it and we'll look at it 
again." He went to Mastertronic: "You finish it 
and we'll definitely sell it." 

He's dealt only with Masterrronic ever 
since "It's a good company. They help get 
projects finished And they'll help supply 
support routines for an interesting idea." Mast-
ertronic, however, unlike some software pub-
lishers. pays freelancers no money up front 
during the development stage - so if this is 
your first project, you won't see any cash for 
a fair while. The first advance agains: royalties 
comes when the finished master copy is 
handed over. Royalties - a percentage of sales 
- are still coming to David every three months 
since Finders Keepers hit the streets ;n January 
1985. The game has sold 280,000 copies for all 
makes of computer. 

How does David go abou: creating a new 
game? 

First he looks around to see if other 
games already exist with a similar concept. 
He does a fair number of sketches at the 
beginn-.r.g, ideas of how the game's challenge 
will build. "There are a hell of a lot of notes 
to start with, but I'm not one of those who 
writes down to the nth degree before I Stan. 
It's a creative process, like doing a painting. 
You can say this doesn't look right and paint 
over it." But this may not be the right approach 
to designing a business program, he says. 
"With a game you have: ft got problems to 
solve except to entertain the player." 

In the next stage he gets together all the 
sourcecode from previous games and picks 
out any bits to use. "I have an enormous great 
library of subroutines a first-time writer won't 
have I knock up a version as quick as I can. 
It's nowhere rear what the end-product will 
be like, but it's something to give an idea." 

He r.o longer tries to do graphics and 
music himself, but jobs it out, usually to Ray 
Owen, another freelancer. David explains the 
concept of the game and the style he's after. 
"In a week FU have back the graphics, but in 
that time I'll have the game more advanced.'' 
A Mastertror.ic programmer does the times. 

Then comes prolonged testing and try-
ing-out of all the bits. Only at the 90% stage is 
it time to show the new game to the publisher. 
' Before that they'll get the wrong idea if it 
looks tacky." He listens to their ideas of things 
to include or knock out. "By then you know 
exactly what you want to do with the remaining 
10%." 

Final testing takes a long time to do 
properly. '"For the first program anybody is 
doing, testing to the /rth degree is an absolute 
necessity. A bug can put a publisher off for 
good." A company will have more tolerance 
with an already successful author. 

Legal arrangements are that David keeps 
the copyright, but Mastertronic is licensed to 
copy the game for five years. 

David would advise any newcomer to the 
game business to look through a book like 
Law Made Simple or Teach Yourself Lav/. "Be 
very wary of partnerships." he says from past 
experience. "If one partner gets into debt ar.d 
you have funds, you can be sued." Make sure 
you have proof of your own copyright: post a 
copy to yourself, asking the GPO to stamp 
across the seal, and don't open it, or ask your 
bank or solicitor to date and hold a copy. "If 
you're dealing with a reputable company, their 
word is enough, but even there I'd take 
precautions because ycu don't know who a 
company is until you've dealt with it." 

By the way, a quick book 
Jim Nagel finds wise Solomon's guide to software success disappointingly shallow 

Meyer Solomon 

The software business 
BBC Publications, ISBN 0 563 21141 5, 144pp paperback, £5.50 
The subtitle is "How to create, publish and sell computer software", 
but if I were tempted to set up in the software business, I don't think 
I'd buy Meyer Solomon's book for its first half which more or less 
comes under the heading "how to have an idea". For practical 
information, the booklist at the back of the book and the sample 
contract for a software author are what T would find most useful. 
Another appendix, real-life tales from two software writers, says as 
much as the rest of the book about being a novice in this business. 

Meyer Solomon was a founding editor of Computer Age 
magazine way back in 1979 and of Personal Computer World. I'd 
have expected a more solid book from him. The first word coming 
to mind was "waffle" - many a well-put, clever, entertaining proverb, 
but much waffle. 

Cut the opinion, what does the book actually cover? 
Know yourself, says Solomon's first chapter: what are you best 

at? Search out information, says the next chapter (short chapters), 
to get an idea of the market. Exercise your mind to generate ideas. 
Test your idea - a list of criteria. Then you might need a team to 
turn it into software and paper, a proper product with a jazzy name. 
Look at the market: what sector is ripe for you? Look at the software 
already out: what opportunites for you? Equip yourself you'll need 
a computer, and do not put disks on top of the monitor. Write the 

software; break it into modules that can each be tested; a third of 
the overall time should be spent on detailed planning at the outset, 
only a sixth to the actual coding and the other half to testing. Write 
clear and handsome manuals. Test your work yourself before 
approaching any publisher. Be prepared to give customer support 
for a long time after sales. 

Someone thinking of carrying through a software idea might 
find the most useful chapter in the book comes about two-thirds of 
the way through: ar. outline of the stages a piece of software goes 
through from proposal to testing to delivery, from the publisher's 
point of view. 

He spends disproportionate space on telling how to write plain 
English, and then damns himself by using the word "reify" in a 
chapter title. I had to try three dictionaries. (You try. Toot has the 
answer somewhere on this page.) And .t seems he's never heard 
of producing a typeset page direct from the author's own disk we 
do it every day at AA. 

He devotes exactly two paragraphs to selling software by 
mail-order, a topic vita to many would-be software sellers. 

All in all, the book of Solomon is a once-over-too-lightly 
collection of loose jottings. His favourite word is "incidentally '. As 
he himself puts it in a parenthetical passage: "By the way, I have 
neither the expertise nor the space to go into various topics iri fine 
detail." 
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Drives to distraction 
A straightforward introduction to disks and operating systems 

JW Penfold 

Using your Amstrad CPC Disc 
Drives 
Bernard Babani (Publishing) Ltd, ISBN 0 85934 163 1. paperback 
£2.95 

For £3 you can discover what a disk drive is, does and looks like. 
This latest book from the pen of JW Penfold actually he used 
Tasword 612S deals with filing systems, both Amsdos and CPM 
operating systems and delves into program development. 

The book starts off with an introduction to disks, what they 
are and how they can be used. It assumes you are an absolute 
beginner and justifiably tells of the evils of cassette-based systems 
- n-.ainly how unreliable and slow they are. You are treated to a 
rundown on how a disk is organised into tracks and sectors: 40 
concentric tracks on the Amstrad, each containing nine sectors of 
512 bytes. Files can be stored anywhere on the disk and retrieved 
with equal ease - random access. Cassette systems suffer in that 
programs are saved one after the other on one long ribbon, and 
must be located and loaded in the same sequence. That accounts 
for the great time saving with disk. 

You can drop the user manual that came with your Amstrad 
disk-drive. You will learn much by reading Penfold's firs: chapter; 
it virtually tells you how to set up your disk systems and warns you 
of any pitfalls that may appear along the way. 

If Amsdos, CPM, RSXs and Basic disk commands have you 
tossing and turning at night, I'd prescribe you the section on 
operating systems. Both Amsdos and CPM are operating systems, 
which look after reading and writing of files, formatting (organising 
a disk into tracks and sectors) and other tasks that are generally 

taken for granted. Amsdos lacks a few features as an operating 
system: among other things, a formatting facility and an unerase 
function (very handy when you have accidentally deleted every file 
on your system disk). But what Amsdos lacks, CPM kindly supplies. 

The book contains a very useful list of all basic commands 
that are relevant to disk operation. A further section deals with the 
extra commands (bar-commands or RSXs) that the disk operating 
system introduces. 

Some of the files supplied with the system disk you received 
when purchasing a 6128. 664 or disk drive for your 4S4 are explained 
ir. simple terms that make CPM seem less daunting even friendly. 

The book ends with practical applications with which you can 
get your feet wet. A full-featured database is listed that you are 
encouraged to type in. After every 10 lines or so appears an 
explanation of what the program does. File-handling routines are 
given exceptional coverage. 

At no point in the text are you left in the dark - Penfold always 
chooses terms that are easy to grasp. Reading the book will 
encourage you to take a closer look at your disk system, make 
better use of it. You'll wonder how you ever coped without it. 

G O O D N E W S 

• Lovely price. 
• Ideal if you have just 

started using a disk 
system. 

• Uses simple te rms and 
ample descriptions. 

B A D N E W S 

• Could have gone into m o r e 
depth in places. 

The ram that thinks it's a rom 
Confusing the computer can be useful, Rpm finds 

Amram 
Silicon Systems, £39.95 

Silicon Systems has 
produced a peripheral 

that will have rom users 
(and abusers) applauding. 

It is a tool that will aid eprom 
programmers to save time and 

deve lop their software. 
What is this magical device? 

It's sideways ram: an interface that 
plugs into your Amstrad and behaves 

as a rom when in fact it is ram. 
Confused? You probably know 

that rom means "read-only memory" - the 
computer cannot write over or change data on 

this sort of chip, so it's used for software you always 
want on hand, such as the Basic language itself. And 

ram means "random-access memory", sometimes called 
read-write memory. The sideways-idea is that several blocks 

of memory can share the same addresses; a simple command 
shunts m one block when it's needed instead of another (see diag 
ram in Problem Attic, page 24). Basic and a word-processor such 
as Protext are the sort of beasts that live this way. Memory addres 
ses involved on the CPCs are &C000 to &FFFF for upper roms - in 
fact the same location as the screen and 0 to &4000 for lower roms. 

But why does Amram act like a rom when it's really ram? 
Amram consists of two banks of 8k ram slotted into rom socket five, 

and you use the rom-enable firmware routines to access it. It 
behaves like a rom until you flick its write-enable switch and a 
red diode glows to warn you data can now be written as well as 
read. The green LED shows the computer is reading Amram data. 

Amram really sparkles when used with its bundled icon-driven 
software. You can load data from another rom, customise it (perhaps 
you like seeing your name in lights instead of the rom's sign-on 
message), and ther. send it to Amram. Resetting the machine won't 
get rid of the data held in Amram; only the other switch on Amram 
or switching the power off will kill it. 

Of course altering the data held in other roms and saving it to 
Amram could be just a gimmick, unless you wanted, say, to alter 
some of the defaults in Protext. The real use of sideways ram is for 
developing your owr. rom software. Create your own program ther. 
save it to Amram it is now simple to test it rather thar. wasting 
time and eproms. I discovered this the hard way: after each 
modification of my rom software I had to blow an eprom to test it. 
So I'd thoroughly recommend Amram. 

Silicon Systems S C61-848 8D59 
Trafford Technology Certre, 43 rllsinore Rci. Manchester, M16 OWG 

G O O D N E W S 

• Fun to a l ter other roms. 
• Icon sof tware is simple to 

use. 
• Excellent program-

deve lopment tool. 

B A D N E W S 

• O f minor i ty use. 
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Send coupon to: Market ing Dept. Amst rad Consumer Electronics Pic. 
Brentwood House. 169 Kings Road, Brentwood, Essex CM144EF 

Name ... 

Address 

Post code Tel. No. 

RS232C 
INTERFACE 

V21/23 
MODEM 

(PLEASE DO NOT SEND ANY MONEY WITH THIS COUPON) 

RS232C 
Serial Interface 

Brentwood House, 169 King's Road, Brentwood Essex. CM14 4EF. 
Tel. 0277 230222 

'HiwKC i n w ^ r a i l ' a r w . K mzSn-ivlltm*. fntu *tlvmP-tmnTKKim>K»m ^CmmTMĉ iTuvuxr* 

V21/23 
Modem 

Registration to MICROLINK in association with 
TELECOM GOLD and 1 st quarter subscriptions to 

MICRONET8OO and PRESTEL. 

Available from good Amstrad computer stockists. Or send coupon 
to Marketing Dept, Amstrad, Brentwood House, 169 King's Road. 

Brentwood. Essex. CM 14 4EF. 

DMP-2000/3000 BUFFER UPGRADE KIT 
The printer buffer presently in the DMP2000'3000 is a 2K RAM Most of ths 
RAM is used by the printer's operating system leaving, on average. I 2K as 
bufer space. Our upgrade kit contains a new static RAM which will increase 
the printer buffer by 6K (about 4 pages of text). Ths upgrade will also allow 
all of the Download Character Set to be re-defined thereby allowing the use' 
to design his own special characters for use in scientific and other purposes 
Tne kit is supplied with ful pictorial instructions to allow the amateur to carry 
o t t his own modification. 

Prices:- £5.50 (UK) EUROPE £6.75 REST OF THE WORLD £7.50 

NEW SPEEDTRANS (VI.43) NEW 
This is an enhanced version of the original SPEEDTRANS which will now 
transfer many more games AUTOMATICALLY all transfers are now made 

DIRECTLY TO DISC. 
is specifically designed to transfer those programs that have 
been written using the SPEEDLOCK protection method, 
will transfer ooth normal length (43K) games and also long 
(47K) games automatical. 
transfers the main program and, in most cases, the opening 
screen. 
also offers the possibility of saving the screen of the longer 
games (RAID for example). 
contains a unique INKS program which will automatically find 
the MODE. BORDER and INK colours used in the opening 
screen. 
will ask you for a filename under which it will save the transfer, 
wil transfer the following SPFFDLOCK programs to disc: 
Barry McGu gans Boxing, Batman. Bounty Bob Strikes Back. 
Bruce Lee. Hacker. Daly Thompsons Decathlon, Kong Strikes 
bac<. jet Set Willy. Nomad, Ping Pong, Rambo First Blood II, 
Way of the Exploding Fist. Yie Ar Kung Fu. Gyroscope. Frankie 
goes to Hollywood. Winter Games. Dambusters. Scrabble. 
Kung Fu Master, Samantha Fox. Raid. Impossible Mission, 
Wor ld Series Baseball. Green Beret, Rescue on Fractalus, 
Monopoly (inc udes playing screen). Cludeo. Matchday. "V". 
Huncnback II. I Spy, Spy-Trek etc. 

Prices:- £5.50 (UK) EUROPE £6.75 REST OF THE WORLD £7.50 
(UPGRADE Y O U R EARLY SPEEDTRANS - £2.50 (UK) 

EUROPE £3.75 - REST O F T H E W O R L D £4.50) 

SPEEDTRANS 

SPEEDTRANS 

SPEEDTRANS 

SPEEDTRANS 

SPEEDTRANS 

SPEEDTRANS 
SPFFDTRANS 

ATLAST!! 

A FLAT TOP 
COMPUTER DESK 
DESIGNED TOR THE 
AMSTRAD CPC 464 

ALSO SUITABLE FOR MOST OTHER 
HOME COMPUTERS 

ACTUAL SIZE OF DESK TOP. 
595mm deep, 885mm wide 

MANUFACTURED IN HIGH DENSITY 
OAK TEXTURED M.F.C. 

SUPPLIED FLAT-PACKED 

ONLY £53.50 
(Includes p&p+ VAT) 

Please send order with cheque or S.A.E for 
further details 

T Of 
COMPUTER DESK, HEATHWOOD PRODUCTS, 

A2 Lower Bar, Newport, Shropshire. 
Telephone orders, Ring 00952) 814944 

with Access/Barclaycard No. 
Please allow at least 28 days delivery. 

G O L D M A R K SYSTEMS 
SI Comet Road, Hatfield, Hertfordshire. ALIO 0SY 

Please telephone for further info (07072) 71529 



Arcades with 
Licensed to deliver big brothers a< 

'Wonderboy reminds me o f Super Mar io Brorhcrs... you can't go 
wrong with Wonderboy, it requires skill, t iming and is good, 
clean fun. ' 

'Dressed to kill in nappies and a motorbike helmcr, with a 
skateboard as his trusty steed and wielding a stone axe, 
Wonderboy is born - ready to fighr off the nastiest of nasties, 
wil l ing to leap the widest chasm, and eaecr to risk his life'. Arcade Action, 

Computer and Video Games 

u , 

t*> 
> 

a i f l 
Hi * 
Zf H H l j 
ARCADE SCREEN 

'Best and fastest scrolling on a racing game' 
4Rest sprite design' 

'Best payabil ity ' 

'Best coin-op conversion' Popular C o m p u t i n g W e e k l y 

..brilliant' Arcadc Action, (Computer and Video Games 

Your Sinclair Megagame 

JUMP INTO THE WOw 

This Sega coin-op conversion puts other top softwarj 

A C T I V I S I O N 
ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE 

Z X SPECTRUM 48K/128K/4-(£9.99), COMMODORE 64/WJ 
nnrt n i s W P M 



FREE G A M E O F F E R 
(details inside each pack) 

S P A C E C O L O N Y "06" has been attacked by space pirates. 
T o put an end to their plundering, a private rescue ream 
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N°l AMSTRAD MULTIPURPOSE INTERFACE with 
1) FULLY AUTOMATIC, UNIVERSAL and PROFESSIONAL back-up facility 

to tape and disc for Amstrad CPC 464, 664 and 6128. 
2) MULTI TOOLKIT to study/modi fy /develop software/hardware 
3) 8K RAM EXTENSION 4) RESET BUTTON for "warm" reset 

All at an AMAZING PRICE of £46.9S1 
| "The cleverest hardware device at present" Amstrad Action 

MUL TIFA CE TWO is UNIQUE both in unbeatable value and features: 

GOLDEN 
SCREWDRIVER 

Award 

"AMTIXNOV86" 
' It is the only truly automatic back-up devico - the programs are RELOADED 

exactly as they were S T O P P E D and SAVED, incl . the colours and sound - no 
other peripheral can RESTORE COLOURS A U T O M A T I C A L L Y and some 
programs will not RELOAD & R U N property thon - BEWARE I and use 
M U L T I FACE T W O only. 

* Does riot occupy any p i n of the Amsi?ad RAM anc requires 
* No additional software - has interna 8K ROM and UK HAM 
•STOPS ANY program ANYTIME You can ju sr PAUSE or $A VE or use MUL Tt TOOLKIT, 

etc Programs vritt C'JN IINUE from the same point when you RETURN or ML LOAD net! 
time everything is fUl I Y and AUJOMA TiCALLY RESTORED. 

•MENU-DRIVEN, fully FRROR-TRAPPEO wi th prompts and or .e toush commands 
turning complex tasKs into a it vial procedure a I vou need to do is to push the button 
and soled from the m e n j ; 
SAVt :o na t ie & SAVE u yrogram to disc tape or hyperfapu 
RETURN to CONTINUE a procram after any operation. 
JUMP not toret j r n b u t to JUMP to another address, say tovourown routines i " il>e 8K 
RAM extension 
TOOl ic access MULTI TOOLKIT routines. 

• MUtTIFACE 2 i$EXTREMELY,FAS! in both SAVING & RELOADING its INTELLIGENT 
COMPRESSING and TURBO saving rv disc-t6pe makes standard MK orogram reload 
typically in up to 20 SECONDS from •hxk ether products t times longer' or just 
over b minutes from tape. The most EFFICIENT COM PRtSSING also results in minim*! 
space used on disc or tope. 

• M U L T I TOOLKIT is the only existing combination of hardware and sof tware 
capable of displaying & modifying E V E R Y T H I N G you may wish to k n o w about a 
program and current state of computer. You can PEEK/POKE the entire 
A M S T R A D contents incl. extra 8K R A M , 2 8 0 registers, colours, etc. You can 
open a W I N D O W and scroll through 56 byt« blocks in decimal, hex and even 
A S C I I representation (i«. everything seen as text to reveal messages, etc) wi th 
full on-screen editing. You get I N F O on screen mode/start nddraas, intarrupt 
mode, no. of characters per lins, horizontal sync, position, lower and upper 
R O M and R A M bank status, R O M typo, etc. And ALL can be changed . . . 

•COMPATIBLE wi th expansion ROMS. RAMS arrl anv other devices 
• PLUGS DIRECTLY into CPC 4G4, 664. 61?8 - no need for extras 
•Save PROGRAM or a full 25-line SCREEN ONLY. 
•THROUGH extension BUS for connecting othe^ peripherals 

No other back-up device can compete with MULTIFACE TWO on any front: 
MULTIFACE TWO is the ONLY AUTOMATIC one 

MULTIFACE TWO Is the FASTEST one 
MULTIFACE TWO takes the LEAST ROOM 

MULTIFACE TWO is the only one with a RESET button 
MULTIFACE TWO is the only one with a TOOLKIT to study/modify programs 

JUST COMPARE THE FACTS FROM AN INDEPENDENT TEST ON M1CRONET; 
MICRONET tested all four back-up devices currently on the market ACTION REPLAY by Date!. DISC WIZARD by Evesham 
Micros. IMAGER by Mirage and MULTIFACE 2 by Romantic Robot. They were all tested on the TOP 10 GAMES for the week 
ending January I987. Each copier was tested at the same point in each game and in the event of a failure the reviewer tried twice 
more. These are some of the results: 

Out of overall 100% success claimed, the actual percentage was: 
ACTION REPLAY —20% DISC WIZARD — 40% IMAGER —50% MULTIFACE.—100%_! 

MULTIFACE was confirmed as the ONLY TRULY AUTOMATIC back-up device — all other copiers require manual setting of 
colour, screen mode, windows, etc. — provided they do not crash in ther first place! This when tested on 10 games, took 

ACTION REPLAY —15 mins | DISC WIZARD —over 175 mins MIRAGE —over 66 mins | MULTIFACE —notappllcable 

The actual SAVING time was in seconds: 

MULTIFACE —notappllcable 

ACTION REPLAY —33.4 DISC WIZARD —44.5 IMAGER —36.6 MULTIFACE —32.51 

Naturally, you should add the SAVING time and the SETTING UP time together to get a true saving time per each game: 

ACTION REPLAY—over 2 mins DISC WIZARD — over 18 mins MIRAGE — over 7 mins MULTIFACE —32.5 seconds 

The loading time took on average in seconds: 

I ACTION REPLAY —21.7 DISC WIZARD —40.7 MIRAGE —36.6 MULTIFACE- 19.7 1 

Each device made a back-up of a different file size — on average: 

ACTION REPLAY —68K DISC WIZARD —89K MIRAGE —53K MULTIFACE—49K 

The summary of the tests on MICRONET? 

'MUL TIF ACE TWO from ROMANTIC ROBOT wins easily on all features! It Is faster, more convenient, more succesful, uses 

less space and has more facilities!" 

w A i Y i f i r j * t v j f j T H E E S S E N T I A L A M S T R A D C P C C O M P A N I O N 
Please send me a MULTIFACE TWO at £46.95 plus p&p - UK £1.00. Europe £2.00. Overseas £3.00 
I enclose a cheque/PO for £ or debit my E 3 3 J No. | Card exp 
Name & address : 

WE. LT#15HaylandCk>se London NW9 OLH ® 24 hrs 2E E3 01-200 8870 [Affi 



SPECIAL 

A day in 
the life: 

Chips in 
the eyes 

John Stallwood is director of the Optical Information Council, an 
office in the City of London handling advertising and public 
relations for eyecare and ophthalmic optics 

6:45am Brian Redhead's sickenirigly cheerful 
tones wake rue as the radio alarm, with 
irritating reliability, clicks into life. There's 
morning tea to make, a teer.age daughter to 
rouse, a son to shout reveille to, and then it's 
off to catch the 8:16 to the big c:ty. 

Being a bit of an electronics freak (not 
knowledgeable, you understand just a user) 
I'm likely to be using a Microwriter en route 
- a handheld word-processor with a memory 
so that text can be written in wherever I am, 
be it on the train or in a hotel. This can then 
be transferred to a micro-recorder for tape 
storage or printed out as needed. Next to my 
3128 it's the most used piece of wizardry :r. 
my electronic armoury. 

9:30 Arrive at the office. I examine a daily 
schedule that I try, sometimes in vain, to keep 
up to date. 1 note that today I've arranged to 
check with the press officer her progress on 
a couple of projects, then work with the 
bookkeeper on a spreadsheet that we've set 
up using the 664 we have in the office. The 
664 was introduced originally as an inexpen-
sive way of familiarising us all with computer 
usage, but has proved quite up to the modest 
needs of our office for a variety of purposes. 

10:15 Having gone through the mail and 
sorted out the items needing replies, I print 
off the notes I was doing on the Microwriter 
and annotate them for the r/pist, who uses a 
Screenwriter for finished typed work. Then 
it's time to see the press officer. Muted waiis 
from the bookkeeper: she's found Mini-Office 
II won't load. We get to the spreadsheet by 
'.oading the w-p program and then exiting to 
the main menu. I hope it's just a temporary 
loading quirk. The spreadsheet 
is amended, and I ask 
for a printout for 
use later on. 

a sensible format later. I'll refine this at home, 
using the newly acquired Brainstorm program 

4:30 I'm trying conscientiously to apply 
the system called Time Manager I received 
for Christmas, in hopes of bringing more order 
into my business and personal life. Using an 
ingenious combination of diary and schedule, 
it offers a good way of keeping track of things 
if you keep up the regime. Anyway, I use the 
last half-hour of a normal working day to do 
this, checking the next day:s jobs and putting 
in new entries. 

6:30 With luck. British Rail has brought 
me 45 miles home. After dinner, 
ignoring wifely comment 
on the antisocial 
qualities of 
computers, I 
ran the Brainstorm 
program to do the 
talk, and then the bit 
I really like best of all: 
CAD - computer- aided 
design. 

12:30pm Back in the office I find the 
bookkeeper has finished with the 664 so it's 
free for me to slot in Air,sword and hammer 
out the first draft of the minutes of yesterday's 
executive committee meeting. This chore is 
one of the penalties of having to combine PR 
work with administration. I prefer the Protexi 
that I use at home on the 6128 for its speed, 
but find Amsword has plenty of versatility for 
this kind of use and is wholly reliable. 

4:00 I leaf through the diary and see (with 
a slight jolt because I'd forgotten) that I'm due 
to give a talk to an optical society in a week. 
I do a 'brain-pattern' for the talk - that's a 
method, with variations under different names, 
used for putting down thoughts as they occur 
ir. random order so that they can then be given 

With a 
business exhibition on the 

horizon I need to design an 
exhibition stand. Here Modei Universe 
comes into its own. This very clever 
program lets me design in x, y and £ 
coordinates, and then TO :walk onto' the design 
and look around it. The AA reviewer of this 
very clever program from Arnor questioned 
its usefulness; I've used it to get a preliminary 
look at a proposed home extension as well as 
to design hobby woodwork projects. In each 
case I find I can get a good printout using an 
Epson LX 80. It's also possible to transfer 
disk-stored files from it or.to an art program 
for adding details (though having done that, 
you car.'t go back with it into Model Universe). 

11:30 Pack-up time with an acknow-
ledgement to the accuracy of the wifely 
comment. What you ask, no games? No, not 

interested, 
I suppose. 

Also no programming. I'm 
afraid, other than some very basic Basic 

now and again. Some are very happy pro-
gramming; I'm very unhappy at it, although I 
seize on utilities with gusto and (perhaps 
because I'm of what is kindly referred to as 
the older generation) I retain a sense of won-
der at the things that car. be done with this 
manifestation of the chip. It's a long way from 
my first feeble efforts with the original ZX80. 

AA 
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QUITE SIMPLY — THE BEST 
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ACTION TEST 

Academy CRL 46 

Short Circuit Ocean 44 
Bombjack II Elite 50 
Sentinel Firebird 54 
Flyspy Mastertronic 59 
Koronis Rift Activision 62 

Killer Ring Ariolasoft 49 
Wibstars A'n'F 49 
MGT Loriciels 51 
Warlock The Edge 51 
Fend Bulldog 52 
Agent Orange A n F 52 
Ninja Mastertronic 5 1 

West Bank Gremlin 57 
TT Racer Digital Integration 58 
500 CC Grand Prix Loriciels 58 
Hollywood or Bust Mastertronic 60 
10th Frame US Gold 60 
Little Computer People Activision 60 
Brian Clough's Football Fortunes CDS 60 

Springing into action 
Spring is here and brings with it sunshine, showers, 
flowers and... three-foot snowdrifts. The weather may 
not be hot but the software is, so come and warm your 
hands over the games that glow. Six games stood head 
and shoulders above the others this month, each for 
different reasons, but all are outstanding. 

The Mastergame sends you back to school, but it's 
the Academy where space pilots are trained. This is the 
follow-up to the highly successful Tau Ceti and will put 
you through 20 missions that should turn out a superbly 
skilled fighter at the end. 

Ocean has finally produced an excellent film-licence 
game in Short Circuit. It combines an arcade adventure 
and a scrolling arcade game to make a whole that's great 
to play and great to listen to as well. 

Sentinel looks set to make some big waves in the 
software pond because it's the most original game of the 
year. Over 10,000 landscapes and an abstract challenge 
that will definitely intrigue you. 

Disk owners have a treat in store because Koronis 
Rift comes only on disk and is a cracker. It features those 
famous fractal graphics and gameplay that at first seems 
simple but the more you play it, the more its hidden 
depths are revealed. 

If you like a good old-fashioned arcade challenge you 
won't be disappointed either, because Bombjack fl is 
guaranteed to have you in the throes of addiction. 40 
levels, superb graphics and you won't be able to let go of 
the joystick. Round all that off with a wacky arcade 
adventure in a helicopter called Flyspy and you've got 
everything you could want from a games section. 

Just a reminder that the new Verdict box 
incorporates the Good News and Bad News points. 
They're compiled in exactly the same way as before. The 
only real change is that they now go into even more detail 
in trying to describe the game's qualities or shortcomings. 
Good News has a white box and Bad News a black one. 
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ACTION TEST 

SHORT CIRCUIT 
Ocean, £8.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

Bwilliant! twuly, twuly, bwilliant! I've been 
playing it so much that I've hardly got any time 
to write the review. More RAVEing later. 

The first part of Short Circuit is an arcade 
adventure and the second is an arcade game, 
set in the future where a Strategic Artificially 
Intelligent Nuclear Transport (S.A.I.N.T.) robot 
has blown a fuse or something. Ze mad 
professor who built it vants to tear it apart to 
see vot vent wrong! Well, that's the basis of 
the plot, but more unfolds. 

You control a robot, a sort of a Simon 
Templar of the robotics world. In the first part, 
you have to try to figure out how to get out of 
the Maximum Security Compound (the A A 
Team get it?) and escape to freedom. 

There are lots and lots of rooms furnished 
with items of furniture ranging from coatstands 
to flowerpots. 

You start off in a room equipped with a 
desk, coatstand, computer and a chest of 
drawers. There are two doors, one of which 
is locked. Through the other, is another room, 
furnished with, among other things, another 
computer. This one you can link with, using 
the Link program resident in your robot's 
memory, and download programs. There are 
three programs you can download: Search, 
Laser and Jump. 

Eventually, you will need to have the 
Laser and the Jump programs in the robot's 
memory - which is limited to three programs, 
one of which must be the Link program. 

SECOND OPINION 
It covws as a shock to find a good game 
comma from s film licence, but even 
more so becausc it's from Ocean. I hope 
they've finally go! their act together. The 
two games are excellent ar.d have 
delightful graphics. The variety is the rcai 
clincher, with something for everyone. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Both pans playable. 

Once you have downloaded the Search 
program, you can explore the complex com-
plex. By being in Search mode, and pressing 
Fire while pushing against an item of furniture, 
your robot will search the object. There axe 
many little fmgies which you can find in the 
furniture for instance, in the coatstand in the 
first room is a Pass Card, and on the desk 
under the computer, is Remote ControL Wasn't 
it good of me to get you started like that? 

Anyway, the upshot is that you must find 
the equipment needed to build a S.AJ.N.T. 
replica and the manual for it. Also, it is 
necessary to find the components needed to 
build the Laser and Jump mechanisms needed 
in the second part of the game. 

To reach part II, you must either escape 
from part I, or press the keys O, C, E, A, N 
together. Either will prompt you to wait while 
part II is loaded. 

In part II, your pursuers take the form of 
guards and other S.A.IJN.T.s after your grease! 
You must run away or shoot them while trying 
to find the van. All this must be done before 
the helicopter arrives - yes. a helicopter! Don't 
fret: you never get a chance to actually fly in 

it. I suppose even robots suffer from ptero-
phobia! This part of the game looked a little 
less frustrating than the first. However, as often 
the case, it turned out to be a real... 

Movement is only left to right, but you 
can turn around. As well as shooting the 
guards and ex-pals of yours, you have to jump 
or duck to avoid the abundant wildlife. It's not 
fair really, 'cos I've got a naturally sadistic 
nature, and really couldn't care less if some 
squirty little rodent got under the wheels of 
my well-greased chariot. But your robot gets 
a sudden attack of grief and remorse and 
pauses to see if the poor animal is hurt. 

Puddles along the way will slow your 
robot to a crawL so it's best to avoid them. 
Rivers will give you a bad case of instant rust 
- obviously your robot was made in Japan. 

Wel l guess what? I liked this game 
immensely. The graphics are good and the 
music is tremendous. The loading screen gave 
a good idea of what the graphics were going 
to be like. Tve been entranced by this game 
since it left Sir Bob's hand. Even when I'm not 
playing it, I'm thinking about it. It really grabs 
you! 

The first part, like the second part, 
employs set positions - objects start off in the 
same place every game. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 71% 
• Excellent graphics and use of colour in 

part I. 
• Very smooth scrolling in part II. 

S O N ICS 67% 
• No actual sound-effects. 
• The music makes up for the lack of 

effects. 

GRAB F A C T O R 81% 
• The two parts are easy to get into. 
• Part II can be very frustrating. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 88% 
U Both parts are hard to complete. 
• Lots of variety with the two parts. 

R A T I N G 
_ Shock, horror a good film licence. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Part I: 6000 
Part II: Get as far as the green thing that jumps 
at you. 

This is good, because 
it leaves you more time for the hard finking 
part. 

The second part is just as interesting as 
the first part but gives you an automatic 
judgement of how well you do, by the distance 
you travel. 

You know how you keep going back to 
Elite to see if you can complete the next 
mission? Well you will be doing that with this 
game. CB 
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3. Don't go 
through here till 
you've searched 
the room above 

2. First link 
up to this 
computer to 
download the 
search program I. Shooting the 

guard will drop 
his trousers and 
bring him 10 an 
embarrassed halt 

SCORE 
0 2 9 4 0 

CLOCK 
1 8 : 3 0 

2. Oh dear. 
You've run over 
a defenceless 
rodent and pause 

3. Puddles 
slow you down 
but large 
stretches of 
water a^e fata1 

ACTION TEST 
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F o r w a r d Scorm oa?JC 

LOSTR 

s o « « «5»th*r 
C O M H ^ r i d 
> LAUNCH 
L a u n c h o . H 

. .'. . . 
N«WWl*l44*'»4WWUilt- -»}wiij»|(#. .fltiUu-»•.»...̂ IM-MI. 
liUUiM*+M-MKH>t~ Mi.iilliltluv t.i|t.-.» .».*• a..,.-
S i l l i i i l M 

1''1 • * 

Other systems r clude the INI-RARH) n i t that 
allows you to sec at night, and the JUMP'DOOR unit 
that a lows you to use (elt-port pads and dock with 

ild ngs 

COMPASS: optional, gives important directional info; 
a direction finder »viil guice you back to your supply 
hau? (Gal Cor? .arong Vci ide ) 

MESSAGE WINDOW: used as 3 text-entry w ndow 
whwi docked with a building h flight it updates you 
or such casual pvpnts as mines detonating on the sh>p. 
vital ship's systems being <"f srrnypd, and your game 
coming to an abrupt explosive v ie 

PANFl: <an corvc in four different textures and many 
colo_rs. 

WEAPONRY optional, in addton to your lasers yo j 
can be armed w i n four sots o* weapoi miss lei. ami-
PI ssi c misvlcs. 'lares AN: delay bon-bs. If installed VCJ 
can ".Jve four 0 ' eight of cach aid replenish them 
when coc<ed Missiles home in on targets. AMMs 
destroy rox»t missiles, flares light up the landscape at 
right . w delay bembs can destroy large statonary 
b- ild ngs. 

I 

GAUGES: the gauges for spot-d. fuel, height. sh*W 
and laser temperau-e 3re always present The laser 
powvi. dnvc power. shield power and sieemg can aB 
be changed at the design sugc between low. mcd*m 
and nigh values, but with the consequences of weight 
and cost. 

ACTION TEST 

TARGETTING opcic-al. shows when an object is r» 
your sights, wncn you're ir scmeone else's sights, and 
when ar attack nas caused a power d'am. 

MAIN V1EWSCREEN. all the action ukes place here. 
Watch out for the sun setting. mfr <wed vis on. 
different-coloured plarets and a whole host of 
hostiles. 

First there was Tau Ceti, then the legend 
continued with the disk version The Special 
Edition, and now there's Academy the suc-
cessor to both. It features similar shoot-em-up 
action to its predecessors but there's a wealth 
of new things to discover. 

The action is once again based on the 
activities of Gal-Corp and its intrepid skimmer 
pilots. If you thought you were ready for 
anything after Tau Ceti then Gal-Corp has a 
surprise - you're going back to school. The 
Gal-Corp Academy for Advanced Skimmer 
Pilots will put you through 20 missions that will 
test your abilities to the limit. 

Each mission has a name and a specified 
task that you have to complete in order to 

'pass'. They are assigned in five groups of four 
missions each.These are very varied, the first 
four being "if it moves...", "red dawn", 
"meltdown" and "softly softly". Later missions 
are intriguingly named "...at the OK Corral", 
"out of the frying pan..." and "where to, guv?" 

The tasks vary widely. They include 
destroying all robot craft, destroying an indi-
vidual target, battling time limits, solving 
problems and negotiating tricky obstacle ar-
rangements. Whatever the mission you can 
bet you'll see plenty of action. In concept 
they're a bit like the outposts from the Special 
Edition but much more complicated, varied 
and larger. 

On each mission you fly a skimmer which 
'Mil be familiar to players c: the previous 
games. As it whisks you over the planet 
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-

be completely redesigned as well. The back-
grounds can be of different colours and 
textures, and the various boxes placed any-
where (as long as they fit). 

You can use three skimmers already set 
up. but it's great fun designing the ships. You 
can arrange the displays so that they're most 
convenient for your needs for instance, you 
can keep regularly referred-to gauges close 
together. When designing you can't overlap 
different windows, and the ship has to come 
within weight and cost limits - so you can't 
have everything with knobs on too. 

All the fancy trimmings are excellent 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
• Fast-moving, solid graphics. 
• Excellent explosions. 

93% 

S O N I C S 52% 
• Reasonable effects, particularly in a 

pitched battle. 

GRAB F A C T O R 95% 
• You can get out and blast straight away. 
• Lots of options to investigate. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 94% 
n 20 very tough and varied missions. 
• If you didn't like the predecessors, well... 

R A T I N G 
• Great ability to design ships and display. 

fide 

L a u n c h O . K . 
K a n i k a z e a t t a c k 
R o b o t M i S S i L * 
l a u n c h 

SECOND OPINION 
If you thought the fust two Tau Ceti 
editions were our of this world, then 
Academy is definitely from another 
galaxy. Faster, harder, larger with more 
aliens and missions, it's a fabulous game. 
The graphics are so much more detailed 
and colourful; the sound is satis fymgiy 
!oud. It is even possible to define your 
spacecraft and instrument panel. 
Fantastic! RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Dingy but playable 

ACTION TEST 

surface you'll encounter many robot craft from 
Tau Ceti and a good few new ones. In all there 
are over 30 surface features, but they're not 
all hostile. Of the new threats there are deadly 
kamikazes who just ram the skimmer with 
devastating effect and some fortresses that 
could flatten Mike Tyson. 

The graphics have been beefed up. Each 
mission takes place on a different planet with 
surfaces and suns of varying colour. The 
robots too come in designs that are attractive 

until they start shooting and give you otheT 
things to think about. 

The game is superbly presented and has 
some of the most comprehensive options you 
could ever want. Each mission is described in 
text and shows the planet where it takes place. 
Most important is the option to design your 
own skimmers (see screenshots), which allows 
you to produce craft particularly suited to a 
mission. Not only that but the view screen can 

L a u n c h O . K . 

R o b o t ti lss i L e 
L a u n c h 
K a n i h a z e a t t a c k 

SCANNfK: opronal. gives a sho't-ranpc scan arouid 
tbt- crur a! for quickly idcnti(yin| and turnng to 
fate an attackcr 

additions to a game packed with action. For 
the first few plays, just get out on a mission 
and marvel at the fast hectic, violent and noisy 
battles. After plenty of explosions, laser blasts 
and terminal collisions you can start to worry 
about the strategy, but you'll never lose the 
thrill of combat. B W 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete 1 mission 
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RIDERS CIRCLE 

S H O C K W A Y R I D E R 
. SPECTRUM £7.95 

AMSTRAD & COMMODORE £8.95 

FTL FASTER T H A N LIGHT. CARTER FOLLIS GROUP OF COMPANIES. 
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ACTION TEST 

KILLER R ING 
Ariolasofc, £7.99 cass, joystick or keys 

Killer Ring is a subtle variation on the Phoenix 
stand-alone arcade game: after shooting 
waves of aliens, you must shoot your way 
through a barrier to kill the "wotsit". 

In Killer Ring, the wotsit is an alien being 
surrounded by a force-field. To kill him, you 
must shoot through its base - the rest of the 
field is impenetrable. This base covers a 
rotating shield, which can also be breached 
by successive shooting. Once through the 
rotating shield, you must shoot the green 
aiier.'s red heart. 

The preceding levels, all six of them, 
take the usual form of alien cremation. Levels 
one and two give you floating bats to fire at. 

SECOND OPINION 
This is a game that's extremely satisfying 
- or rather, relaxing - to play after a hard 
day s work. You jus: sit there and shoot. It 
doesn't matter that you can easily get high 
scores or even that there arc only seven 
levels Killer Ring is enjoyable and just 
the tonic when a mindless task is all you 
are capable of. RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Just as satisfying in green. 

Three and four have an extra distraction: a 
group of flying saucers flitting about the 
screen bombing you. The floating bats are 
replaced by rotating spheroids which you can 
kill only by shooting through one of the two 

gaps in their shie'.d. The last two leveis take 
the form of moons oozing yet more bats - this 
time IT. magenta! 

Your ship, as the title suggests, is a ring 
- very vulnerable with little shielding. 

Amazingly. Killer Ring has a funny addic-
tive quality initially. The interest wanes as 
quickly as the moons m levels five ar.d six 
The game's biggest detraction is its lack of 
difficulty. The writers tried to compensate this 
by including a "Difficult" mcde. But having 
completed the Easy mcde, the Difficult mode 
gave me no real trouble. 

Graphics are good and the characters 
are well defined. Sound effects are also above 
average, and the music is very good. In 
conclusion, a pretty game - pretty indifferent! 

CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
15,000 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
C Bold, colourful graphics. 
• Spectacular explosions. 

S O N I C S 
• Title music is entertaining. 
• Sound-effects can be grating. 

73% 

67% 

62% GRAB F A C T O R 
I I Colour and sound will appeal. 
• So will aroma and taste: comes complete 

with a Killer Ring Cupcakes recipe! 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 49% 
• Only seven levels to beat. 
• Originality is not the name of the game. 

A A R A T I N G 
Excellent game to unwind with. 
No lasting challenge. 

stms. f>im& m n&izm 
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WIBSTARS 
A'n'F, £8.95 cass, joystick or keys 

You play the part of Billy Wibstar the entre-
preneur. The plot is fairly simple: you have to 
collect items of computer hardware from the 
warehouse, chuck them in the back of your 
van and take them to one of the local whole-
salers. 

Thankfully, the yartie is actually a bit 
more complicated thar. that. The first part, 
loading askip with hardware, is a bit farcical 
in that once you have filled the skip, you must 
descend a lift, enter a van, and attempt to catch 
the previously loaded hardware that the skip 
is dropping down chutes from above you. 
Complicated, ain't it? 

Anyway, once you have done that, you 

Drive your van. drive you crazy 

SECOND OPINION 
The game concept is a good one but it's 
let down by substandard progiamming 
and badly thought out gameplay. The 
graphics reveal that its a poor conversion 
from other computer versions. There are 
too many frustrations to make it 
enjoyable. Making a profit is more down 
to luck than judgement A poor effort. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Very difficult to see in places. 

get to drive the van along some roads! Oooh, 
how exciting! Well, it's not that exciting. The 
object of this pan of the plot is to dodge the 
debris flying from the doors of the van in front 
of you. Some of the debris is useful, like disks, 
cassettes and computers. If you catch these, 
they increase the stock in the back of your van. 

Once at the wholesaler, you face a 
complex screen consisting of platforms, con-
veyors and lifts. You must now take your stock 
out of the van ai d attempt to direct it up to 
the top of the screen, where a big hand comes 
out arid grabs it. 

When you have delivered, or have 
destroyed all The stock in your van, you must 
get back into it. If. overall, you have made a 
loss, the game er.ds. But if you have made a 
profit, you can drive back to the warehouse 
to stock up again. 

Scoring is in the form of profit. Every 

item you sell increases your score, and every 
time you fail to avoid debris thrown from the 
competitor's van, your profit goes down. This 
is to pay for repairs. 

I didn't like this game at all The graphics 
are so blocky-tacky, and the movement is a 
block at a time. Sound is best forgotten. A very 
poor production, and a definite waste of 
money. CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Make a profit. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 46% 
• Very blocky. 
• Little use of colour. 

S O N I C S 13% 
• No sound other than an insignificant purr 

from the van. 

G R A B F A C T O R 45% 
Delivering at the wholesaler is quite 
addictive. 

• Very difficult to make a profit, so games 
are short. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 33% 
• Boredom and frustration will win 

eventually. 

A A R A T I N G 37% 
• If computer distribution is like this I'm 

glad I'm a reviewer. 
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ACTION TEST 

BOMBJACK II A 
Elite, £8.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys f A 

The return of the leaping lunatic who was first 
seen jumping all over the screen picking up 
bombs. Now he's back and instead of grab-
bing bombs he's after a much more lucrative 
prize: bags of treasure. Jack is still able to 
produce prodigious leaps but in a much more 
controlled environment. 

You've got to get through over 40 
screens, collecting 10 bags of treasure on each 
one. The screens are made up of a number of 
platforms floating around in the air, on which 
the bags are placed. Also occupying some of 
the platforms are reptiles who shuffle back 
ar.d forth along them. In the background are 
some superb pictures rhat play no part in the 
action but look great. They include Stone-
henge, the Taj Mahal and Sydney opera house, 
all delightful views. 

You make your way around the platforms 
by jumping, bin you can't just jump into thin 
air. You can jump up or down to platforms 
above or below you, and you automatically 
jump when walking off the edge of a platform 
if there's another one at the same level to jump 
onto. This is a very easy system to get used 
to and allows you to zip round the platforms 
grabbing treasure at a great pace. 

After you've picked up the first bag of 
treasure another one will start to flash, if you 
can pick up all the Hashing bags, a bonus life 
is awarded. If you manage only six, seven or 
eight flashing bags then you still gain healthy 
bonus points. This is one of the game's most 
interesting points becausc the platforms are 
arranged so that it gets more and more 
complicated working out how to get to the 
bags in the correct sequence. 

If you thought you were going to get away 

with it being that simple then you've got 

SECOND OPINION 
Bombjack was good; Bombjack II is 
brilliant. Colourful, noisy, challenging, 
exciting - it's got all the ingredients of a 
winner. Forty levels of joystick-
wrenching gameplay with interesting 
graphical backgrounds (and bags of gold 
to collect). You even get Bombjack (the 
origuial) free - don't pass this game by! 

RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No problems! 

with it. The game in itself justifies the price, 
but with the original throw: in as -.veil you just 
can't go wrong. The graphics are superb, the 
gameplay fast and addictive - ar.d surpris-
ingly, you'll even have to thin> ah out things. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
30,000 

aliens who arc going to make life hell for you. 
If you arrive on one of their platforms they'll 
try to push you off it, losing you a life. You car 
push back of course, but you've got only 
limited strength available to do it with. You 
car. also stab the aliens, but this has little effect. 

At first dealing with the aliens is easy but 
as time passes and you struggle to get the 
bags in the right order, the aliens mutate into 
stronger and faster-moving forms. Eventually 
they can star, jumping around the platforms 
themselves and at great speed. This poses you 
a dilemma on every level: do you go for the 
bags in the right order and risk the aliens 
getting you, or do you get them quick and 
forsake the bonus score while they're still 
weak? 

It's a lot better than its predecessor, but 
you'll get the chance to find that out for 
yourself because Bombjack is given away free 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 89% 
• Superbly detailed backgrounds. 
• Colourful, detailed characters. 

S O N I C S 
• Just a few sound-effecis 

47% 

GRAB F A C T O R 90% 
• Working out how to complete levels is 

enormously addictive. 
Great control method ana easy to play. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 88% 
... Lots of complicated levels. 
• The addiction will wear off after a few 

days. 

AA R A T I N G 91% 
Bombjack given away free - you can't 
lose. 



ACTION TEST 

MGT 
Loriciels, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

MGT is a futuristic arcade adventure from the 
French software house Loriciels, in the same 
format as the Knightlore series of games. You 
control the MGT - MaGnetik Tank around 
the Crystal Palace. The palace's many rooms 
are frozen because its life-support system 
broke down when infiltrated by alien bacteria. 

There are two types of door connecting 
the rooms. The first type is an ur.guarded door, 
through which you nay travel at any time. The 
other type is protected by a laser forcef eld 
To disengage it you must shoot the control 
panel. There are different types of control 
panels, and you must shoot the one with the 

SECOND OPINION 
I disagree with CB on this one. I liked it. 
The sliding or inertia of the tank is a novel 
feature, and although the puzzles arrive 
early on 1 don't think they're too tough. 
My only disappointment is the similarity 
to Bactron, but this is mostly graphical 
and not in the gameplay. Has sonic nscc 
features and problems that are worth a 
look. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The icy rooms are cold and clear. 

same symbol as displayed above the door. 
Inside the rooms are raised ice blocks. 

To get onto these position the MGT over the 
lift pad and press Fire. The longer you fire, 
the higher yoiu MGT floats. Release the button 
ana your MGT gently floats back down to the 
ground. 

Ir. some rooms roam droids. attempting 
to block your way. Contact with certain droids 
can be fatal. This is bad news because you've 
got only one life. 

This game has no more than average 
graphics, and the occasional sound is poor. 
The task to be completed is difficult and will 
take a long time. I personally think the task is 
too hard, with too few incentives along the 
way The nouveau rmiskjue is delightful, but 
has little variation. MGT has little lasting 
appeal and is poor value for money. CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Explore 15 rooms. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 71% 
• Good 3D representation and fast sprite 

movement. 
• Little variation IT. characters. 

S O N I C S 53% 
• Very nice nouveau musique. 
• Sound-effects lack any excitement - even 

at 50 watts. 

GRAB F A C T O R 57% 
• Initial aspects are intriguing. 
• Not enough easy locations to view 

S T A Y I N G POWER 68% 
J A lot of locations to look through. 
• Too difficult to get anywhere. 

AA R A T I N G 
Has similarities to Bactron. 

W A R L O C K 
The Edge. £8.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

This looked a little familiar at first, and indeed 
it does have a graphic similarity to the Edge's 
last game Palitron. That's where the similarity 
ends, unfortunately, because Palitron was a 
better game. Not that Warlock doesn't have 
plenty to offer. 

The game takes place in an isometric-3D 
castle where you are the evil warlock trying 
to repel the forces of good by finding your 
orb of power. If you can find that you can go 
and do some serious GBH on the Lord of Light 
who's causing all the good guys to pop up in 
your castle. 

You have to descend to the caves below 
the castle to find the orb and then return to 
the top of the castle where the LoL is. You can 
be in one of three guises: the warlock with 
lots of magic power but no might, a goblin 
with a bit o: both, or a troll with a lot of might 
but no magic. Each is suited for different 
sections of the castle. 

You get between floors using trapdoors 
and pentagrams and walk through doorways 
to change screens. On the way there are many 
objects and obstacles. Objects include food 
for strength, magical items and keys to unlock 
doors. The many adversaries include fair 
maidens, gallant knights and monks, all of 

whom chase you. There are static hazards as 
well. 

SECOND OPINION 
I always thought fair maidens were 
present purely for rescuing or whisking 
away. Not so ir. Warlock they kill you. 
Ah well. I'll just have to iook 
elsewhere. This is a pleasant game in 
every respect: graphics, sonics and 
gameplay are top-class There are some 
humorous touches you will m-.doubtcdly 
encounter suffice to say that in certain 
circumstances there'll be laughter above 
you. RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Some rooms lose definition. 

The good, the bad. 3rvd the attractive graphics 

The gameplay is fairly simple stuff, 
complicated only by the changes of appear-
ance and powers. What is annoying is the 
control: it can be awkward, particularly in tight 
spots. An excellent game to look at but not 
that inspiring to play. BW 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
20,000 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
L Great use of colour to create 
_ atmosphere. 
!Z Detailed, interestmg characters. 

78< 

S O N I C S 5 8 % 
• Title tune and some rice effects. 

G R A B F A C T O R 
Addictive to map arid explore. 

• Control is awkward in places. 

66% 

64% S T A Y I N G P O W E R 
J Plenty of castle to yet through. 
• Mostly exploring and little adventuring. 

AA R A T I N G 
Nice changeling feature. 
Otherwise lacks originality. 
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ACTION TEST 

FEUD 
Bulldog.'Mastertronic, £1.99 cass. joystick or keys 

Yet another label frorr. Mastertronic. perhaps 
trying to disguise its consistently large volume 
of releases. This first title is a battle between 
two brothers who also happer to be wizards. 
Naturally wher. these guys fall out you can 
expect fireworks. You play Learic, one of the 
wizards, and have to battle Leanoric to the 
death. Now is that any way for brothers to 
behave? 

The battle takes place in a very pictur-
esque landscape, where you shuffle around in 
long robes. At the start you're standing behind 
your cauldron and can then wander off to 
explore the woods, river, houses, graveyard, 

SECOND OPINION 
Fabulous graphics, above-average sound 
effects and a £2 price tag should have 
made this game a winner. Lack of 
gameplay, dearth of exciting joystick-
bending action and want of 
'wannanothergo' material /efFeud down. 
Still, it's a new label and only two quid. 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
All is visible. 

walls, plants and other scenery. Most of this 
is just to create a maze that you've got to learn 
your way around. 

The basic aim is to collect together herbs 

to make spells which you then cast at the other 
wizard to destroy him. The herbs are found 
dotted around and have to be picked up and 
returned tc the cauldron to mix the spells. It 
takes two particular herbs to mix a spell. 

There are 12 spells. They can be offen-
sive like fireball and lightning, or defensive 
like protect and invisible. There are other 
inhabitants of the village. You can also cast 
spells on them, but mostly they ii-st get in the 
way. One guards a garden, though, which 
contains mar.y of the herbs. 

The graphics are good, arid so is the 
game concept. What is lacking is action. You 
spend a lot of time searching for herbs 
followed by short bursts of spell casting activ-
ity. It's a difficult long-term task that will 
provide plenty of enjoyment but justs lacks 
some excitement. BW 

F I R S T - D A Y T A R G E T S C O R E 
10% 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 70% 
C Well-designed, colourful scenery. 
(Z Good animation for characters. 

S O N I C S 
(Z Pleasant title tune. 
• Very little in-game sound. 

60% 

G R A B F A C T O R 5 8 % 
• An awful lot of just wandering around may 

put you off. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 7 1 % 
G Once you know the game's layout and 

start battling, it gets much more 
interesting. 

• A very tough wizard opponent. 

AA R A T I N G 
! Original concept. 

AGENT O R A N G E 
A'n'F/Argus, £8.95 cass, joystick or keys 

Don't worry: this isn't a tacky game about the 
Vietnam war or anything like that, it's well and 
truly removed from reality, in fact. You play 
an intergalactic flying farmer (we've a few of 
those round here at closing time on a Friday) 
out to make some cash and to find a deadly 
alien weedkiller hence the name Agent 
Orange. 

You start by landing on a planet also 
occupied by alien farmers. You can launch 
one of your ships to battle the aliens and plant 
your crops. The planet surface scrolls horizon-
tally and is viewed from above. You are armed 
with bullets;a number of hits on an enemy craft 
will destroy it. The aliens can shoot back. You 
have only a limited number of ships, and 
initially their shielding is very light. 

You also have a limited number of seed 
pods that can be planted in clear areas of the 
planet surface. These must cope with competi-
tion from the alien crops and the natural 
vegetation. Destroy an alien and it leaves 
behind a seed pod which you car. pick up and 
use. Once all the aliens on a planet are 
destroyed you can get down to harvesting 
your crop. 

You can destroy the alien crop, but not 
the natural vegetation, and harvest your own 
crop to return to the mothership. After this is 
loaded up you can return to home base. Here 
you can buy better ships if you make enough 
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SECOND OPINION 
I enjoyed Agent O. The detail is 
phenomenal but, badly ier down by lack 
of colour, this makes playing the game 
rather a bind: it's difficult to distinguish 
between buildings and alien ships. The 
saying "If it moves..." would be apt if you 
could see anything move! Still, pounding 
madly at the Fire button is fun. RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Clearer m green. 

Aye up. -'armer Gics. locks like weacher's dosing in 

money and then progress to the next planet. 
The aliens get tougher and come in greater 
numbers as you try to get to the eighth planet, 
where the weedkiller you need to collect is 
found. 

The graphics are detailed but once again 
A'n'F has failed to use the CPC's glorious 
colour capabilities. The gameplay alternates 
between blasting and harvesting and is fairly 
addictive. BW 

F I R S T - D A Y T A R G E T S C O R E 
5,000 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 6 1 % 
l~I Detailed ships and background. 
• A n'F s usual very mono outlook on things. 

S O N I C S 5 5 % 
U Nice title tune. 
• A few pitiful in-game effects. 

G R A B F A C T O R 7 1 % 
• Blasting and harvesting combine well. 
• Good ideas like seed pods, growth 

cycle, trading ships. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 5 7 % 
• Both stages become very repetitive. 

AA R A T I N G 
Nice idea but whore's the colour and the 
depth? 
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ACTION TEST 

S E N T I N E L 
Firebird, £9.9S cass, £14.95 disk, keys only 

This is not a game that can be described as 
ordinary. It's an original concept that has 
created a game with 10,000 landscapes and 
gameplay unlike anything you've played yet. 
The aim of the game is simple - in each of the 
10,000 landscapes you have to depose the 
Sentinel. 

Each landscape is based on a grid 
system, the blocks forming slopes and plains. 
You control a robot who can only stand on flat 
surfaces and not slopes, and starts the game 
at one of the lowest points on each landscape 
The Sentinel starts on the highest point and 
you have to get above it in order to depose it. 
However you can't actually move. 

You get around this seemingly impos-
sible drawback by creating another robot 
which you can then transfer into. This seem-
ingly cumbersome method of getting around 
does in fact work extremely well and requires 
strategic and rapid thinking. Creating a robot 
requires energy - and this is the key to the 
whole game. 

Each landscape has a limited amount of 
energy in it in the form of trees, boulders and 
robots. These can all be created or absorbed 
by you. At the start of the game the landscape 
is dotted with trees which you can absorb to 

boost your energy. You can then build piles 
of boulders and put a robot on top, raising 
your position in the landscape. Having created 
a robot you transfer to it - and reabsorb the 
robot you just left. 

The only problem with this happy state 
of affairs is that as soon as you affect the 
energy balance of the land, the Sentinel will 
spot this and begin to turn towards you. Once 
it is facing you it starts to drain your energy. 
A hasty move is required if you're going to 
survive. If you haven't got enough time or 
nerve to make a controlled exit you can always 
hyperspace to a random square, but that will 

SECOND OPINION 
Sentinel is rather different from the run 
of-the-mill software produced of late. It 
has thousands of locations thanks to 
fractal graphics Although not all sites are 
particularly stunning, original gameplay 
and sheer size will mean many late 
nights. RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Perfectly clear. 

also cost energy. 
The basic energy unit is the tree; a 

boulder is worth two trees and a robot is worth 
three. Y/hen the Sentine". absorbs energy he 
redistributes it as trees on the landscape. If 
you transfer between robots while being 
drained you can look back to see the Sentinel 
turn the robot shell into first a boulder and 
then a tree. 

Your robot can scan around the land-
scape, much like the Sentinel, but much faster. 
You can also move the camera view up and 
down to get a complete picture of the sur-
roundings. The higher you get the more 
impressive the view becomes, for more of the 
landscape comes into sight 

If you manage to get above the Sentinel 
so that you can see the square he stands on, 
you can absorb him. All you've got to do then 
is transfer onto his square and hyperspace. 
This will give you the code number to another, 
more difficult, landscape. 

Later landscapes introduce another de-
velopment: meanies. These are created by the 
Sentinel from trees if it can see you. They don't 
drain your energy but force you to hyperspace 
to another spot. 
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AA R A T I N G 9 0 % 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 9 0 % 
• Landscapes look delightful. 
• Good use of colour and object design. 

S O N ICS 2 5 % 
• Not a lot. 

GRAB F A C T O R 9 2 % 
• You'll marvel at its originality. 
• Absorbing gameplay. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 8 8 % 
• More landscapes than you'll ever need. 
• Might get a bit repetitive. 

• Originality like this deserves a reward. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 

sfer to the robot cn top of 

Sentinel is a totally original game a 
marvel of programming, it deserves many 
plaudits. It requires quick thinking and a 
tactical mind to get far. At first you may find 
things confusing, but once you've grasped how 
to move around and gain height you should 
feel more at home. The landscapes vary 
widely and present many different problems 
but look superb. My only gripe is that the 
action can become repetitive despite the 
immense number of landscapes. 

This is a game you will either love or 
hate. Personally I think it's just the sort of thing 
the software industry needs to experiment 
with more. It's worth getting just for curiosity. 
Most people will get hooked working through 
the landscapes. BW 
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split-level racing game incorporates all the excitement of the race 
track, in fact many race tracks, as it features an icon-driven tracK 

designer that allows you to construct your own tracks as well as select 
scaled Formula 1 championship circuits. 

One or two people can play and have their own 3D view. Some 
ingenious programming has made the fee. of controlling the cars very 

realistic, and you can even bump and push your opponent's car if you 
rwant to play dirty! 

ft<1957 
NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
AMSTRAD CPC 
Also available for Spectrum 48/128 and 
Commodore 64/128 
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ACTION TEST 

NINJA 
Mastertronic, £2.99 cass, joystick or keys 

Ninja is another manial-arts game (surprise, 
surprise). This one, however, strays from the 
normal path of righteousness by adding a 
princess to be saved: You must save "Princess 
Di-Di", the pearl of the Orient, who was taken 
prisoner by the evil Master of the Palace of 
Pearls. 

You start off at the bottom level with a 
few opponents to fight never more than one 
at a time. You car pick up deathstars (shuri-
ken) to throw at your opponents. Four or five 
chucks of these will render your opponent 
dead. He falls into a glob of greasy mucus. As 
well as deathstars, you are equipped with a 
'slashing" Samurai sword 

WEST BANK 
Gremlin, £4.99 cass, £9.99 disk, joystick or keys 

There have been attempts made before to 
establish a "mid-range" price for software at 
about the £3 mark. Previously they've failed, 
but with prices soaring at a discouraging £10 
the time may be ripe. Personally I hope it 
succeeds because this is a good game and 
I've always felt that £10 for a cassette game 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 72% 
J Delightfully drawn and colourful 

characters. 
Good animation. 

S O N i cs 63% 
Western tune plays throughout game. 

GRAB F A C T O R 75% 
Fast action needing sharp reactions. 
Deceptively easy to stan with. 

• Very frustrating to shoot someone 
accidentally. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 6 7 % 
As the game continues and 
concentration slips, it gets harder and 
harder. 

• Lacks variety so it wi.l lose interest. 

AA R A T I N G 74% 
Great price - hope this new bracket 
succeeds. 

SECOND OPINION 
At first sight this seems a very playable 
game. But that's deceptive because the 
action is too difficult ar.d repetitive. With 
a little more tweaking this could have 
been a good game but as it is: I don 't 
care for it. Doubtless it will sell well but I 
suspect there will be some disappointed 
people: BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Good choice of colours. 

The movements available are jumping, 
punching, kicking ar.d hitting. You need not 
kill all the enemy on each level to progress to 
the next. Simply find the room with a hole in 
the roof and jump when directly beneath it. 

and £15 for a disk is far too much - it actively 
discourages people from buying software. 

Enough preaching The game is an 
arcade test of reactions and observancy. You 
are in charge of a bank in the Wild West ar.d 
have to protect it against the many wicked 
would-bc robbers. However there are also 
innocent civikans merely trying to put money 
into the bark. 

SECOND OPINION 
This has pleasing graphics and enough 
gamepiay to justify its price. I became 
more fnistrarcd the fun hoi I proceeded:: 
the game gets harder but the tasks 
remain the same. RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Clear 

Three doors open and close on the 
screer., revealing or.e of the motley characters. 
Youll need to become familiar with each one 
and watch behaviour patterns. Some deposit 
money: others shoot quickly. Some you must 
watch carefully: they may draw their six shoot 
ers or just pass quietly on Two nasty pieces 
of work will ever, barge in on an innocent 
character. 

You have to collect money at each of 
twelve dcors, then you can pass on to the rex* 
level and more, faster characters. At the end 
cf a level you have p. shoot-out with rhree 

Opponents get meaner as you get higher. Each 
progressive level adds an opponent to each 
fight. 

Along the way, as if killing a few hundred 
ninja warriors weren't enough, you must p:ck 
up idols which Princess Di-Di has dropped to 
test your worth. What's with this woman? Does 
she want to be rescued or not? 

Well, all right, for the price, it s not bad, 
but I'm fed up making allowances for budget 
games and really don't care for it. The graph-
ics are very plain, and the sound lacks volume 
and realism. The game is difficult, perhaps too 
difficult. You know those ninja films where 
every character's mouth moves for about a 
second either side of the speech? Well, this 
game emulates that very well: you press the 
keys, and a second later your bloke moves. 
Ah well, :t is only £3. CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Look at level four. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
J Characters are well depicted. 
• Boring use of colour. 

52% 

S O N I C S 
• Thwack, splat. 

31% 

G R A B F A C T O R 
Fighting and exploring at first 
interesting. 

• Quickly gets repetitive. 

62% 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 5 1 % 
• Completing the whole game is very-

difficult. 
• Getting far at all is too difficult. 

AA R A T I N G 64% 
• Not many budget martial-arts games 

around. 

characters. If at any slage you shoot an 
innocent character or get shot yourself you 
lose a life. 

The graphics are excellent and the 
gameplay quite addictive and demanding. 
Definitely worth the price. BW 

Tc shoot or riot to shoot! That is the cuestion. 
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ACTION TEST 

TT RACER 
Digital Integration, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk, joystick or keys 

This bike simulation uses the unusual method 
of connecting two computers through serial 
interfaces so that two players can play simul-
taneously. 

There is an extensive menu of options. 
The first is to enter your initials. Second, you 
can choose the engine size of your bike, thus 
giving the class of race in which you will 
compete. Then there is Racing Competition, 
where you choose the skill level. This controls 
the speed of the computer-controlled bikes 
and the ease with which you will crash. Fourth 
is the track selection, where you may choose 
one of twelve circuits from around the world. 
Next you can choose whether you ride the 
tracks in listed order, or in the order in which 
they would be during a proper Grand Prix 
season. You can also choose whether to 
practise or compete. 

The seventh option allows you to choose 
the number of players. However, unless your 
mate brings around his computer (or you have 
three miles of cable lying around) and you've 
both splashed out £50 on an RS232 serial 

SECOND OPINION 
Despite the jerky graphics I found this an 
enjoyable simulation. The key lies in its 
attention to detail, giving you mow feel of 
realism than SOOcc GP. The computer 
opponents are more interesting and 
provide a reasonable challenge. It's not 
too convincing deciding when you crash, 
but that's just as wet! because it usually 
lets you get away with murder at high 
speeds. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
The road ahead is clear. 

interface, you will only be able to play single-
player. You can also choose automatic or 
manual gears, and whether the display shows 
the road or your racing instrument. 

Each race involves 16 riders arid can be 
saved whenever you stop. During racing or 
practice, you can stop at the pits to refuel or 
change tyres. 

Movement is very slow and jerky and I 
really dislike the moving horizon, the angle of 
which changes when you bank at a corner. 
Once again, the sound is the same brrrrrrerrr 
you always get in racing games. 

But if you want a bike-racing game, this 
is the better of the two in this issue by quite 
a long way, mainly due to the extensive options 
allowed. CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete one circuit. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 6 7 < 
C For a racing game, the bike depiction is 

good. 
• Very jerky arid lacks detail. 

S O N I C S 3 7 % 
• Very standard and unexciting revs and 

crashes. 
• The music is mediocre. 

G R A B F A C T O R 7 1 % 
LI With so many options there's a lot o? 

initial appeal. 
U Very easy to drive. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 5 9 % 
~ As with all racing games, there are 

always best times to beat. 
• Otherwise it lacks much challenge. 

R A T I N G 
The best Amstrad bike simulation so far. 

500cc G R A N D PR IX 
Loricielsi'Activision, £9.99 rass, £14.99 disk, joystkk or keys 

Drag or. your greasy leathers, choose one of 
12 major circuits from around the world and 
roar off on your electronic mean machine. 

For each track, you can practice or 
compete. There are a total of six bikes in each 
meet. The game can be played by one or two 
players the screen splits to show both at 
once - and the computer controls the remain-
der. 

Playing controls include manual or auto-
matic gear change. The bike has six gears 
ar.d neutral. Each pan of the split screen 
shows speed, revs and gear selected. Each 
screen follows its respective rider, which 
means that sometimes you see your bike on 
both. 

The biggest difference between SOOcc 
Grand Prix ana TT Racer also reviewed in 
this issue - is the method used to show the 
bike. In this game you see it from behind, and 
when you bank left or right at a corner you 
see the bike bar.k. TT Racer, however, shows 
the rider's view, and like most flight simulators 
shows the angle of the horizon changing when 
you bank at a corner. 

SECOND OPINION 
I usually like two-player games, 
particularly simultaneous racing ones, but 
this left me cold. The steering is very 
awkward because of the overstoer, and 
the computer bikes don t provide much 
variety. These control difficulties spoil a 
graphically vary pleasant game. I too 
preferred TT Racer. BW 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
No helmet-visor difficulties here. 

I didr.'t like either of these bike simula-
tions and wonder why there has never been 
a good bike or car game yet for the Amstrad! 
Of the two. SOOcc CP is worse. Graphics are 
very mediocre ar.d sound is the standard 
boring racing-game brrrrr. CB 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Complete a circuit. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 6 3 % 
_ Movement is a lot smoother than TT 

Racer. 
• Bike depiction is fU2zy. 

S O N I C S 
• Fizzle, spit, pop, pop. 
• No music to rave about. 

17 Vo 

37% G R A B F A C T O R 
Easy to get driving. 

• Controls suffer from chronic oversteer. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 
: Tough to beat computer. 

LJ Two-p'.ayer action is more fun. 

A A R A T I N G 
Not as good as TT Racer. 

54' 
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SECOND OPINION 
Excellent graphics, gratifying sound, 
superb gameplay, magnificent price, 
lunatic programmer, cute helicopter and 
centipede as well. What a wonderful 
game! RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Clear and lovely. 

F L Y S P Y 
Mastertronic, £1.99 cass, joystick or keys 

ACTION TEST 

The game is full of dangers that can sap 
the batter/ power: a life is lost if it reaches 
zero. You're also in trouble if you rur. out of 
fuel, because ther. you can't fly. Most of these 
;ust have to be avoided, but some can be 
overcome if you use the right object. 

The puzzles consist of locked doors, 
one-way doors, things that have to be shot, 
switches to throw, bombs to explode and so 
on. If you seem to be stuck then just search 
around for a switch or something to shoot at. 
Another important feature is the teleport sta-
tions. 

To teleport you need a telekey and the 
code of the station you want to go to. These 
are written into the scenery, along with a lot 
of other messages from the programmer, and 
are revealed as yon activate certain tilings in 
the game. If you get the code correct you enter 
a sub-game which has to be completed in 
order to complete the transfer. It's a terrific 
version of Centipede, which could easily be 
modified into a budget game in its own right. 

Another nice feature is a transmodulator 
that allows you to change an object into fuel, 
ammo or a battery. There's an option to speed 
up the action but the slow mode should be 
fine for most people. You can also log the 

This game was written by a total lunatic. This 
interesting snippet of information is contained 
in the cassette inlay and refers to Richard 
Aplir., who is responsible for both the game 
and its instructions. However, if the game is 
anything to go by then lunacy is a highly 
desirable state for a programmer - it's excel-
lent. 

You control a helicopter that has to solve 
puzzles and overcome obstacles in a maze of 
tymitels, rooms and shafts, in order to ummrn... 
well... you know how these scenarios go. 
Anyway the idea is to win. right? The playing 
ares is well designed with excellent use of 
colour. well-defined features, devious puzzles 
and attractive scenery. 

The helicopter is a very advanced little 
dream machine with lots of capabilities. You 
don't have to worry about bumping into walls, 
floors or ceilings with it. As well as flying 
freely around you can use. pick up and drop 
objects, get help, look at the game clock, 
commit suicide, fire a laser and- pause the 
game. It also has gauges to indicate fuel, 
battery, score, lives, objects carried and a 
device counter. 

There are several types of object that 
can be picked up including fuel, ammo, tele-
keys, bombs ar.d oxygen. You can carry only 
four at once and you also face a weight 
restriction. Objects have different weights, and 
if you overload the chopper it will be unable 
to fly or will ascend very slowly. When and 
how to use most objects is pure common sense 
but experimentation as always is still needed. 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
2,000 

copters position at certain points so that if you 
die you don't return al: the way to the start. 

The graphics are excellent, ever, down 
to the sub-game. The sound includes rotor 
noise ar.d some wacky-sounding title music. 
The puzzles and exploration aren'- too tough 
but there's enough complication to keep you 
plugging away for a good while. A superb 
budget title that you'll love from the start. BW 

S O N ICS 6 0 % 
Nice rotor noise and title music. 

GRAB F A C T O R 8 5 % 
Easy puzzles to get you into things. 
Great sense of humour in messages. 

• Control and menu systems can be 
awkward. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 8 4 % 
J Plenty of problems to keep you going. 
• Too tough in places where small mistakes 

can cost you dear. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 8 7 % 
Li Excellent use of colour. 
LI Well designed features and scenery. The hexepser 

buzzes busily 
•irounrl 
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SUMMARY SECTION 

AA RATING 60% 

simulatior that would have benefitted from 
more spectacular graphics and easier con-
trols. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 30% 
• Small, indistinct lane display. 
• A balls-eye view would have been better 

SO N ICS 24% 
• Wimpy sound effects and no music. 

GRAB F A C T O R 47% 
• Not easy to get the hang of control. 
• Unimpressive graphics put you off. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 69% 
_ Quite skilful if you practice. 

_ Up to eight players and three skill levels. 

AA R A T I N G 60% 
• The one and only bowling simulation. 

LITTLE 
COMPUTER 
PEOPLE 
Activision, £14.99 disk, keys only 

AA R A T I N G 39% 

AA R A T I N G 73% 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 42% 
• Large animated characters. 
• Very blocky design. 

S O N I C S 65% 
U Jolly tune throughout game. 

GRAB F A C T O R 36% 
G Challenging exploration'mapping task. 
• Only one life and too easy to die. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 30% 
• Just exploring and the odd bit of pie-

throwing. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 31% 
• The computer part is just menus. 

The board and cards are great (does 
this count?) 

S O N I C S 5% 
• Virtually none. 

GRAB F A C T O R 72% 
_ Easy to play 
_> Combines computer and board game 

well. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 77% 
With up to five players you'll have lots oi 
fun. 

_ Great entertainment for all. 
• Not cheap. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 58% 

Good animation on main character. 
• A well kept, tidy house. 

S O N I C S 20% 
! 1 Depends or. his record collection and 

piano playing. 
• Our guy Dwight is tone-deaf. 

GRAB F A C T O R 50% 
H Depends on whether you like him or not. 

S T A Y I N G POWER 50% 
• Dwight gets on my nerves. 
I I But you may become good friends with 

yours. 

1 A bold, original concept. Try it ar.d see. 

BRIAN 
CLOUGH'S 
FOOTBALL 
FORTUNES 
CDS, £14.95 cass, £17.95 disk, keys only 

A combination ol computer and board game 
that works well. Up to five players can take 
the role of a football manager and guide their 
club through league, cup and European action. 
As well as skill the game relies on the throw 
of dice taking the players around a game 
board. An excellent family-er.tertainment idea 
that football fans of all ages will love. 

• Cheap but not very cheerful. 

10TH F R A M E 
US Gold, £9.99 cass, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

Initially disappointing simulation of ten-pin 
bowling, but it grows on you. Lane display is 
too small and strength or hook commands are 
hard to determine but with practice it 
improves. Has kids' option, league or open 
bowling and up to eight players. A decent 

Voyeurism for copipute- owners 

A novel idea for a computer pet. An LCP 
moves into a house on your screen and you 
have to look after him and his dog. They're 
always men (very chauvinistic) and demand 
plenty of attention Yoy can play card games 
with them and watch them as they go about 
their daily business A curiosity rather than a 
game, suitable for lonely hermits and those 
with a taste for the unusual. 
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H O L L Y W O O D 
O R BUST 
Mastertronic, £1.99 cass, joystick only 

Not one of Mastertronic's better efforts. You 
wander around a large film set looking for five 
Oscars. You're harassed by cops and ghosts 
and occasionally chased out on to the street 
for a Keystone Cops sequence. You have 
custard pies to fight with. Simple gameplay, 
yukky graphics but a jolly tune. 

T i e board, cards and other equipment 



The Final Challenge 

Launching soon on: For mail order enquiries please write to: 

Spectrum £7.95 NMC Limited, PO Box 67 
Amstrad, Commodore tape £8.95 London SW! 1 IBS 
Amstrad, Commodore disc £14.95 or call on 01-228 6730 



MOVEMENT: the three arrows show the direction of 
travel: speed is be ow. 
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Psytek sits oehincj his conveyor belt ready to analyse 
toe moduie in front of him. 

SCANNER: guides you to the nearest hulk - just 
centre the pink dot at the top of the circle and d'ive. 

POWER: shows the energy available to you- weapons 
and how much each shot will use from the reserve. 

SHIELD, indicates the strength c- the shie d a I black 
bars is very bad news inceed 
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ACTION TEST 

KORONIS RIFT 
Activision, £14.99 disk, joystick or keys 

iff'* 

Disk-only games are something of a rarity, 
which is a surprise when so many people own 
664s, 6128s or disk drives for the 464. This 
makes it all the more pleasing wher. one does 
arrive and it turns out to be a real cracker. 
You are a Techno-scavenger out to plunder 
the planet Koronis of its technological trea-
sures found deep in the planet's rifts. 

At first sight the instructions look daunt-
ingly complicated. But fret not: most can be 
ignored to start with: read them later for 
in-depth knowledge or the game. There are 
20 rifts that you have to get through by a 
mixture of exploration, shoot-em-up, strategy 
and luck. There are two sections to the game: 
on the planet surface m your "rover" where 
everything has to be done guickly. and back 
in the "scoutcraft" where things are much more 
leisurely. 

You first have to launch the rover into 
the first rift. A craggy, shadowy landscape is 

MENU: this allows you to a l l the scoutcraft, loot a 
hu k and also serves as a message wirxJow. 

MODULES: up to six modules can be installec here. 
They're colour-coded and have a symbol indicating 
their race of origin. 
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ACTION TEST 
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SECOND OPINION 
This is a lovely game to watch. The 
fractals are very realistic. The landscape 
is never still: you get a great feeling of 
movement and perspective. Even without 
those wonderful graphics Kift is 
absorbing. The tendency to blast 
anything that moves is strong but do that 
and you won't get far. There is a large 
expanse of playing area that has to be 
searched and lots of hulks to loot. Which 
reminds me, I haven't found the last of 
them yet... RpM 

GREEN SCREEN VIEW 
Playable, but colour-coding is very 
difficult to distinguish 

AA R A T I N G 9 0 % 

revealed, changing smoothly, quickly and 
convincingly as you drive through :t. The use 
of fractal mathematics to create the feeling of 
perspective and movement is excellent: if you 
drive across a slope the view even tilts 
horizontally. Above and below the planet view 
are instrument displays. A cursor appears 
within the view. 
You're driving around the rift in search of 
"hulks" that you can loot for their technological 
artifacts. However you are continuously buzz-
ed by guardian saucers trying to stop you; 
they have no qualms about spilling a few drops 
of scavenger blood. The on-screen cursor 
a:ms a laser which can destroy the guardians 
- but watch out for their return fire. 

Once the area is clear you can send out 
a "repo-tcch" robot to loo: the hulk. It will bring 
back a module that you can store in one of 
six spaces on your ship, two 
of which are already 

filled. You can then go off in search of other 
hulks until you've got six modules, run out of 
hulks, or just feel like a break from the action. 
At this point you just need to get clear of 
guardians and call the ship. 

On board you see your "Psytek Science 
Droid System Analyzer'' sitting amid lots of 
high-tech gubbins. He will analyse the various 
modules you've brought back and give you an 
idea of their usefulness. There are seven types 
of module. Once installed they give your rover 
different abilities with weapons., shields, pow-
er. radar and so o a You can dismantle 
modules you don't want or store them for later 
use. 
The robot is quite nicely animated as he 
performs tasks, moving his arms and hands 
around and shuffling the modules on a con-

veyor belt in front of 
•m,IS&Sw „ - this stage of 

events you can 
also move to 
the next rift, 

skip 

FIRST-DAY TARGET SCORE 
Loot all hulks in rift 1 

System identification 

These are the systems chat car be looter from hu ks anc the added abi it es they provide. 

o Laser: co our-cod ng s important, 3lso 
their varying strengths; multiple hits may 
be needed or guarcians 

P o w e r reserve: stores energy, useful 
when using weapors 

Shield: colou--coding is again important, 
for nese are your only defence 

G e n e r a t o r : very important as it supplies 
the power for all the othe- units. 

Radar: locates types o-' object belonging 
t o the race cf origin. 

ECM: makes the user harder to detect by 
the guardians. 

D r i ve : adds to or changes thie rover's 
ability t o move. 

I What disk owners have been waiting 
for. 

a rift, load or save the game, and return to the 
same rift. 

As you collect modules you can deal with 
more difficult rifts and more numerous and 
more skilled guardians. An important part of 
this is the colour-coding of the guardians: 

weapons, modules and hulks. Six colours are 
used. The greater the difference between a 
weapon and shield colour, the more likely 
damage is to occur. For instance, a purple 
laser is best against yellow shields and a blue 
shield defends best against a blue laser. 

The graphics are excellent, smooth-mov-
ing and realistic The saucers and hulks are 
colourful and well designed, and they explode 
well too. The ganiepiay is a mixture of breath-
less rushing around followed by long pauses 
to regain composure, and will get you hooked. 
The strategy and depth of the game take time 
to come out but are important; you'll need to 
work hard to get very far. An excellent 
addition to any disk owner's collection. BW 

S O N I C S 6 3 % 
• No music to speak of ar.d few effects. 

G R A B F A C T O R 8 7 % 
LJ Fractals and features will amaze 

immediately 
• Strategy elements take time to discover. 

S T A Y I N G P O W E R 9 2 % 
_J 20 very testing rifts. 
_ Plenty o: depth as you progress. 

The Verdict 
G R A P H I C S 
U Smooth, fast fractal graphics. 
• Colourful, well designed ships. 



Commodore 64 available November 20th 
Spectrum & Amstrad available February 

Sales dept.. 
Castle Lodge, Castle Green, 
Taunton, Somerset TA1 4AB 
England Telephone (0823) 54489 & 54029 

Trade enquiries to Qentresoft 
on 021 356 3388 

software getting harder 



SABOTEUR ZZ 
Avenging Angel 

Available on Spectrum, Amstrad & Commodore 
DURELL sales dept., ' 
Castle Lodge Castle Green, Taunton, Somerset, TA1 4AB R.R.P. « 

Telephone (0823) 54489 



IREM 
OFTWARCI 

DISCOVERY 

" W i t h o u t a d o u b t S i r e n S o f t w a r e h a v e p r o d u c e d s o m e o f t h e b e s t disc u t i l i t i e s 
e v e r seen o n t h e A m s t r a d r a n g e o f c o m p u t e r s . " A m t i x ! J a n u a r y 1987 

* nbw + DISCO VER Y PLUS - NEW * 
T h e u l t i m a t e tape to disc transfer p r o g r a m 
"Discovery Plus must be the most advanced and probably most efficient tape to tape disc transfer utility to date" 
Amstrad Act ion December 1986 
This program wil l transfer more games :o disc than any other transfer program. The first person who can prove otherwise will 
receive twice his momcy back!! 
Discovery Plus consists of 4 easy t o use programs that together wi l l transfer an extremely high proport ion of your software onto 

• dsic. 
Also included is details ori how to transfer over 100 games. 
Silver Screwdriver Award Amtix! January 1987 
Discovery Plus only £14.99 on disc for the 464/664/6128 
Updates 

l If you have our old Discovery prog-am send it sack to us and we w I send you the New Discovery Plus for only £5.99 (or £8.99 if 
you have Discovery on taoe) 
Transmat owners, send us your Transmat to receive a £2.50 discount if you have the disc version of Transmat or £ 1.00 if you 
have -he tape version of Transmat. 

MASTER DISC 
T H E D I S C USERS U T I L I T Y 
Master Disc contains a disc copier, d i rectory edi tor , fast 
f o r m a t t e r , sector edi tor , deprotector , disc and tape head readers, 
trans disc, trans tape, disc map, typef i le , dumpf i le and zipdisc. 

"The package seems to work very wei! on the full range of machines" 
Amtix! June 86 
"Each section is fully documented with dear and precise instructions" 
Amtix! June 86 
"This Siren package really docs offer you quite 3 lot for your money" 
Amstrad Action June 86 
"So far we hase yet to find a disc that it cannot copy from, it even copies 
unformatted discs " Amtix! June 1986 

Master disc available on disc only £12.99 for the 464/664/6128 

PRINT MASTER 
The printer uti l i ty and enhancement package. N o printer owner should be 
without this 
This unique suite of programs wi l l allow you to make the most of your 
DMP2000 o r any Epson compatible printer. 
* Suoerb large 16 shade printer dump of any mode 0 screen 

Large black and whi te dump of any screen in any mode 
Fast character dump of screen 
Arr iv ing I6K interrupt driven printer buffer 
Print out files f rom most wordprocesso-s (Protext. Tasword etc) in a 
variety of fonts, sizes and style1;. Include screen dumps as " lustrations 
10 great fonts included 
A terrific font designer allows you ro create! your own fonts 
This spectacular package is available on disc only for your 

A m s t r a d 464/664/6128. On ly £12.99 on disc 

Siren Software, Trafford Technology Centre, 43 Elsinore Rd, Manchester MI6 0WG 
Tel: 061-848 9233 

Amstrad owners can now 
transfer any program to disc or 

tape at the touch ol a button. 64K in just 
14 sees, from disk. The N e w MK111 is much 

faster load ing with unbe l i evab le compress ion 
using less s p a c e on your disk. Undoub t ed l y the best 

cop ier ava i l ab l e today and the Only one r e c o m m e n d e d by 
the A m s t i a d Users Club. Don't settle for less. 

P l e a s e state your A m s t r a d No. CPC464 , CPC664 or C P C 6 1 2 8 

In c a s e of di f f iculty order direct ly from: 
M i r a g e M i c r o c o m p u t e r s L t d . 
24 Bank Street, Braintree, Essex C M 7 7 U L 
Tel: Braintree (0376) 48321 
T e l e x N o 937400 R e i 28238001 

Available from good retailers everywhere 

£49.95 
Existing Milage Imager Owners 
Update you model for just £5.95. 



CHEAT MODE 

1 Pikie -- 2 i s < 

2 by ~cny Hoyle 
1 Amstrad Actior ApriI 87 

IE G0SU3 43 

23 CALL GOTO 22 

33 
i 

43 3 P E N 0 U T " C " 

50 MEMORY S3E7 

60 LOAD'ni kie. sbf" ,&3E8 

76 POKE &621C,£C3 

30 RETLfiN 

Mik ie 
The second Konami game TO be 
poked by Tony Hoyleprevents 
the teacher, cook and other char-
acters from harming you. If you 
touch them, they will pass straight 
through you. Type in and run the 
listing. 

HBCDIDS 
Bob Wade checks out your tips, pokes and game-busting ploys. The best ones could win an 
entire issue's AA Raves! So why not send your latest gem to: Cheat Mode, Amstrad Action, 
Somerton, Somerset, T A I I 7PY. 

Legend of Kage 
Tim Jones of Kettering has some 
tips that should help you complete 
the oriental game easily if you 
hadn't already. 

Level 1: Wait until the ninja 
guards are on the ground, then 
duck down and press fire. When 
the dragon king comes, keep 
walking until he comes behind 
you. then turn to face him, duck 
and fire. Keep going left until you 
see a pink thing on the branch of 
a tree. After getting this go right 
-anti: you have killed enough ninja 
guards to go to the next level. 

Level 2: Keep jumping diag-
onally to the right and keep firing 
until enough ninja guards have 
been killed. 

Level 3: Keep jumping di 
agor.ally left and keep firing until 
you reach the roof. 

Level 4: First go left killing 
the ninja guards and the dragon 
king before you get to the stairs. 
Go up them and then go to the 
right and do the same as on the 
first floor. Keep going up the stairs 
until you reach the roof. Defeat the 
dragon king and rescue the girl. 

s a x ) R D S Cc s o R c e r ^ y 

Back ;ri issue 14 we printed tips 
on this dungeons-and-dragons 
game. Here's some additional in-
formation from P Newman of 
Dungannon. 
1 Fighting or magic skill is incre-
mented by 1 point for every 3 
monsters killed. Which skill is 
increased depends on which 
menu was used at the monster's 
death. 
2 Unarmed combat eventually 

earns the skill Dodge, and if un-
armed combat skill is high can 
Maim the attacker. 
3 Sliield stops Hack/Lunge but 
r.ot always. 
4 Attack defence does the same 
amount of damage to the attacker 
as it did to you. 
5 Lunge kills any monster that 
has its back to a wall. 
6 Hack always kills a retreating 
monster. 

Paul Vincent of "Worcester tells 
us of an odd tip for the budget 
strategy game. When prompted 
to load the data for a one-player 
game, load the data for the two-
player game instead. This pro-

duces weird effects: the master 
droids are unarmed, many of the 
warrior droids are armed with 
annihilators and many droids are 
invisible except in fire mode. 

Vvant a nice easy way to get 100% 
naughtiness? David Pugh of 
Worksop has the answer. 

First find the key in the far 
left garden. Go to the museum ar.d 
enter the room on the left. The 
radiator will have disappeared so 
go through the gap. Find a way to 
get to the door at the top and you 
fall through or. to a fireplace. In 
the next room you'll find a horn -
take it and leave. Go to the police 
station and dor.'t come forward but 
walk left to the bench. Blow the 
horn and, hey presto, the naughty-
ometer magically starts to rise. 

Aster ix 
Paul Evans of Leeds has sent in 
tips for the gallic cartoon charac-
ter's game that should enable you 
to complete it. 
1 Go off the top of the first 
screen, turn left behind the reek 
and get one piece of the cauldron. 
2 Go right, up, right and find the 
second piece. 
3 Find a centurion and then doivt 
move on the fighting window. 
You're put m a cell. Wait for the 
door to open and then drink the 
potion before fighting the glad-
iator. He wiil disappear, leaving a 
piece of the cauldron. 
4 Find the cell key and ge: 
captured again and you will find 
another piece of the cauldron in 
cell V before exiting through cell 
IIX. 
5 There's a piece of the cauldron 
m each of the two Roman camps 
ar.d one in front of a building ir. 
the town. 
6 Keep stocking up on hams and 
avoid fighting too many centurions 
and it's easy. 

AMSTRAD ACTION 67 



CHEAT MODE 

SPACE HARRIER 
Here are both tape and disk pokes 
for" this highly addictive game 
from Elite. The first tape poke is 
courtesy of Declan Kennedy who 
frerpients Armagh in Northern 
Ireland. It prevents aliens shooting 
at you and gives infinite lives. Phil 
Howard, r.ot wishing to be left out 
of the action, has supplied another 
terrific poke giving a rapid-fire 
option and extra lives 0:1 the 
cassette game. The disk version 
comes from RpM and stops aliens 
firing at you as well as giving you 
infinite lives. 

Enter Declan's cassette poke 
with Method 1. Questions will 
appear on screen; just answer yes 
or no for the required effect. 

1
 1

 Space Harrier -- tape 

2 ' by Declan Kennedy 

3
 1

 Amstrari Action Apri I 87 

10 OPENOUT"Y":MEMORY &3B5: 

CI0SE0UT 

20 MODE ':BQR3ER 0:FOR x=0 

TO 15:REA) y: INK x,y: 

NEXT x 

30 PEN 1:PR INT"INFINITE 

LIVES (Y/N) ?" 

40 a$=UPPERS(INKEYS):IF 

3$<>"Y" AND a S O " r 

THEN' 40 

50 CLS:PR1NT"STOP ALIENS 

FIRING (Y/N) ?" 

6C bS=UPPERS(INKEYS):IF 

b S < > "
v

" AND bS<>"N" 

THEN 60 

7C rooE a 

8C LOAD"!screen",8C0B0 

9E LOAD"ioI ock",83B6 

ICC IF aS="Y" THEN PCKE 

8D74,3 

11C IF o S = " Y " THEN POKF 

8104C,0:POKE 81040,0: 

POKE &104E,0 

12B CALL &3B6 

13C DATA 0,26,6/0,0,9,2,25 

,15,3,16,10,13,21 ,14,20 

Use Method 1 for Phil's rout-
ine. It keeps your firing finger 
intact, as it gives you rapid-fire. 
For extra lives press P which will 
pause the game: resume it with + 
for an extra life. 

1 ' Space Harrier --

2
 1

 oy p ' r , i l Howard 

3
 1

 Amstrac Action 

10 DATA C2,20,04,3E, 

20 DATA 6F,06,CB,o7, 

30 DATA 3A,07,06,FE, 

40 DATA 04,3C,32,07, 

50 DATA 21,2F,00,36, 

60 DATA 36,00,23,36, 

70 DATA 32,8F,12,C3, 

80 y=0:OPENOUT"w" 

90 MEMORY 83B0:MODE 

100 FOR x=S100 TO S1 

110 READ aS:a=VAL("8 

1?0 poke x,a:y=y++a: 

130 IF y<>8BC3 THEN 

140 L0A!>"BL0CK" ,83B6 

150 CALL 8118 

160
 3

RINT"DATA ERROR 

tape 

Aor-'l 87 

33,CD 

28,33 

39,28 

3 6 , C9 

C3,23 

3 1 , AF 

36,33 

1 
29 

"+AS) 
NEXT 
160 

i» 

The disk poke should be 
typed in and saved to the original 
Space Harrier disk. Whenever you 

want infinite lives or aliens that 

aon:t shoot, run this routine. 

1 ' Space Harrier -- cis* 

2
 1

 by RpK 

3 ' Anstrad Act-'on Ap-il 87 

IB DATA 3 E , 0 1 , C D , 3 E
/
B C , 0 6 , 

3 5 , 2 1 , 0
7

, 8 F , C D , 7 7
/
B C , 2 1 , 

6 D , 8 D , C D , 8 3 , 3 C
/
C D

/
7 A , B C , 

2 1 
23 DATA A 6 , B E , 3 E , A 6 , 3 2 , A C , 

8 D , 3 E , B E , 3 2 , A ) , o )
/
C 3 , 6 D , 

SD,21,17,BF,C),0:,BF,3E, 

2B 

30 DATA CD,1E,BB,20,2E,3E, 

2E,CD,1E,BB,20,31,18,F0, 

CD,55,BF,21,31,BF,CD,0C, 

BF 

LI DA"A 3 E
/
2 3 , C D , 1 E , B B , 2 0 , 

2 5 , 3 E , 2 E
/
C D , 1 E

/
E E , 2 C , 2 E , 

18,F3,3E,59,CD,5A,Be,C9, 

3E 

50 DATA 4E,C),5A,BB,C9,CD, 

D5 ,BE,AF , 3? , 7 4,0D,C3
/
BC

/ 

8E ,C),)B , 8E
/
C3,BC,BE,CD

/ 

D5 

60 DATA BE ,A F ,32,4C, 10,32, 

4D,'0,j2,4E,1E,C3,B6,33
/ 

CD,DB,BE,C3,E6,03,45,4C, 

49 

70 DATA 54,45,7E,FE,00,C8, 

CD,5A,BB,23,C3,3C,BF,04, 

31,49,4E,46,49 ,4E,49,54, 

45 

83 DATA 20,4C,49,56,45,53, 

?3,28,59,2F,4E,29,23,3F, 
23,00,0D,0A,0A,50,52,45, 

56 

93 DATA 45,4E,54,20,41,40, 

49,45,4E,53,20,53,48,4?, 

4F,54,49,4E,47,20,28,59, 

2F 

100 D A T A 4E,29,20,3F,20,00, 

0 6 , 4 B , C 5 , C D , 1 9 , B O
/
C 1 , 1 0 , 

F9,C9 

110 'OR t = &BE8B TO SBF5E: 

READ aS:POKE t,.AL("8" 
* a $ ) : b s b ' V A K " 8 " * a t ) : 

NEXT t 1 
'20 IF b<>23166 "HEN PRINT 

"ERROR l\ DATA" : STOP 

ELSE CALL S3E80 

Space Har r i e r 
Tips for Elite's lightning-fast shoot-
em-up by Ken Murf f t t of Crawley. 
Each level is accompanied by a 
target score to reach at the end of 
it, and on the later levels Ken just 
suggests where to go at the start 
General tips: 

Most formations consist of three 
or four aliens on the earlier levels. 
Dragons are easy to kill when 
they come toward you, move in a 
clockwise direction around the 
edges of the screen and don't cut 
corners. As the dragor. moves 
away blast it as much as possible. 
Don't try to fiy over ground objects 
or levels 1, 2 and I! - you can't. 
If you don't like tackling triads 
(black aliens that open and close) 
then move to the bottom left of the 
screen. 
Stage 1 - Moot: 385,000 
Stay at bottom left for the first set 
of aliens. After second formation 
go bottom right, bottom left, k:ll 
triads, bottom left, bottom right. 

bottom left, kill triads the dragon. 
2 - Geeza: 707.000 
Bottom left, bottom middle, middle 
right, bottom right, bottom left, 
then kill faces. 
3 - Amar: 1.30C.000 
This level contains lots of red 
blobs. To destroy them move left 
and right about halfway up the 
screen, duckirg to avoid bullets it 
necessary. After first formation go 
bottom right, bottom left, bottom 
right (watch for bullets), three sets 
of red blobs, bottom right, more 
blobs, then dragon 
4 - Cieciel: 1,527,000 
Red blobs at bottom of screen. No 
dragon. 
5 - Olisis: 2.000,000 
Middle left to shoot birds. Level 
ends with faces; stay in middle of 
the screen and shoot them as they 
appear. 
6 - Lucasia: 2,400,000 
Bottom left, bottom middle, bottom 
right. Watch out ior two sets of 
triads later in the level. 
7 - Ida: 2.700.000 
Stay in the middle of the screen 
for first formation Spend most of 
the time on the ground. 
8 - Ravi: 2,900,000 
Bottom right, bottom left, bottom 
right, dragon at end. 
9 - Minia: 3.300,000 
Stay around bottom-left area, mov-
ing to avoid bullets. Faces at end 
of level. 
10 - Parms: 3.7GO.COO 
Middle left. Dragon at end. 
11 - Drail: 3.900.000 
Quite a short love?. Bottom right, 
bottom left. Watch out for mixed 
formations of more than one kind 
of alien. Faces at end of level. 
12 - Asute: 4,200,000 
Spray bullets along bottom of the 
screen. Dragon at end. 
13 - Vicel: 4,600,000 
Two sets of triads at start of level. 
More mixed formations. Dragon. 
14 - Natuxa: 5,i00:000 
I think this is the hardest level. 
Middle left to start. Watch out for 
new triad formations which can't 
be avoided by tlying at bottom left. 
15 - Nark: S.SOO.COO 
Middle of screen for first form-
ation. More mixed formations. 
16 - Absymbol God ami: over 
6,000,000 
Four dragons. Stay in middle for 
first alien. Game finishes after 
fourth dragon. r j / f J 

f B\TtSB 
Moonbuggy 
The final of Stephen's pokes for 
the Computer Hits 2- games gives 
infinite lives for another highly 
frustrating game. 

1
 1

 Moonbjggy 

2
 1

 by Steohei Hooper 

3
 1

 Amstrad Action April 8
7 

1C MEMORY 53333 

2E MODE 1: L0AD"PR0G" 

3C POKE 83771,3 

4C CALL 30/23 

The budget games have taken a 
beating this month. Stuart Ashley 
of Chorleywood. Herts, supplies a 
poke for infinite lives on Master-
trcnics' highly playable Xcel. 

1 ' Xcel 

2 ' by Stuart Ashley 

3
 1

 Anstrad Action April 87 

10 MEMORY & 8
; ; f

: u O A D " x c e L " 

20 POKE 5901E,&C9 

33 CALL 49030 

43 POKE 83227,0 

45 POKE 83228,8BE 

50 FOR x=8B:CC TO 8BE07 

60 RFAD aS 

65 »0<t x,VAL("8"+a$) 

70 NEXT:CAL_ S3CC0 

80 ;ATA 3E,C0,32,A4 

90 DATA 33,C3,5D,6A 

' 1 Zoids 
2
 1

 by Stepier Bastord 

3
 1

 Amstrad Action Aori I 87 

'0 MODE 1:HEKCRY 2 8 4
7

8 

20 FOR c=42000 TC 42006 

30 READ d:POKE c,c:NEXT 

40 PRINT"Positier tape to 

,oad a 20IDS SAVED GAMF" 

53
 3

R I N T : C A L L 420CC 

63 =>0KE 28502 ,255:PCKE 28503 

,255 :
?

0 < E 28504,255 : POKE 

28507,255:POKE 28509,255 

73 PRINT Position tape to 

save new gare ard press 

a <ey' 

83 :a«. l 8bb18:save 

"zoidorog.",b,28479,1094 

93 E N ) 

130 D A T A 1
7

, 6 3 , 1 1 1 , 2 0 5 , 

119,188,201 

68 AMSTRAD ACTION 

Here is an unusual poke from 
Stephen Basford of Crewe, Che 
shire. The listing below will load 
in a saved game from Zoids ar.d 
alter it to give you maximum pow-
er, bullets and so on when you 
reload it into the actual Zoids 
game. 



CHEAT MODE 

Dragon 's Lair 
Here are a couple of pokes - one 
for tape, the other for disk - for 
the multi-loading game from Soft-
ware Projects. The cassette ver-
sion comes to you from Phil How-
ard who mauls Arnold's memory 
and wanders the streets of Map-
perley. The poke, entered using 
Method 1, allows you to select the 
level of your choice. 

1
 1

 Dragon's Lair -- tape 

2
 1

 Phil Howard 

3 ' Amstrac Act-on Aari L 87 

10 DATA 05,21,00,03,11,FF 

20 DATA 7C,AF,CD,A1
/
BC,18 

30 DATA 16,7A,27,0D,3D,A3 

40 DATA 3E,6F,27,39,43,73 

50 DATA 38,0D,3D,2F ,2D,7F 

60 DATA 3F,50,46,48,20,D1 

70 DATA 21,87,25,36,A7,21 

80 DATA 5A,25,73,21,08,BE 
90 DATA 19,19,5E,23,56,ED 

100 DATA 53,5F,25 ,03, 17,25 

110 CLS:INPUT"LEVEL";n 

120 IF n<1 OR n>9 THEN 110 

130 y=0 

140 FOR x=&BE00 TO &BE3E 

150 READ aS:a=VAL("&"*a$) 

160 POKE x,a:y=y*a:NEXT 

170 IF y<>&13EB THEN 190 

180 CALL &BE00,n 

190 PRINT"DATA ERROR!" 

The disk poke, giving infinite 
lives for Dragon's Lair comes from 
Paul Clewer in Walsall, West 
Midlands. Just run the poke below 
to put it into effect. 

1 ' Dragon's Lai r -- di sk 

2 ' by Paul C.ewer 

3
 1

 Anstrad Action A o r U 87 

10 0PEN0LT"y":MEMORY S299 

20 CLOSEOIP :LCAD"DL" 

30 POKE 825A8,E 

40 CALL 82517-

There was an excellent response 
to the request for a playing 
guide to the Electric Dreams 
thriller, but the one that came 
out on top was from Bhasker 
Pandya of New Brighton. Hon-
ourable mentions go to Iain Pur-
die of Strathaven, Darren Wil-
liams of Warley and L Moroney 
of Drogheda. 

First off, align your smart 
gunsights to the head height of ar. 
alien this is just above the centre 
of the door-locking mechanisms. 
Now, making as much use of the 
map as possible, move Ripley all 
:he way to the generating room. 
Do this quickly, without stopping 
to fry ar.v aliens, and you should 
make it with stomach intact. If 
Ripley meets a sticky end, you 
might as well restart: you need all 
the help you can get. 

Once inside the generating 
room you should kill the occupy-
ing alien and then clear away any 
growth on the wal'.s. before blast 
ing the locks to close the doors. 
Now move the other five charac-
ters to the control room. Clear it 
of aliens and growth, leaving one 
person inside with the doors blast-
locked. Now you should initiate 
some little mental interrupt rou 
tines to remind you regularly to 
remove growth from both the 
generating and control rooms. If 
you dont do this, when either 
room is covered with growth the 
lights will go out. 

Now you're on to the exciting 
bit so wipe the blood off the hole 
in your shirt and warm up your 
hands; here we go... 

Rush the remaining charac-

rers who are still alive but not 
guarding the control or generating 
rooms down the long eastward 
corridor leading to the third sec-
tor, and then to the 5 x 4 block o: 
rooms just before the Oueen's 
chamber. Rest the characters 
wher. possible and assemble the 
remaining three or four (hopefully) 
in the room just before the Queen's 
chamber, ready for the final as-
sault. 

Move the first character into 
the chamber and rotate until you 
have found the flashing mass that 
is the Queen. You must destroy ir 
quickly and begin removing all 
the growth from the walls. When 
you either run out of ammo (keep 
some for killing the alien in the 
ammo room, if you survive to 
make it there) or are impregnated, 
move the next character into the 
fray and continue to remove the 
growth from the walls. 

When all the growth is re-
moved you should receive a mes-
sage from the company congrat-
ulating you Now move all your 
surviving characters out of the 
chamber and return to the MTOB. 

During this final stage you 
may now start shooting aliens to 
bump up your credit totals. It no 
longer matters if any characters 
die: but you must have at least one 
alive and ready in the room before 
the MTOB returns home. The other 
characters should now make free 
use of the ammo room to replenish 
ammo and carry on blasting. 
When you're down to one charac-
ter move into the MTOB and an-
other company message will ap 
pear ar.d you have won. 

GOLDEN TALISMAN 
A Method-1 poke :"or another of 
Mastertronics' budget games. This 
destroys all dragons guarding var-
ious chambers ar.d removes nas-
ties in certain rooms. You have 
Paul Bevan of Basildon :r; Essex 
to thank. 

1 ' Go leer Talisman 
2 1 by P c l . Bevan 
3 1 Ams: rac Act ion Apr• I 87 
10 INK 0,0:BORDER 0:MO)E 1 
20 INK 1,1: INK 2,24 
30 1:PAPER 2 
40 HEKCRV 5319 
45 _CAD"C0DE",5320 
50 FCR f=6377 "D 6090 
55 POKE f /3 :1EXT 
60 POKE 6152,0:ooke 6234,0 
70 CALL 5323 

Going for a record number of 
poke submissions, Stephen Hoop-
er has hacked one of Mastertron-
ics' magical budget games. It re-
verses the effects of the sliding 
barriers. Instead of sapping your 
energy they now increase it. Be 
careful that you don't over-fill your 
energy: otherwise you'll die in the 
normal way. Enter via Method 1. 

1 ' Gulden Talisman 
2 ' by Steohen Hooper 
3 ' A is t rsd Action A p r i l 87 
10 MEMOR" 4800:_GJD"CODE",5323 
20 P0<E 1 6 4 3 - , U C 
30 CALL 5323 

AMSTRAD ACTION 69 

A n d r o i d 2 
Stephen Hooper of Great Wyrley. 
Staffordshire, has given the games 
on the Computer Hits 2 compila-
tion tape a good going-over. An-
droid 2 from Vortex is his first. 
Enter it using Method I; it gives 
infinite lives. 

1 1 Andro :d 2 
2 1 by Stephen Hocper 
3 ' Amstrad Action Apri I 87 
13 OPENOUT"x":MEHORv 2699 
23 load"AND2MC",2700 
33 POKE 10274,0 
43 C A „ 2700 

Never again 
Comir.g up are four tips which I'm 
sick to death of seeing. I'm print 
ing them this once: the next time 
someone sends them in I'll call the 
Spanish Inquisition and the comfy 
chair into action. 

Terra Cognita\ fly onto the 
first extra-life square and then 
timeshift to the begining. Repeat. 

Zub. the CTRL key operates 
a planet scanner. 

Roland in the Caves: press 
the down arrow key as you enter 
a cave to go to the next level with 
large bonus points. 

Last but not least the most 
repeated and boring cheat of all 
time. Galactic Plague: press the 
'R' key to take you to the next 
level. A bonfire will greet the next 
letter containing that tip. 

From Drogheda comes a tip by L 
Moroney on Alligata's boil-em-up. 
On the title screen, move the 
arrow to about one character be-
low the play one box, then move 
slightly to the left and press fire 
If you are in the correct spot the 

arrow will change colour. If it 
doesn't, keep moving the arrow 
and pressing Fire until it does. 
Once the arrow has changed col-
our start the game ar.d when you 
press Tab you will get the secret 
map. 



CHEAT MODE 

Last months issue saw qmtc a 
spectacular set cf pokes for Gaunt 
let. Here are some more interest-
ing pokes to add to the collection 

one for tape, the other for disk. 
The cassette version is from 

that prolific poker, Tony Hoyle, 
and is entered using Method 1. 
Press 1 for infinite health or 2 for 
extra health when you pick up 
food. 

1
 1

 Gauntlet -- rape 

2 ' by Tory Hcy.e 

3 ' An si "ad A c ion A p r I 87 
'0 DATA CD,18,BE,FE,31,23 

20 DATA 08,21,30,BE,36,13 

50 DATA 23,36,24,21,70,01 

DATA 11,70,02,36,16,CD 

50 DATA A1 ,BC,21 ,ED,01,36 

60 DATA 3E,23,36,6B,2',A3 

70 DPTA 02,36,46,23,36,D5 

80 D M A C3,ED,31,CD,'4,03 

90 OAT* 21,95,9S,56,C9,C9 

100 DATA 21,33,35,36,03,09 

110 CLS:y=0 

120 FQR x=88E03 TO &BE3B 

130 READ a$:a=VAL("8"*a$) 

140 PCKE x ,a:y = y + a: NEXT 

150 IF y=81487 THEN 190 

160 PRINT"1) INFINITE HEALTH 

1
7

0 PRINT"2) EXTRA 3DNUS" 

160 CALL 8BE00 

190 PR:N
t , ,

DATA ERROR!" 

Gorilla is the name of the 
person sending in the disk poke 
for Gauntlet. The only other infor-
mation we have on this elusive 
character is that he swings on the 
vines of Hull. 

The poke writes to the disk 
- make sure to take the wr:te-pro-
tect off and to type in the data 
carefully. Yon are given infinite 
health and super character status 
where all characters can fight in 
hand-to-hand combat as threaten-
ingly as Thor and have magical 
powers to match Merlin. There :s 
even a poke that will enable two 
players to be the same character. 

1 ' Gaurtlet - diss 

2 ' by Gorilla 
I
 1

 Arcs trad Action A o r U S
7 

10 surr = 0:FCR a=8109F TO 

810FF 

20 READ a$ 

30 POKE s,VAL("8"*a$):sjn= 

sum+PCEK(a) 

ifl NEXT: IF sum<>7292 THEN 

PR INT"error
 :

n data":ST0P 

50 KODE 0:PRINf"Insert 

Gauntlet Disk" 

60 PR INT"Press a key...": 

CALL 8BB18 

70 LOCATE 1,22:INPJ~" 

Restore to nor rat 
(Y/N) ";a$ 

80 adc=49152 

90
 r

0R t-29 TO 32 

100 FOR s =&11 TO 813 

1 1 0 C A L L & 1 0 9 F , a d d , S , t 

120 N E X ' s,t 

130 READ t,s 

140 IF t=-1 THEN END 

150 IF >-<>81487 "HEN 190 

'60 READ *,y: IF x<81000 

THEN t1=x:s1=v:GCT0 

190 ELSE READ 7 
173 IF aS="n" OR aS="N" 

THEN POKE x , y ELSE 

POKE x,? 

133 GOTC 160 

193 a=0:UHILE a<1003: 

a=a+1:WEND 

203 CA__ 810B1,81103,s,3,t 

210 t = x: s = y 

220 GOTO H 0 

?30 DATA d d , 5 6 , 0 0 , d d , 4 e , 3 2 , 

d d , 6 e , 0 4 , d d , 6 6 , 0 5 , ' e , 0 0 , 

df,f2,10,c9,dd,56,00,dd
/ 

5 e , 0 2 , d d , 4 e , 0 4 , d d
/
6 e , 3 6 , 

dd,66,07,df,*5,'0,:9,04, 

00,c1,02,04,00,0 6 , 0 2 / 0 4 , 

00,c2,02,04,00,07,02,04, 

0 0 , c3,02,fi4,00,c8,0?,04, 

00,c4,02,0t,00,c1,02,34, 

0 0 , c6,02,03,00,00,00,81 , 

c5,07 

240 DATA 52,c6,07,66,:6,07, 

46,06,07,03,00,00,00,00, 

00,00,00 
250 DATA 25,811 

260
 1

 hea. t h=9933 

270 DATA 8'243,899,820 

280
 1

 Infinite health 

290 DATA 81136,509,8:0 

380 DATA 0,841 

312 ' Super cnaracte" 

320 DATA 8 ' 1 a 1 , 2 5 5 , 8 8 e , 

811a3,255,8d8,811a5, 

255,832,811a7,255,864 

33B DATA 39,815 

340
 1

 Two players can be ore 

charar. - e r 

350 DATA 8117a,£2c,8b9 

360 DATA -',-1 

After giving a selection of pokes 
for the US Gold game last month 
we 've received some mega-tips 
from James and William Moffatt 
of Shepperton. They're very 
comprehensive and should al-
low you to progress well even 
without the pokes. 
1 Merlin is the best character to 
choose: he becomes the most 
powerful or.ee all the potions have 
been collected. 
2 A single-player game is much 
better than a two-player game 
because all the food, potions and 
points go to one person. Also 
co-operation car: be difficult in 
tense situations, and with practice 
it's just as easy tc survive with only 
one 
3 Only cider can be poisoned, 
and you can tell this by the re-
flection on the botdes. Poisoned 
food has only a single-pixel reflec-
tion whereas healthy food has two. 
4 Fight hand-to-hand only near 
food or potions: although you gain 

more points you lose more energy. 
5 NEVER fight hand-to-hand with 
ghosts, with the possible excep-
tion of when you're near good 
potions. 
6 You can score only 995,999 
points so unless you arc going for 
levels, kill yourself off tc get your 
sccre on the tables. 
7 You can get oniy 9.999 in health 
so if you are very close to this, kill 
all the monsters on a level and 
then eat the food, to gain the 
maximum energy fox the next 
level. 
8 Shoot poisoned food to avoid 
accidents, because losing a hard-
won ability potion is frustrating. 
9 Use potions wisely: Thor and 
Thyra can kill only deaths; they 
only harm other creatures even 
with the magic enhancer. So if 
you're using two players let Merlin 
or Questor have the potions if they 
are playing. 

10 In areas with a lot of deaths, 
even if they can't harm you. kill 
them with a potion because you 
got 2,OGO points for each. 
11 Or. large, open levels it is 
often best to run around to find 
food, magic and the exit rather 
than fight, because if you're sur-
rounded you lose a lot of energy 
and generators are usually hidden 
from your shots by walls. 
12 Try to sheet generators as 
soon as possible or you will just 
get worn down. If you can, shoot 
them through' any gaps in the walls 
where nothing can get you. 
13 If demons threaten a potion 
or magic, it may be worth using 
magic on them ar least you get 
some points and your magic is 
replaced. Do litis only if you're 
Merlin or Questor, for the other 
two leave some demons to shoot 
the potion. 
14 In treasure rooms got the 
ability potion if one is available: 
treasure gives you only a few 
points anyway. 
15 If you arrive at an open area 
with a lot of monsters, move back 
until the generators are ;ust off the 
screen and shoot anything ycu can 
sec. Then move forward slightly 
and shoot the generators. You can 
often line up with one ar.d walk 
forward with a fired shot so that 
it hits before any monsters can 
materialise. 
16 Many levels may look new but 
could be another level rotated 
through 90 or 180 degrees. 
17 Sometimes it is not worth 
clearing a level - just find the exit 
and leave because few points may 
be gamed but much health lost. 
18 Don't rush food near ghosts 
because you will lose more than 
ycu gain, but shoot with careful 
single shots. 
19 If you find yourself :r. a room 
with a long row of generators you 
must try to destroy them as soon 
as possible, because they will 
release many monsters. Move to-
wards one end of the row then 

turn to face the generators, then 
shoot it and move up the row as 
quickly as possible, ignoring the 
monsters until all the generators 
have been shot 
20 Don't touch the traps, unless 
you know which walls will dis-
appear, until you have killed all 
the monsters you can. Sometimes 
traps must be touched to finish a 
level, in which case it is best to 
touch it as soor. as possible, so 
that you don't have to backtrack 
later. On some levels it may be 
very difficult to see a trap against 
the background, so look very 
carefully. If you still can't find it, 
go into all the corners that you can 
find. 
21 Dodge demon fireballs if you 
can: they do a '.ot of damage and 
will soon wear you down. 
22 If there are no other monsters 
around, try to fight Jobbers hand-
to-hand because they don't fight 
back. 
23 If you must choose between 
picking up a potion or a key, get 
the potion: if you get stuck at a 
door and have r.o key you can 
always wait for the doors to disap 
pear. 
24 Try rot to let the doors dis 
appear: the keys disappear with 
them and arc worth 100 pointSj 
each. 

H e a r t l a n d 
Last month we had several pokes 
for Odin's game. Stephen Basford 
adds to the collection this month. 
The pokes work on either cassette 
(use Method 1) or disk systems. 

1 
2 

3 

20 

Hea 

hy 

Arcs 
V

3DE 

30 for 

INK • 

40 N E X ' 

MEMOR 

50 LOAD 

60 LOAD 

70
 3

0 < E 

80
 3

0 K E 

90
 3

0 K F 

92
 1

 st 

93 POKE 

94 POKE 

95 POKE 

96 CA__ 

97 DATA 

98 DATA 

99 DATA 

rt land 

Stephen 

trad Act 

0:READ 

i =0 TO 1 

:OPENOUI 
v

 S'FFF 

"!hea-tp 

"ikim.bi 

52ED6,0 

& 4 7 2 5 , P. 

85039,0 

OD monst 

83980,2 

83982,0 

&397C/0 

82990 

26,0,1, 
25,9,18 

6,15,10 

3asfc
r

c 

ion Ap-il 87 

d:BORDER c 

5: RE AD d: 

"d": 

i:.bi n",8CflflC 

r",82990 
1

 irf. f n e 

' irf. wepns 
1

 irf. engy 

e-s njpving 

: PCKfc 83981,3 

:PCKE 8397B,fl 

: PCKE 83970,3 

26,13,12,24 

,2,14,20,3 
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CHEAT MODE 

Brian Warmings poke for the 
disk version has crossed the seas 
from Denmark. Just type it in and 
rur. when infinite lives take your 
fancy. 

' Ikari Wa 

2 ' by B r a n 

3
 1

 Amstrad 

33
 :

0 R a=0 T 

43 REPi) a$ 

53 POKE 64 + a 

60 NEXT a:CA 

B0 D M A 3E,F 

90 DATA 39,2 

i e e O A " A 3 1 , 
111! DA'A 01, 
1 2 C DATA B C , 
1 3 8 DATA 3 c , 
1 4 0 DATA 4 E , 
1 5 0 DATA e i , 
1 6 0 DATA 2 E , 

r r o r s - d
;

s k 

Warm-' ng 

Action Aori I 3? 

0 51 

,VAL( '8"+a$) 

LL 64 

F , C D , 6 B , B C , 0 6 
1 , 6 B , E C , 1 1 , 0 0 
C D , 7 7 , 3 c , 2 1 , 3 3 
C D , S 3 , B C , C D , 7 A 
3 E , 0 1 , 3 2 , 7 7 , 3 5 
4 £ , 3 2 , B ' , 0 E , 3 E 
3 2 , E B , 5 C , C 3 , 0 0 
4 9 , 4 B , 4 ' , 5 2 , 4 9 
4 7 , 4 1 , 4 0 

i U 
i This poke from Niall D u n n e of 

Waterford, Ireland, gives you in-
vulnerability against an old fav-
orite from Micro Power. Falling 
and staying on lifts too long 
proves, still to be hazardous. Use 
Method 1. 

< i I t e r G o r i U a 
b y N i a l l O u n n e 
A n s t r a d A c t i o n 

MEMORY 8 3 F r F : _ 0 A D " G A M E " 
FOR * = U t 4 4 TO 3 4 E 5 4 : N E X T 
R E A D 3 
P O K E x , a 
C A L L 8 4 ' 0 0 
DATA 8 C 3 , 8 6 4 , 8 1 2 C , 8 6 4 , 

8 1 9 0 , 8 6 4 , 8 1 F 4 , 8 6 4 , 8 2 5 8 , 
8 6 4 , 8 2 B C , 8 6 4 , 8 3 2 0 , 8 6 4 , 
8 3 8 4 , 8 6 4 
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TPs 
Robbie Rafferty and Billy Wat-
son of Edinburgh have sent in 
some invaluable tips for the 
stylish Activision game that 
should help no end. It's a de-
tailed list of what monsters ap-
pear on each level and how to 
kill them. 
Level 1: 

Troll - 3 red fireballs 
Rotofly - 1 red 
Biter bird - 3 red 
Dragon 3 red 

Level 2: 
Biter bird - 3 red 
Grep - 3 jfed 
Rotofly - 1 red 
Dragon 4 gold 

Level 3: 
Bottleneck - 3 red 
Rotofly 1 red 
Troll - 5 red 
Dragon - 5 green 

Level 4: 
Malloc 9 red 
Puffer bird 3 red 
Biter bird - 3 red 
Dragon - 6 blue 

Level 5: 
Polyps - red. 3 green, red 
Puffer bird - 3 red 
Kotofly 1 red 
Dragor. - 7 gold 

Level 6i 
Malloc 9 red 
Troll 8 red 
Rotofly - 1 red 
Draqon 8 blue 

Level 7: 
Biter bird - 3 red 
Rotofly - 1 red 
Rock Head - 2 green, many 
red 
Dragon - 9 red 

Level 8 (the seven-headed dra-
gon): Get the right fireball for each 

head and just keep firing until 
it disappears. The seven in 
order: red. gold, green, blue, 
gold, blue, red. 

Biggies 
Tips for Mirrorsoft's goggled hero 
come from Alan Young of Strath-
ciyde. They're for the arcade se-
quences; the flight simulator was 
covered in issue 14. 
Biggies in the air 
Fly just more than halfway up in 
the sky and just less thar. halfway 
across the screen. I don't do any 
bombing but that is up to you. Try 
to hit the planes as they come level 
with you, but if necessary dive or 
climb; tiring non-stop. When you 
come to a group of guns climb to 
the top-middle of the screen, so 
that you can dc-dge either way. 
Remember when you go back-
wards to dive and go forwards as 
soon as possible to return to the 
initial position. 

After a while you'll near the 
weapon which has a radar dish on 
the top. This will probably also be 
marked by many guns and a plane 
or two. Start weaving up and 
down, waggling, diving and climb-
ing quickly and at random, other-
wise you'll be shot down without 
knowing what hit you. 

Biggies in London 
There's not much to advise. But 
when you're being shot at, go as 
low as possible and try to watch 
the rifle. Sometimes you can fool 
the sniper as to your position, and 
he doesn't usually hit you or. the 
second building anyway. Be care 
ful not to take too long; this en-
dangers the second man. When 
moving the secona man always be 
ready for the guard to double 
back and don't try to go straight 
across without waiting. 
Biggies on the battlefield 
This is where the points come 
rolling in. Keep your gun blazing 
and lcarr the range of the hand-
grenades. Use the caves as much 
as possible. Once you've cleared 
a screen you can really pick up 

the points Go to just less than a 
grenade's throw from the right-
hand side of the screen and wait 
for the next lot of soldiers. Blast 
them as soor. as they appear and 
repeat as many times as you like 
to bcost the score. 

Mutant Monty 
Infinite lives have been provided 
by Stephen Hooper for the Com-
puter Hits 2 version. Use Method 
1. It's just the tonic for this frust-
rating game. 

1 ' Mutant Monty 
2 ' by Stepnen Hooper 
3 1 Aostrad Action Aprit 87 
10 MEMORY 8191:MODE 0 
20 L0AD"C0DE",8192 
30 POKE 38465,0:POKE 41322,0 
40 CALL 42910 

Nick Pavis of Rugby has kindly 
supplied you with infinite lives and 
the option of rapid- or auto-fire. 
Enter the poke using Method 2; 
skip past the first bldck. Remove 
the lines with the options you don't 
need - for example, if you want 
rapid fire then leave out lines 130 
and ISO. 

1 ' | 9 4 2 

2
 1

 by Nick f^vis 

3 ' A r m r c c V A . i t i o r :

 'Apri I 87 

43 MC)E 1 

53 0 P
r

N 0 U T " d " 

63 ME MO 3Y 825 7 

73 _0A) ' 1942" 

83 FOR TO 8 

REA0 c$ 

133 POKE 826C C * a , V A L ( " 8 " + a $ ) 
113 NEXT 

123 DATA 36,04,32,03,24,32, 

dfl ,24, :9 

133 POKE 82982,0 'ajta f i r e 
140 POKE 82974,8C3 'raoid 

fi-e 

153 P0KF 82984,n 'no. of 
bj I lets or screen 

163 CAl 889B3 



G R A V E 

Stooping honoric 
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CHEAT MODE 

There were some excellent con-
tributions for Rainbird's classic 
vector-graphic shoot-em-up, but 
edging out the competition by a 
short laser blast is Jason Green-
wood of Hull who produced a 
comprehensive, informative and 
well-laid-out series of tips. 
There were some other tremen-
dous entries as wel l though, 
notably from Andrew Whiffrn of 
Broadstairs, Thomas Warin of 
Vossem in Belgium, Richard and 
B Stratton of Ewell, Paul Pren-
dergast of London SW2 and Ke-
vin Wallbank of Chamock. 
Combat 

Your main -ask is tc destroy Star-
glider One (which is red). Missiles 
must be used to destroy it see 
the table for more details. To 
ensure a hit get very close behind 
and match its speed and height, 
then fire. The same method ap-
plies to other targets that can be 
destroyed only by missiles. 

When firing missiles from 
long range at walkers ana stomp-
ers, take care not to hit ar.v mis-
siles they may launch at you. The 
destructive power of your missiles 
can be doubled if you ram the 
target ar.d tire the missile almost 
simultaneously - a tricky manoeu-
vre but very effective. 

The diamonic shuttle and the 
hopper don't appear until level 3 
but are not worth the time and 
trouble it takes to destroy them. 
To progress to the next level Star-
glider One must be destroyed and 
your score increased by a further 
5,000 points - that mear.s level 2 
at lO.COO points and level 3 at 
20,000 points. 

Enemy missiles car. be avoid-
ed by hovering until the missiles 
come close, accelerating briefly 
and then stopping again useful 
when refuelling or docking. 

There's no right or wrong 
way to destroy the other targets 
with laser fire; just do what feels 
the most comfortable to you. How-
ever the table below should help 
you select the best targets to go 
after. Ir shows the number of laser 
or missile hits needed tc destroy 
a target. The number of laser hits 
required goes up one for every 
second level completed, and the 
missile hits go up one for every 
fourth level. Missile hits for Stargli-
der One go up one for every level. 

Navigating 
To navigate the AGAV to bases 
etc, use the sector and heading 
displays. The left number of the 
sector display is the east-west (x) 
coordinate and the right hand one 
the north-south (y) coordinate. The 
diagram shows which heading to 
fly on to alter the sector display 
correctly to get where you want 
to go. 

Refuelling and rearming 
Before you refuel at a base or 
dock with a power line, clear the 
immediate area of all enemy units, 
so that you won't be fired upon 
when it's difficult for you to return 
fire For the same reason, when 
docking with a base, turn around 
the base to meet the door. When 
it's facing you: fly straight at it to 
dock. Your altitude must be below 
the first mark on the altimeter but 
there's no limit to your speed. 

When refuelling you must fly 
between the two ad;acent towers 
toward the single tower. Your 
altitude must be below the first 
mark and your velocity below the 
third mark on the speedometer for 
the cells to refuel. On later levels 
the towers will be switched off; to 
turn them on you have to shoot the 
top of the single tower. At full 
speed the cells will last four min-
utes and eight minutes at half 
speed. On the scanner, bases and 
power lines are blue and working 
towers have a flashing yellow dot 
between them. 

To pick up extra equipment 
fly over it at low level. Proton 
missile has double the range of 
normal ones, rearview scanner 
allows you to see backwards, and 
reserve fuelpod tops up fuel in an 
emergency. 

The following table gives the 
approximate coordinates of the 
bases and powerlines on each 
level. 

Tony Hoyle of St Annes in Lanca-
? shire has also been attacking the 

compilation packs: this time it's 
Konami's Arcade Hits. The disk 
version of Green Beret has been 
his first victim. The poke makes 
you invulnerable to attack and 
gives infinite flamethrowers, rock-
et-launchers and greenade (RpM's 
spelling - Ed) launchers. To use 

^ the poke type it in and run. If F i . e 
not frunrl appears, turn the disk 

M over and try again. 

1 ' Green 3eret -- disk 

^ 2 ' by Tony Hoyle 

' 3 ' Amstrad Action April 87 

50 MEMORY S6FFF 

"60 LOAD'datad.bin",87000 

-TJ70 POKE 57163,&80 

" 8 0 POKE 27161,&BE 

^ 5 9 0 x=8BE83 

v 100 READ 3$ 

110 IF a$="XX" THEN 150 

120 POKE x,VAL("&"*a$) 

x = x- • 

;1A0 30"0 100 

I50 CALL &7000 

1: bases 50/50, 
power 11/14, 

2: bases 35/67, 
power 85/11, 

3: bases 11/11. 
power 32/63, 

4: bases 92/61. 
power 81/85, 

5: bases 36 '60. 
power 81 85 

11/85, 59/14, 92/61 
88/34. 55/65 

92/61, 36/10. 94/46 
38/41. 35/85 

70/46. 59/89. 92/61 
84/85, 38/09 

83/15, 36/60, 21/46 
87/33, 37/12 

92/81, 20/45 

Enemy Points Hiss Scaimvz colour 
Neutron missile 2 1 vellow 
Homing missile S 1 yellow 
Lafifir rrnrre: 20 2 blue 
Pyramid mine 40 3 yellow 
Armc jxed transport 40 3 light blue 
Ski;n lighter ISO 3 yellow 
But* fighter 1G0 3 yellow 
Lc".u£ staifightci 160 3 yellow 
Pyramid laur.cher 200 3 blue 
Tri-Jauncher lfiO 4 blue 
Diamond mine 40 S yellow 
Egron *ank 100 s light blue 
Jur.o camion 140 5 blue 
Starglider drone 5 yellow 
Diamoruc shuttle 300 I m yellow 
Walter SCO 1 m Lyht blue 
Stomper lOGO 1 m light blue 
Hopper jaw 1 m light blue 
SUiykdur One sooo 2 m vellow 

rf130 
f 1 ' " 
S i 
I 1 6 0 DATA 3E,C9,i2,iB,25 

• 170 DATA 3E,00 ,32 ,34, 14 

180 DATA C3 ,30 ,02 ,XX 

mANATOS 
Peter Featherstone of Leeds has 
sent in the goods for Durell's 
sizzler. It is an inf:r.ite-flame poke 
entered using Method 1. 

1 Thanatos 
2 ' by Peter Featherstone 

3 ' Amstrad Action Ap-iI 87 

10 BORDER 0:1N< 3,3: 

INK 1,18 

20 IKK 2,1:INK 3,6:M0DE 1 

30 FOR f = 1 TO 4:READ a: 

READ b 
40 OUT SBC30,a:OUT &BD00 ,b 
50 NEXT f 
60 MEMORY 16384 

70 LOAD"!BOOT" 

80 FOR f =48640 to 48646 

90 READ a:POKE f,a 

130 NEXT f 

113 POKE 32827,0: 

POKE 32828,190 

123 CALL 32768 

133 )ATA 1,32,2,43,6,24,7,29 

140 )ATA 175,50,1 3 7 , 1 6 0 / 9 5 , 

164,93 

S c u p p e r e d aga in 
It has to be said that the pokes in 
the February issue had a few 
problems. Another one has sur-
faced - Doomdarks Revenge. A 
gain the problem was caused by 
the line numbers being changed 
(the offenders have been placed 
ir. the Somerton stocks and pelted 
with rotten reviews). There's a 
simple cure to the problem - line 
45 ends with the command go to 
83 which should be goto 40. 
The agony is piled on by another 
renumbering error in March's 
Gauntlet tape poke - and it's a fair 
cop. guv', it was all my fault The 
end of line 40 should read then 

83 instead of then 120, ar.d the 
end of line 70 should read gotc 
33 instead of goto 73. We'll try 
not to let this happen again. The 
flood of calls we got shows just 
how annoying it can be. In fact 1 11 
stake my reputation as a brain 
surgeon on it. 

How to win an entire issue's Rave software 

AMSTRAD ACTION 74 

Since it's a special Cheat Mode issue and ifs packed with 
many wonderful things, I'm giving away a few more prises 
than usual - it's crippling my budget but every winner 
deserves it. There isnt a single big prize because it was 
impossible to separate the high standard of contributions, but 
the following 10 winners can expect some goodies in the post 
soon. 

Jason Greenwood for Starglider tips, James & William 
Moffatt for Gauntlet tips, Ken Mnrfitt for Space Harrier tips, 
Bhasker Pandya for Aliens tips, Peter Feldhutter for 
Avenger map, Phil Howard for yet more pokes, Stephen 
Hooper for his five pokes, Peter Featherstone for Thanatos 
poke, and Stephen Basford for Zoids and Heartland pokes. 

By the way, we tracked down the sender of last month's 
Wizard's Lair poke: it was Robert Brooks of Yeovil, just down 
the road from us in sunny Somerset. 



"It is a strange craft that 
I control. The task before 
me is colossal, the 
dangers immense. 

OUT IN MARCH ON 
AMSTRAD CPC 

£9,95 TAPE, £12.95 DISK 
Maxwefl House. 74 Worship'Street. London EC2A 2EN 

tel"01-377 4645- ' " 



ADVENTURE 

Well hyay there, fellow Pilgys... This month the Cowled 
Crusader cries INFOCOM BEWARE! Yessirreee... the 
PAWN is out! The legendary mega-adventure that could 
mark the beginning of a new era of UK adventuring for 
Amstrad owners. Is it really all that brill, or is it just 
another over-priced bundle of hype? And what about 
Adrian Mole's growing pains1 Are they really all that 
painful1 And should you spend £1.99 on Imagination? 

Yup, these are all mighty pressing questions, so quit 
scratching your wizened pates and get reading... 

The Pawn 
Magnetic Scrolls/Rainbird, £19.95 disk - 6128 only 

Oooh. doncha just luv that Rainbird packaging! First in the glossy 
boxes came the Level 9 collections, Jewels of Darkness and Silicon 
Dreams, now comes The Pawn - and this has to be the hottest 
property yet. 

After all, I had my doubts about The Pawn. Everybody has 
been going on about it, but until recently it had only been available 
on 16-bit machines so the Pilg had to reserve his judgment. Of 
course I'd seen the pictures. Stunning. But then they should be on 
a 68000 machine. And I'd heard about the parser. Brilliant. But of 
course it could be on a 68000 machine with 256K to play with So 
what do you get on the Amstrad for your pennies, with only 8 bits 
and 128K? Here's the complete picture... 

The Pawn is a disk-based adventure for the 6128 sorry, lads 
and lasses, there had to be a catch somewhere, and I'm afraid that 
there are unlikely to be any 464 versions for a while. It runs in 
80-column mode and features some extremely beautiful graphics -
about 30 in all. Not only are the pics beautiful to look at, but they 
are also implemented in the game most effectively. In relevant 
locations a picture will load from disk when you enter and scroll 
smoothly down over the screen, leaving the location description 

uncovered at the bottom. 

Once you've checked out the graphics, you 
can use the up 

and down cursors to scroll the pictures up off the screen again, 
revealing your old inputs and responses underneath, and then down 
again later if you want to have another look. Checking out the 
pictures, incidentally, is important they back up the text well and 
can sometimes suggest, for example, places to look or items to 
search. 

editing controls, 
with which, for example, 
you can delete whole words at a time 
rather than letter by letter. Furthermore, pressing 
Escape will recall your previous input for editing if you made a 
spelling mistake. 

The game itself revolves around the characters and politics of 
a country called Kerovnia. A 55-page booklet detailing the back-
ground to the adventure comes with the game, but you don't really 
need to read it to play. You do, however, need to keep it handy -
the program has a protection system that occasionally requires you 
to refer to the booklet and enter a particular word chosen at random 
from the book. 

Principal characters in Kerovnia are King Erik, who has upset 
the Dwarves; Kronos the Wizard, who upsets almost everybody; a 
Guru; an adventurer; and various others, all of whom you can 
converse with to a limited extent. The characters lead reasonably 
independent lives and proper interaction with them is essential to 
completing the game. 

The aim of the game is somewhat diffuse. You receive different 
objectives as you play and are set different tasks by different 
characters. Some of them seem to be a little harsh - for example 
there's a polite adventurer who rides a legless horse - you've got 
to kill him, however strong the bonds of comradeship! 

In the final event, however, you must remove a silver wristband 
which has appeared on your arm. Trying to do this will lead you in 
and out of many situations and almost certainly result in loss of life 
at various points! Numerous saves will be required, but since this 
is a disk-based game, that's relatively painless. The only problem 
here is that you save by filename, so it would have been nice to 
have a directory option within the game that you could use to check 
your "save" disk to see what filenames you've used and what's 
available. 

Playing The Pawn is extremely absorbing - in fact it's almost 
up to the standard of the later Infocom releases, and certainly a 
step ahead of anything like Zork. The parser is excellent, allowing 
most constructs and complex commands. You can use pronouns, 
a l l , except and other words to build up very intricate commands. 
For the most part, however, I didn't find it necessary to be complex 
in my inputs - most of the puzzles require logic or intuition to solve 
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The Growing Pains of 
Adrian Mole 
Virgin/Mosaic/Level 9, £9.95 cass, £14.95 disk 

to replying 
Definitely not! to 
most questions or commands, but 
there are enough sensible replies to be had to 
maintain one's interest in the gentle art of conversation. Certainly 
better than most other UK games but perhaps I've been spoiled 
by Infocom's Suspect. 

The Pawn is an excellent and inventive game. It must now 
command a far larger audience than when it first appeared on the 
QL three years ago, and it deserves it. If Magnetic Scrolls' next 
game, Guild of Thieves, due out later this year from Rainbird, can 
improve on this then we're in for some real UK-sourced adventuring 
that will g ive Infocom a very tough time indeed. 

Well, I've seen it all now. First w e had Level 9 games, then w e had 
Level 9 games marketed by Mosaic, now w e have Level 9 games 
programmed by Level 9 "in conjunction with Mosaic" and marketed 
by Virgin. Is this because nobody wants the responsibility for them? 
Or because everybody does? 

I'm tempted to think it's the former. When the first Mole game 
came out, featuring scrolling text and Level 9's "multi-tasking" 
graphics, I and many others thought the idea cute and the game 
well-written. Just in case you missed it, it involved reading long 
blocks of text (as in the original book, but with bits added by Pete 
Austin) and every now and then making a decision by pressing 1, 
2, or 3 and seeing what happened in the plot as result. 

That worked well and sold, I presume, quite well too. Then 
came The Archers - same technique, same features, but no real 
advances on the original and - in the Pilg's view not quite such a 
brilliant adaptation as the original Mole game was. There were 
however quite a lot of characters to deal with in the Archers, and 
each of the three separate loads gave you a different persona to 
play with. 

Now we 've got Moley again, and I can't really think of 
anything new to say about it. Once again you 

must keep in favour with everybody by selecting 
the right decisions, and in this game as in the earlier 

one this involves for the most part balancing the attentions 
of your parents, your friends, Pandora, and the dog 
together. Do that, and you'll rise from the ranks of 

"Namby-Pamby Schoolboy" with around 40% to - who 
knows? Poet Laureate? With 100%. 

After playing The Archers I felt somehow that 
Growing Pains suffered slightly by being so centred round 

Pandora and her gang. Pete Austin does seem to have a 
feeling for the Adrian Mole character which shows through 

in the text, but somehow the whole subject seems rather too 
familiar and the growing pains of our hero seem altogether too 

similar to the social agonies he suffered in the first game. 
Still, that first attempt wasn't too bad, and Growing Pains does 

have something going for it. A s with the others in the series there 
is a certain instant satisfaction in deciding whether to walk out of 
the school hall in protest, or take a closer examination of Pandora's 
nipples. Not that there's any smut here, but I advise you to check 
out the fancy-dress party! 

On the other hand, I find that one drawback of this "multiple-
choice format" is that decisions you make are somehow robbed of 
true significance when some moments later they are reversed by 
the program! The obvious reason for this is that the program can 
allow only a modicum of independence on the part of the player; 
otherwise the amount of text storage required for the different 

them, not wordplay. Thumbs up for The Pawn in that respect, 
certainly. 

If you do get stuck, there's an inbuilt hint facility - you type 
hint and then enter a series of codes that appear in the back of 
the booklet in answer to particular problems. Some of the hints are 
rather ambiguous, but as your score increases you get access to 
more straightforward solutions. However, this is one game where I 
found myself prepared to do battle without hints the puzzles have 
an engaging quality that tempts one to solve them, not to bypass 
them with easy solutions. 

Combine that factor with the vivid atmosphere of the program, 
generated partly by the graphics and partly by the text descriptions, 
which are reasonably long and very well written - and you've got 
a pretty addictive experience ahead of you. 

What's more, the characters obviously make a big difference. 
The Pilg is always going on about the need for interaction between 
player and game characters, and in The Pawn you can as < someone 
about something; say to someone, something; say something; or 
just, s o m e o n e , someih-ng. In each case you'll get a reasonably 
coherent reply. 

I was, however, slightly disappointed by the scope of 
responses and intelligence of the characters 

I met. Most of them 
flftftm^ are confined 

Atmosphere 91% Challenge 93% Interaction 90% 
A A Rating 92% 

i * I 

IL_ 
8 an. B r i t a i n i s a t war w i t h 
A r g e n t i n a ! * ' Kad io Four has Just 
announced i t . Ha l f o f ne t h i n k s i t i s 
t r a g i c and the o t h e r h a l f o f ne t h i n k s 
i t i s dead e x c i t i n g . 
Choose one o f the F o l l o w i n g f o r me t 
i ) wake my f a t h e r t o t e l l h im; 
2> read a newspaper f o r more 
in f o rmat i on ; 
3) c a l l .an emergency mee t ing o f t h » 
Pink B r i gade . 
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AMSTRAD 8.95 COMMODORE 8.95 SPECTRUM 7.95 

It was a one-in-a-million accident -
but Number Five, designed to be a 
strategic artificially intelligent 
weapons system, the most 
sophisticated robot on the planet, 
has escaped - and has come to 
the conclusion that he's alive! 
Now the scientist who put him 
together wants to take him apart CIRCUIT 

again to find out what went wrong. 
The president of Nova Robotics wants 

to capture him before the weapons he's 
carrying kill millions of civilians. rl And the security chief wants to 
blow him up so that he can get 

home in time for dinner. 
YOU are Number Five...YOU are alive 
and YOU have got to stay that way! 

Ocear Software Limited 
Ocean House 6 Centra; Street Manchester M2 5NS 

Telephone 061 832 6633 • TeJex 669977 OceansG 
Short Circuit ib a trade-: nark of Tn-Star Pic lures, Inc. and PSO Prcbonta'jons. 
fc 1986 Tri-Siar Pictures. Inc and PSO Presentations. All Rights Reserved. 
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ADVENTURE 
story-lines would be mind-boggling. And I can't help feeling that 
this sort of game structure really requires more storage space than 
you're ever going to get on a home computer, however clever Level 
9's compression techniques may be. 

Meanwhile, 1 think that if I had this game on disk, I would 
probably load it up with reasonable regularity. I didn't find myself 
playing it for hours or. end. but every so often I sat down and tapped 

Really, for £2 you can't go wrong here. Don't expect an epic 
game, but at that price you don't deserve one. 

away quite happily for a while. Some of the textual humour is quite 
amusing, and there is still a surprising amount to get through in 
each of the three parts. 

Value for money? If someone gave this game to me Td be 
grateful and probably get their money's worth out of it. Whether I'd 
bother to spend my own is debatable. 

Interaction n/a Atmosphere 75% Challenge n/a 
AA Rating 75% 

Imagination 
Firebird, £1.99 cass 

Here's another budget game from Peter Torrence of Subsunk and 
Seabase Delta fame. Both these earlier efforts were excellent value, 
and the Pilg had no doubts on loading up Imagination that it would 
be a worthy follow-on. 

The game has all the looks of a typical GAC creation - slightly 
crude but attractive shaded graphics up top and a Mode 1 scrolling 
text window below. However, the game scenario itself is highly 
original. On loading the adventure you are confronted by a computer 
which, of course, you must get working using a nearby disk. Type 
insert disc and you're away! 

What you then get, if you ex an - ̂ e s e e en, is an option to play 
any one of four games. These are: 
1 2002 - A Very Odd Day in Space. 
2 The Lords of Half Past Nine. 
3 Panic Miner 9000 and 90 Niner 
4 Raid Over Margate. 

Sounds familiar?! Entering the appropriate number then takes 
you into the relevant game, but instead of playing it as normal you 
will actually be taken inside the game-world itself, where you must 
solve a number of puzzles in your efforts to discover (I think) the 
number of stars in the universe. 

There are some very amusing bits in these game sequences. 
Among other things you'll see barely disguised take-oifs of Level 
9 graphics in the Lords of Half Past Nine; you'll thrill to the smell or' 
dogs on the sea-breeze at Margate (the opening graphic of which 
bares a remarkable resemblance to the screen-layout of a orce -
popular arcade game); or youll spend a hazardous few minutes 
climbing up and down ladders and dodging sprites in - you guessed 
it - Panic Miner. 

You can get out of each cjarr.e scenario by entering quit -
very necessary at several points in the game since obstacles 
discovered in one game will often be overcome only by using 
objects found lr. another. None of the game scenarios is that big ir. 
the way of locations, but you'll be kept busy moving about collecting 
the things you need and trying to solve the various logical but quite 
tricky puzzles. 

Atmosphere 55% Interaction 58% 
AA rating 75% 

Challenge 65% 

Lords and Ladies 
of Adventure 
Once more the roll-call of the brave and battle-weary is printed on 
these hallowed pages. Remember that should you fall upon the path, 
one of the following Lords and Ladies will be prepared to answer 
your call for help ... providing you send a stamped addressed 
envelope ar.d forbear from phoning at anti-social hours. 

Castle Blackstar, Tenormoiinos, Forest at the Worlds End 
Derek Roberts, 40 Allen Grove, Stokesley, Middlesbrough. Cleveland, TS9 5DB 

TerronnoJinos, Urban Upstart, Red Moon. Gremlins, Hcbbit. Marsport. Dim Darach 
Lee Anthony, PO Box 424, Althorne, Chelmsford, Essex, CM3 6UR 

Twir, Kingdom Valley. Hcbbit, Heroes of Karn, Very Dig Cave Adventure. Lords 
of Time. Castle of Terror. CoHossal Caves. Hulk. Sorcorer of Clay morgue Castle. 
Bored of the Rings. Quest of the Hoiy Grail. Magicians Ball. Snowball. Return to 
Eden. Worm in Paradise. Emerald hie, Rod Moon, Price of Mayik, Seabase Delia. 
Mindshadow. Ten Little Indians, Circus. Waxworks. Perseus ar.d Andromeda. 
Escape from Pulsar ?. Gremlins', Robin of Sherwood, Secret of St Brides. Fourth 
Protocol, Pirate Adventure 
Phil Symonds, 29 Goliath Close. Roundshaw, Wallington, Surrey, SM6 9HN 

Message from Andromeda 
Stuart Whyte, 53 Ridgeway Road, Timperley, Altrincham, Cheshire, WA15 7HL 

All Level 9 adventures. B:awsi Free. Classic Adventure, Fores: at the Worlds End 
Jewels of Babylon Mindshadow. Never Ending Story. Oor, Smugglers Cove, The 
Boggit, Trial of Arnold Blackwood. Castle Blackstar. Dun Darach, Heroes of Kurt.i, 
Message from Andromeda. Mordons Ouest. Project Volcano. Seas of Blood, Souls 
of Dai ken. The Hobbil. Warlord 
Joan Pancott, 78 Radipole Lane, Weymouth. Dorset. DT4 9RS. 
Tel: (030S) 78 41S5 

Mindshadov/, Never Ending Story. Espionage Island, The Hobbit. Price of Magik, 
Message from Andromeda. Heroes of Earn. Return to Eden 
Rod Dunlop, 43 Sutherland Avenue, Pollokshields, Glasgow, G41 4ET 

Never Ending Story, Message from Andromeda, Eye-Spy. Mind&hadow, Subsunk. 
Seabase Delta 
Paul Berrecloth, 48 Aldsworth Road, Victoria Park, Cardiff, CF5 1AA. 

Pilgrim's post g a b . . . 
Wot, no tips? Wot, no letters this month??? Wot s going on? 

Apologies, dear readers, but once again the Pilg is snick for 
space. Next month, however, we'll print more of your letters, plus 
as a special treat a. bumper Clue Cauldron on Hitchhikers Guide to 

the Galaxy and other games. Plus, of course a further instalment of 
the Pilg's guide to adventure programming. 

There is room for just one item, however. It's not often the Pilg 
apologises in this column (lie's far too obstinate) but I think some 
apology is due to Pat Winstanley and Sandra Sharkey of Adventure 
Probe/Adventure Contact and their friends. Last month the Pilg 
who's a jokey fellow when he's imbibed a few pints of ale - printed 
a letter praising the efforts of Ms Sharkey in such profuse terms 
that I suggested money might have changed hands... 

Now it was my intention that this should have been taken as 
a joke. After all, I 've mentioned these parties be fore and by doing 
so given them my blessing, and I certainly wouldn't print such a 
letter if I really thought someone had bribed the author - and I'm 
sure that most readers realised this. 

However, those readers who are suspicious enough to think 
that either Ms Sharkey or any of her friends would ever really 
contemplate slipping someone a fiver (or a tenner), or that I would 
ever print such a letter believing that to be the case, should rest 
their case immediately. And of course my most sincere apologies 
to both Pat and Sandra for any doubts this may have unintentionally 
cast upon their integrity. 
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Programming 
with the Pilg. 

However, let's take a look at objects first. Let's g o back to the 
map of our mini adventure which w e looked at in the last issue... 

THE SITTING 
BEDROOM ROOM 

BATH-
ROOM KITCHEN 

PART 3 

T his month the Pilg continues his guide to creating 
your own game with a look at objects and 
characters - two essential ingredients of any 
successful modern game. 

Vivid and original location descriptions are essential to a successful 
adventure, particularly if the game is text-only. But no less important 
are the objects and characters that a player will encounter while 
exploring your "micro-world". For some reasons, although pro-
grammers are pretty hot on including objects in their games, 
characters seem to get left out. This is a pity, because anyone who's 
played a game like The Hobbit will know that a couple of dwarves 
(for example) - even if they're fairly stupid dwarves - can make all 
the difference to an adventure. 

You'll son later that sometimes there is little difference between 
objects and characters, at least as far as the programmer is 
conccrned. In fact a good programmer's mam concern when 
designing a game is to ensure that, if characters are included, they 
live up to their name and do not simply degenerate into "human 
objects'. One commercial adventure I reviewed in 1984 had a 
location in which the player was informed that Y o u c a n s e e : a Ctrl. 
Nothing wrong with that, but then entering 6 f t gi r: resulted in the 
message You take: the g - * l and typing Inventory revealed that 
You are tarrying: a q- r l . Quite apart from being offensive to half 
the human population, this is a perfect example of how not to include 
characters in your game. 

One of the reasons for the poor use of characters in adventure 
games is the fact that - especially it you're using Basic - the routines 
necessary to handle them can take up a lot of space. In the next 
section, however, we'll look closely at ways of programming 
characters effectively and you'll soor. see that having a few frier.ds 
running around inside your program is not only relatively easy, but 
also great fur.. 
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Now let's add three objects, one in each room. We'l l put a 
laundry basket in the bathroom, a dirty handkerchief in the 
bedroorn, and a slice of mouldy bacon in the kitchen. These "object 
descriptions" car. be stored in memory in a similar way to our 
location descriptions. The first thing we need to do is tc give each 
object a number, just as we allocated numbers to the locations. We'll 
call the basket Object number 1, the handkerchief 2, and the bacon 
3. This number will reflect the order in which the object descriptions 
are stored in our data statements, arrays, memory locations, or 
whatever and enable us to "locate a description quickly and easily. 

However, we also need to include a good deal of other 
information. First and most obviously we need to know where each 
object is. This doesn't just mean which location it's in; it may also 
involve checking to see whether the object is being carried by the 
player (or another character). Other questions that will need to be 
answered during play might include: 
• Is the object portable? 
• How much does it weigh (i.e. will the player have to drop 
something else to carry it?) 
• Can it be broken? 
• Can it be seer.? 
• Is it edible? 
• If it's a chest or something similar, is it open or closed? 
And so on. As you can see, introducing objects raises a lot of 
questions. 

The best thing to do is to ensure that the status of an object 
is comprehensively "flagged"' so that you can use a few simple 
routines in your program to deal with all eventualities. Once again 
we can do this by using binary numbers with their bits set or reset 
as appropriate just as we did with the "exit codes" for the locations 
last month. 

Here's how we might arrange an entry in a theoretical "object 
data table". Data lines could consist of object name, number, location 
and status like this: 

180 DATA "a I a unci ry oasket " , 1, 3, 138 
(Note that 138 comes out as 10001010 in binary.) 

The first three entries are fairly obvious, but what exactly does 
the status figure imply? The status of an object can be represented 
by one 8-bit binary number, each bit of which holds some 
information about the object concerned. In this particular example, 
the "bit significance" of the number cculd be interpreted as shown 
here: 

1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 
visible, 
invisible 

chain 
dt-vrip 

I ton 

edible 
drinkable 

desiruct ble 
:c 

weight 
nor pcrcah ft) 

not openab'e 
locked 
open 

closed 

Assigning meanings to the eight bid 
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Am drum Digital Drum 
M system for the 

Amstrad 464, 
664.6128. 

rtSSttb 

34.95 

Mach 1+ Joystick 
Probably the best * 
Joystick in the world. 
• Auto Firo 
• Microswitch 
Fire Buttons 
• Metal Shaft 
• Microswitch 
8 directional 
controls 
• 12 Month 
warranty. ^ 

£14.95 
I t H ' " ' 

\V-\V'V 

mm 

125+ 
Joystick 
• 4 extremely 

| sensitive fire 
i buttons 
• Auto fire switch 
I • Strong base 
suction cups 

I • Uniquely 
sty\e6 hand grip 
• 12 hAonth warranty. 

£8.95 
— K 9 n 

i Aerial 
( Spl i t ter 
' * — in— Cheetah's neat' 

splitter unit 
complete 

sasr- W i t h 

self-adhesive pad 
allows you to keep your T.V. and I 
computer aerial leads plugged in! 
without disturbing the picture. [ 

£2.25 
n i l 

KITS AVAILABLE 
FOR AMDRUM 

Latin Kit 
& Editor £3.99 
Electro Kit 
& Editor .£4.99 
Afro Kit £4.99 
Mini Interface to 
connect MK5 keyboard j 
to 464,664, 
6128 £29.95 

Cheetah , p roduc t s ava i lab le f r om t r a n c h e s o l 

flp D U o m r ' ^ l -m ' t l l L A l K Y * 
W'l 1SMITH ^ S ' S,or** *** — «ood conw 

Pr ices i nc lude VAT, pos tape & pack ing . 
Del ivery normal ly 14 days. 

Export o rders at no extra cost 
Dealer enqu i r ies we lcome. 

. 1 - 1 L * I 

Marketing 

MK5 Midi 
JSpy board 

A full size 5 octave 
polyphonic keyboard 
containing a sophisticated 

'and very powerful computer, 
suitable for a wide range of usesl 

£99.95 
• n i i i i i m 
l i l l l m l M M 
Split Extension 
Connector 

— ̂ ^ 
Enables 2 Amstrad 
peripherals to be 
connected to the 
computer bus. 

£11.75 
CH661AH MARKETING LTD 

l WILLOWBROOK SCIENCE PARK 
CRICK HOWELL ROAD. ST. MELlONS. CARDIFF 
TEl CARDIFF(022?: 777337 TFIFX 4974SS 

FAX:0222 779404 



DO A MILLION 
WITH THE MEGADRIVE!!!! 
1 MEGABYTE FOR £1.00! 

The MEGADRIVE is a SVa" second disc drive for the 464, 
664 and 6128 that gives 1 MEGABYTE of unformatted 

capacity. 
Under AMSDOS, CP/M+ and the CP/M 2.2 

the MEGADRIVE gives a TRUE 706K for 
you to use. 

Fully software support and backed up with a 12 month 
no-quibble guarantee the MEGADRIVE also gives you 

intelligent SILICON DISC support from CP/M. 
Available NOW at £199.95 or with a box of 10 51/4,r discs 

for £209.95 both prices include postage and packing. 
OTHERS PROMISE BUT THE MEGADRIVE DELIVERS 1 

MILLION BYTES ON THE CPC's. 

•klrkirltlcirklt************************^**** 

AM RAM 
The AM RAM offers a host of features -

16K of Sideways RAM, configured as a ROM. 
Throw away your ROM boards! 
Load ROMS to and from Disc. 

Edit and Modify Roms in any way that you like. 
Customise your ROMS. 

Take less power from the computer. 
Reset switch. 

Comes COMPLETE with ALL software, ready to plug in 
and GO! 

FULLY COMPATIBLE WITH THE 464,664 and 6128. 
£39.95 including postage and packing. 

AMDRIVE 
Still the best selling 3" second drive for the 464, 664 and 

6128. Features a superb Hitachi mechanism, our own 
exclusive Aluminium case and separate heavy duty power 

supply. Supplied with all leads and ready to plug in and use. 
Still at only £79.95 inc. VAT, postage and packing. 

All SILICON SYSTEMS Products carry a full 12 month 
Guarantee. WHEN ORDERING, PLEASE STATE WHICH 

MACHINE YOU OWN. 
Please make all cheques payable to 

SILICON SYSTEMS (UK) Ltd. 

X L I C O H 
¥ S T C I 0 S 

SUPA SOFT DISCOUNT SOFTWARE 
TOP TWENTY AMSTRAD TITLES AT DISCOUNT PRICES 

THS LAST TITLE 404.-6123 CASS DISK WSKPCW 
MCJNIM MONIH PRJCE PRICE 8256 851 2 PRCE 
<1) (1) UnOi(i2 1 1 ClZW £14.96 NA 

(* STAft2LC€R I £11.95 cie.ns NrA 
•3) SCUJAWUJCN 3 1 CE.95 £ia« tvA 

(12) P1ANIT I E11.36 £1506 nsos 
(9 KommCCINOP t : £6.06 CIO-CO NA 
(«» S-CCOflvOGO 1 i £6.06 £10.05 MA 

•7) (2f( OAUMll£T 1 ! £7.25 S1-.95 NA 
•to <a' TRVIAL >JOSUT 1 1 £1035 £15.35 £16,35 
(51 •;ioi 

SC0AMUJCM2 1 ! £6.05 EIO.CO N»A (51 •;ioi rioj 
(11) 

BATkMN l ! £6.50 £10.» £10.96 
<iii 

rioj 
(11) GTCEN EF-fC- r ! £6.50 £10.00 NiA 
19 QWDvT < } £605 NiA HA 

(13) 113) JACKNPPtn i { £6.05 £10,85 MA 
(i+) (14i Fitsmi / / HA $2496 
(15) (12} FAWSHI t 1 £7.25 £1096 £1556 
(i§ (16; PROTECT t I N>A £21» 
(17) W U « W l MX f 1 M'A MA £10.96 
|1») Mctcfa* r / £7.25 £1035 KA 
(1S> SCKVBLL ! 1 £725 £1096 £1556 
(SCi 1542 ! / £725 £1095 f»A 

SOFTWARE NOW INSTOCK FOR THE 1 Si 2 PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS A PRICES 
Pos! & Packing Iric OvorstKis ordurs udd 75p per tap*. MaH order cnJy. 

Ctwquvs/ Post OtAms (Sterling ciy please) payab'e to 
DISCOUNT SOFTWARE. DEPT1,210 NICHOLLS TOWER. HARLOW. ESSEX, CM18 SEF 

TELEPHONE (0279) 29076 WEEK DAYS ONLY PLEASE 

THE AMSTRAD BASIC IDEA 
Richard Forsyth and Brian Morris 
Amstrad have produced a remarkable range of 
computers this book aims to show you howto 
unleash their full potential. In a straightforward 
manner The Amstrad Basic Idea cases the transition 
from computer user to computer programmer and 
enables you to use Amstrad Basic to solve realistic 
problems. It also shows you how to use modern 
methods of problem analysis and design to solve your 
programming problems, so that you can enjoy and 
profit from your computing 
1986 Pfc> 0 4 1 2 2 8 0 7 0 1 184pp £7.95 

^ C H A P M A N AND HALL _ 
"-M' 11 New Fetter Lane, London LC4P 4 t t 

SHEKHANA COMPUTER SERVICES 
ORDER BY ACCESS A N D VISA CREDIT HOTLINE 01 809 4843 (24 HRS) 
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ADVENTURE 

The first point to notice about this arrangement is the way that bit 

pairs have been used to flag several different conditions. For 
example, bits four and five are used to check whether an object is 
either edible, drinkable, destructible, or none o: these. Because the 
same two bits are used for all four conditions, these conditions must 
be mutually exclusive - in other words, using this system an object 
cannot be both edible (11) and destructible (10) at the same time. 

Using bit pairs like this can often be more convenient than 
using a single bit for each condition, but you've obviously got to be 
careful how you assign them making sure that the conditions 
involved are mutually exclusive 3nd do not involve groupings like 
(for example) openablcportable, since an object that can be opened 
in your game might very well be portable as well. 

Look at bits zero and one. These also represent mutually 
exclusive conditions, this time to flag open'closed conditions. Using 
this particular bit pattern, a chest (for example) could not be 
simultaneously " locked" and "not openable", which may s e en 
awkward, but of course although locked the chest is openable -
provided you have the right key. 

Bit six in this system has a special role which you might wish 
to use ill your own games. It is used to indicate that, whenever the 
player examines the object, a further description should be printed. 
Take a treasure chest for example. If it was encrusted with rubies, 
the player might not be able to see these although the chest itself 
might b e a visible object. If, however, the player were to enter 
Ex an ne chest, and bit six was set to one, the program could then 
chain in the message I t is e n l i s t e d w i t precious r i b i c s. If bit 
six :s set to zero, the command to examine the chest would simply 
receive the reply You see notfyi ig spec ia l . We'l l see this system at 
work later in the sample program. 

W e can now see that our laundry basket has been accorded 
the following status in the table above: it is visible: it cannot be 
eaten, drunk, or destroyed; the chain bit is set to zero, so examining 
the basket will simply get the response that you see nothing special; 
:t falls into the middle weight category and can therefore be carried 
without too much effort; finally, it is oper., so if the player enters 
Doen basket, the answer will be Tie oasket is already oper.. 

Most objects can be dealt with in this manner or in a similar 
fashion, and using this method, whenever the player wants to do 
something with an object w e can cover most of the normal 
commands simply by checking the status byte. 

There is however one other category of objects (apart from 
characters) that w e need to look at. particularly since it is a category 
that is often left out of commercial adventure games, much to their 
discredit. How many times in a game have you entered Exann-ie 
T.oor or Exanrne wall and beer, told You : an ' t no that, or 
something similar? I don't know about you. but this often happens 
to me and I fir.d it most discouraging. 

The best answer to this problem is to include a number of 
other objects in our game - objects that cannot be manipulated in 
any way by the player or the program, but whose names will be 
understood by the program (so an error message isn't generated) 
and which car. be examined, although not necessarily to the player's 
advantage. 

You might ask why w e should bother to include objects in the 
game if they don't have an active role to play. It is in fact very 
important if you want to produce a game with a really life-like feel 
to it. Just imagine the difference between a program that, when you 
want to examine the floor replies YOJ can't do that or I don't 

understand tie word 'f ..oor
1

. compared to one which says: You go 
down cr your hands and knees and ta<e a geert look at the f.oor. 

Siddenly yoj -ealise f a t everyone is lcc<irc at you - - s n d yoj 

look n i gh tys tJ3 "d : 

Well, which game would you rather play? It's little touches like 
this that make the dif ference between, say, an Infocom adventure 
which will keep the player hooked for weeks, and a poorly 
designed game that really belongs in the wastebin and net on your 
shelf. Commercial software houses have been getting away with 
the you-can't-do-that type of games for far too long. There's no need 
to follow their example, and if you follow the tips we'll be giving 
later, you won't have to. 

Let's now lake a look at characters. Wel l designed interactive 
characters can make the difference between an average game and 
a number-one bestseller, so it's worth taking a great deal of care 
over how they are used. If you've ever played Fantasia Diamond 
(by Hewsor. Consultants) you'll know just what I mean - the toy 

robot in this game is a truly engaging character who, by steadfastly 
going about his business and leading the way into the unknown, 
really contributes enormously to the enjoyment of the adventure 
You. too, can create similar computer-controlled companions. 

There are two main differences between characters and other 
objects, both of which are pretty obvious if you think about it. The 
first is that a character can move from location to location without 
(necessarily) being carried by the player. This means that some-
where in the program there will need to be a "character hardier" 
routine which checks the position of characters and, either at 
random or for a reason, moves them from one location to another. 

The second, and most tricky, aspect of characters is their 
ability to communicate with the player under certain circumstances 
and - even trickier - for the player to be able to answer back. W e 
therefore need a whole nest of routines to deal with the circum-
stances that might arise between characters <ir.d the player and 
even, if we really want to be clever, between characters ar.d other 
characters and obiocts. 

Ideally a character should b e able to perform some or all of 
the following functions: 
• Pick up, carry, ar.d use objects. 

Move from location to location. 
• Talk and other,vise relate to the player. 
• Avoid repetitious behaviour. 
A good example of a character that fell down badly with regard to 
point number four is Thorin in the tape version of The Hobbit, who 
continually sits down and starts singing about gold - often ir. the 
most incongruous circumstances. To be fair to Melbourne House, 
however, programming interactive characters can be a complex 
task and invariably compromises have to b e made. Next month, 
we'll see how characters can be implemented without too much 
effort. 

We'll also look at decision trees! The Pilg was hoping fervently 
that we 'd be able to tackle this burning issue in this month's copy, 
but as usual we 've needed all the space to cope with other more 
immediate topics. So keep your hats on and your beards pointed 
in the right direction next month will reveal ail! AA 

forttieCPC B128andGB4 only 
Not so long now until the end of Apri l when cur very generous 
£1000 competition with a first prize of £500 ends! 
Perhaps our next competition will be to write an ad which adequately 
desu-ilx-s the fascinating way Parrotry mimics th« artist's work by 
dynamically reproducing :: line by line, till by fill etc. (which no 
illustration can possibly do justice to), and mentions all the features 
such as originality, versatility, value lor money, the powerful loop 
command, the 50 peiicc worth cf acetate sheet and pen whic h are 
probably more useful than any expensive plug-in a:d for producing 
quick and accurate artwork, the saving of disc space (average file length 
is 5k), rhat it's a very useful tool for users who want to put graphics 
.nto their own software, screen and printer dump facilities if required, 
text, variable size grid, optional lose' drawing effect, including over a 
dozen demonstration displays, whilst at the same time getting across 
the message chat the aim of Parrotrv is not to be a better screen 
designer but to produce visually rewarding graphics display*. 

EXCELLENT VALUE A T THE ^ 
MAIL ORDER PRICE OF 
£12.95 inc. (Disc Only) 
Orders and Lnquirics to: 
Treasure Island Software (Dept 
14 Arthur Street, Ampthill, 
Bedfordshire, MK45 2QQ 
(0525-405621) 

O R D E R F O R M 

A n Integrated 
Software Package 

ro produce outstanding 
advertising and information 

displays for exhibitions, shops 
waiting rooms, reception areas etc. 

• Please send mc Parrotry packages by renirn. 

•

I enclose cheque/P.O. tor i : (Overseas £1 extra please) _ 

Name 

| ADDRFTK 



SPECIAL OFFERS 

PENDOWN 
Superb Demo!! 
£3.95 

Save £3! 

MAESTRO 
MAGIC 
Stereo amplifier, speakers, headphones, 
only £36.95 complete 

Since the A A offices took possession 
of a Vanguard Maestro sound system, 
game-playing has entered a new 
dimension. 

No more feeble, tinny squawks 
from the well-meaning but sadly 
inadequate speaker inside poor 
Arnold, instead rich, powerful, spine-
tingling SOUND. 

And the stereo! If you want to 
make a Commodore 64 owner go 
green with envy, stand him between 
the Maestro speakers during a good 
Amstrad game. The effect is stunning. 
Only A mstrads can do this! 

Using the Maestro is a doddle. It 
just plugs into any CPC machine's 
earphone socket. It doesn't even need 
a separate power supply, since it 
cleverly links up to the Amstrad's 
own. Once it's there you just position 
the two powerful speakers, adjust the 
balance using two independent vol-
ume controls, then sit back and soak 
up that stereo. 

And if the noise annoys, you can 
always use the pair of headphones 
supplied for private amplified listen-
ing! Or better yet you can link up to 
your own Hi Fi speakers and blast out 
the entire neighbourhood! 

We think the Maestro is magic, 
and we're delighted to be able to offer 
it at £3 off the recommended retail 
price. 

A great chance to discover what 
your Amstrad is really 
capable of... 

me*6 at on * -xvi- » 
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SPECIAL OFFERS 

Only £3.95 for a disc which gives you three 
free sessions with this remarkable new 
wordprocessor. 

Read our rave review of PenDown? Fancy 
trying out for yourself the word-processor 
that's so easy to use, it's childsplay? Thanks 
to a unique agreement between ourselves and 
Logotron. the program's producers, you can 
do just that for only £3.95 - the cost of a blank 
disc. 

That money buys you a copy of the entire 
full-featured word-processor worth £19.90! 
The only catch is that you will be able to load 
this special disc just three times - but that 
should be enough to convince you that this is 
a piece of software you have GOT to own. 
Then all you have to do is forward the 
remaining payment (£15.95) in exchange for 
the manual and a code number which will 
allow you permanent use of your disc. 

If for any reason you don't like the 
software, you've lost nothing. You simply 
erase the disc and use it for your own 
datastorage. 

We're extremely proud of this offer be-
cause it gives you a unique way of testing a 
program before committing your money. For 
once it's true: You have nothing to lose. An 
offer you can't refuse. • 

ABOUT PENDOWN 
PenDown was developed originally on the 
BBC micro as a word-processor for children. 
The idea was to have a program which you 
could use immediately, and the program 
certainly proved a big hit with kids at 
schools around the country. But not just 
with kids. Adults too found its straight-
forward approach appealing and extremely 
easy to learn. Converted now (superbly) to 
the Amstrad CPCs it seems an ideal family 
purchase. 

Despite the fact the program has an 
excellent manual, much of its operation is 
obvious f rom word go. You decide where 
you want to start typing, move the cursor 
to the right point with the arrow keys and 
then just type away, the text automatically 
flowing to fill the page width you've selec-
ted. 

The wide range of editing functions are 
accessed from simple pull down menus. 
These include highly original options such 
as a dictionary to help you select the correct 
spelling of a word. Other powerful word-
processing functions such as search-and-re-
place are also supported. 

T H E N E W SYSTEM 
Regular users of AA Special Offers will notice 
that the ordering system has changed slightly 
this month. To make things simpler you now 
use a single form for items on special offer 
AND other mail order items. This means 
special offer items now count toward a free 
gift, so they're better value than ever. 

To find the form, turn on two pages. 

H O W T O ORDER 
Just turn on two pages to our Mail Order 
Section and use the form printed there. OR 
dial 0458-74192 and give your credit card and 
ordering detals to our very friendly answering 
machine. 

Only £24.95 disc - save £5!! 

AT LAST 
DATABASE 
MANAGER 

s r . 
Qt\1 

^ d tvo* - n o t * 

For CPC6I28 only 

•tfvese c> ^ sS< 

GoV* ^ 

Rational Solutions & Advance Software present... 

Muiti Ftte/Muiti indexed Database with stmpie MaXMorge 
FtiC/iities dm unlimited oeftneaMe prmt layouts per life. 

e.g. OUVHS. ftecw! Carets. 1. \stongs etc 

This program from Advance Software and 
Rational Solutions is probably the best data-
base you can buy for a 6128. It's fast, full-
featured, powerful and well-tailored to the 
needs of the machine. 

It's also extremely flexible, so you can 
customise it to a huge range of. situations 
where information needs to be organised 'and 
quickly recalled or analysed. An address file, 
a customer list, a record of your massive LF 
collection. Whatever. 

Features include: 
• Easy layout of forms using the built in text 
editing facilities. 

• Number of records limited only by disc 
space (up to 32,000). 
• You can set up relationships between data 
in different files - very powerful facility! 
• Records can be sorted - you can index up 
to five fields in each file. 
• Powerful data transfer utility making it easy 
to upgrade to this program. 
• Nine field types including normal alpha-
numeric, three types of numeric, date, hours.' 
minutes/seconds, automatic serial numbering. 
• Detailed manual and sample data supplied. 

All in all, a wonderful way of putting your 
Amstrad to serious use. 



Send this form to: 
AA Books offer, The Old Barn, Somerton, 
Somerset, TA11 5 AH 
Offer closes March 15th, 1987 
If your order reaches us by Tues March 24 
your subscription will start with the May issue, 
otherwise it will start with the June issue. 

ORDER FORM 

You can use this form to take out a subscription 
to Amstrad Action or simply to buy the books 
detailed on this page. Just tick the right option. 

Name 

Address 

Telephone no.. 

TICK ONE OF THESE OPTIONS! 
n OPTION 1. SUBSCRIPTION. 
Yes, I would like to take out a 12-month 
subscription to Amstrad Action and receive the 
TWO free books I have ticked below. 

• OPTION 2. PURCHASE Of= BOOKS 
I would like to buy the books I have ticked below 
at £6.95 each. 

• OPTION 3. SUBSCRIBER'S PURCHASE 
lam a subscriber to A A and would like to buy 
the books I have ticked below at £3.95 each. 

NOW TICK THE BOOKS YOU REQUIRE 
• Cheat Mode: The AA Collection 85-86 
• Milking Music on the Amstrad CPC 
• The Working Amstrad 
• Amstrad Advanced Programming Techniques 
• Master Machine Code on your Amstrad 

BACK ISSUES 
The following issues at £1.35 each. 
• 3 • 5 • 7 
• 9 • 10 • 12 
• 14 • 17 

The following issues (with cass.) at £1.85 each. 
• 4 • 8 • 16 

PAYMENT DETAILS 
Please make cheques and POs payable to 
Future Publishing Ltd. Or pay by credit card. 

Access/Visa No 

Card expiry date. 

ACCESS / VISA 
HOTLINE 

If you prefer to telephone 
your order, just dial 0458 
74192 (24 hours) or 74011 

and ask for credit card 
orders. 

FREE 
BOOKS 
BONANZA 

Choose two titles worth £13.90 when you subscribe to Amstrad Action! 

86 AMSTRAD ACTION 

Heavy on the Magick 
Herbert's Dummy Run 
Highway Encounter 
Hunchback 
Jack the Nippor 
Jet Set Willy 
Karl's Treasure Hunt 
Killapede 
Killer Gorilla 
Knightlare 
Kong l"u 
Laserwarp 
Last V8 
l.ightfotCC 
Monty on the Rim 
M r Punchy 
Nexor 
Nomad 
NontcrraqnenuR 
Number 1 
Obsidian 
One Man it Droid 
Pirvbali Wizard 
Powerplay 
Pyjamarama 

Ratubo 
Revolution 
Roland Coes Digging 
Roland on the Ropes 
Roland in the Caves 
Roland in Space 
Saboteur 
Sabre Wulf 
Sorcery p h w 
Soul of a Robot 
Spellbound 
Spuulizzy 
StauUess Steel 
Starion 
Starquake 
3D Sti«rr.trilce 
S ' fORM 
Super Sleuth 
S*vecv<v's World 
Swords & Sorcery 
Tan Ceti 
Terra Cognita 
Thrust 
TLL 
Trailblazer 

Is this our best subscription offer ever? Not 
only does £16.50 guarantee you a 12 month 
supply of Britain's only CPC-dedicated 
magazine. It also allows you to choose two 
superb books each of which would other-
wise cost you £6.95. You're getting a great 
deal of reading for your money! 

Four of the books are from specialist 
publishers Sunshine Press. They're aimed 
at people who want to get more out of their 
CPCs. The fifth is our very own Cheat Mode 
collection - the most popular pages of AA 

distilled into a single secret-packed pub-
lication. 

The subscription price covers all 
postage and packing, plus the extra cover 
price of any 1987 special issues. It also 
guards against future price rises and could 
entitle you to reductions on some reader 
offers. (For example, existing subscribers 
are able to buy the books offered on these 
pages at a reduced rate.) 

Support the new look AA! Subscribe 
today! 

Choose any TWO of these 
books! 

POKES & MAPS 
The bock POKES 
mwifJy :-jt inf.ri'Q lives, on 
dii tin: IcUvwini/ iRwtf1 

(Sorne v.-oik only with .-?.».* 
die version.,' 

Airwolf 
Alien Highway 
Amsgolf 
The Appicntice 
Batman 
Beachhead 
Blagger 
Bombjack 
BoulHerdash 
Bounder 
Bountv Bob 
Brian Bloodaxe 
Cauldron 
Caves of Doom 
Chiller 
Chuckic Egg 
Classic Axiens 

Classic Invaders 
Combat Lynx 
Commando 
Contraption 
Covenant 
Defend ox Die 
Doomdark's Revenge 
Electro Freddy 
Everyone's a Wally 
r A Cup Tootball 
I'uiaers Keepers 
Gauntlet 
Get Dexter 
Ghobt "n Goblins 
Chouls 
Green Beret 
Gyroscope 

Ai'.ct ^ w ? Y.KPFFT! 71-
clvdo the foUownij 
Obsidian 
Everyone'» * Wcdly 
Sorcery Plus 
Soul of a Robot 
Nonterraqueonr: 
Sv/eevo's World 
Willow Pattern 
Get Dexter 
The Covenant 
Batman 
Cauldron II 
Knight Tyme 
Jack the Nipper 
Heroes of Karn 
Shogun 
Heavy on the Magiek 
Price of Magik 
Dan Da**1 

Turbo Esprit 
Who Dares Wins II 
W reckless Roger 
2 



BACK ISSUES 
£1.35 or £1.85 each including P&P 
If you're a more recent convert to Amstrad 
Action, why not catch up on some of the great 
issues you missed. The back issues still in 
stock at time of going to press are listed on 
the order form. 

The three higher price issues include a 
cover mounted cassette packed with good 
software. Issue 4 included two Ocean games, 
Issue 8 featured The Covenant from PSS and 
issue 16 had level two of Firebird's Druid plus 
a host of other smaller programs. 

A m s t r a d A d v a n c e d 
P r o g r a m m i n g ^ : 
| | j | c h n f q u e ^ 

OavtdU 
————(MfoXKiiirtMimjiw^w-.^ . 

AMSTRAD ADVANCED 
PROGRAMMING TECHNIQUES 
If you think it's time you got a bit deeper into 
programming your CPC you should get hold 
of this book by experienced computer author 
David Lawrence. Using dozens of working 
programs and utilities, ho shows how to 
develope seiSous applications on the 464. 664 
srd 6128. 

Chapter ar.d section headings include: 
Modular programming, Debugging, Interpret-
ing error messages, Strings, Garbage collec-
tion. Inputting information, INKEYS and timed 
response, Error trapping. Storing and Retriev-
ing. Making use cf EOF. The principles of 
Sorting, The bubble sort. The delayed replace-
ment sort. The Shell-Mofoner sort, Data struc-
tures, Storing directly in free memory. Pointer 
strings. The Black Holo problem, Binary 
searching. Pure searching. 

152 pages with index. 

MAKING MUSIC ON THE 
AMSTRAD 
lari Waugh's 181 page book is aimed at 
allowing you to take full advantage of the 
Amstrad's sophisticated sound facility. Chap-
ter and section headings include: What is 
Music?, The Sound Command, Programming 
Scales and Ptiches, ENV and ENT the 
Volume and Tone Envelopes, Zaps and Zings 
ar.d other things, Playing the Amstrad, Making 
Micro Music, Producing echoes. Delay effects, 
White noise, Simple sound effects, Designing 
a rhythm unit. Soundscapes, The Amstrad 
synthesizer. Altering the bass riff. Saving the 
tune. Using chords. Improving the melody, 
Smg-along-a-matic. 

There are numerous program listings and 
examples to show you the way. Great value 
for any CPC owner with an interest m Sound. 

THE WORKING AMSTRAD 
This book is basically a cleverly-presented 
librar/ of type-m programs for people who 
want to put their computer to good ise. 

Programs included are Graph, Pie-Chart, 
four separate clock and timer utilities. 3D bar 
chart, customised character set, high resolu-
tion designs, music, unifile - a personal 
powerful filing system. Name and number 
dictionary. Text-ed, MultiO, Banker and 

Accountant. 
The working of each program is 

explained in detail, so you should be 
able to tailor them to your own require-
ments. And what makes the book par-
ticularly good is that each program is 
divided into separately explained mod-
ules you automatically learn struc-
nired programming as you go along. 

216 pages of high-quality material. 

the working omstrod 
c fo«yy of procticd sutxoutxrcs 
oorffxpgroms 

dovtd lovnoiKv & ymon lone 

HOW TO GET THESE BOOKS 
There are four ways. For the first three 
options use the form on the left of this page. 
For option 4 use the form on the next page. 
1. Take out a subscription, in which case 
you get two books of your choice FREE. 
2. You can buy the books separately. The 
prices are £6.95 each. 
3. If you're an existing subscriber, you may 
buy any of these books at the special rate 
of £3.95 each. Simply select the correct 
option on the order form on this page. 
4. By using the mail order service (see next 
page) and placing an order over £15 you 
can obtain ONE book of your choice FREE! 

CHEAT MODE: The Amstrad 
Action Collection 85-86 
This is the publication you've been clamouring 
for. It gives you under a single cover all the 
Cheat Mode pages and most of the game-
maps printed in the first 16 issues of Amstrad 
Action. Literally hundreds of Pokes, Tips, 
mini-articles and maps are included. And to 
help you find your way arour.d there's a 
specially compiled index allowing you to turn 
instantly to the game you need help on. 

The book, which is printed on high-quality 
paper with a glossy, colour cover, begins with 
a special introduction by Bob Wade. It looks 
good, and we think you'll love it. If you can't 
master a game after wading through this little 
lot, you're beyond hope... 

MASTERING MACHINE CODE 
ON YOUR AMSTRAD 
Ready to make the plunge? This book is for 
people who wan: to go straight to the heart of 
their Amstrad and unleash the speed and 
power of machine code programming. 
Authors Jeff Naylor sr.d Diane Rogers have 
aimed it at the begirr.er, while at the same 
time offering various programs and routines 
of interest to more advanced machine code 
programmers. These show how to write a 
database program, how boost the graphics, 
how to produce graphs. 

There are also chapters on sorting and 
on how to use RSX commands, 

To get the most out of the book you may 
need to buy an Assembler program to allow 
you to input machine code programs more 
easily, although the book can stand alone as 
a good introduction to the subject. 146 pagos 
plus index. 



For details of special offers, 
see previous pages 

Amstrad Action's unique service can supply all the software you need 

Much of this magazine is dedicated to telling you in 
detail about the fantastic range of software available 
on the Amstrad CPC computers. But we can do more 
than inform you about it. We can deliver it direct to 
your home. All it takes is a few moments of decision 
making on your part, a visit to the post box or a quick 
phone call, and your choice of software arrives, like 
magic, on your doormat. 

You save in several ways. For a start you can bid 
farewell to those long, frustrating tramps around the 
local shops in search of a title that no one seems to 
have heard of. 

Then there are the money savings. Every single title 
you buy from us will cost you significantly less than the 
recommended retail price. And some of our special 
offers can actually save you a fortune. Then there's the 
prospect sometimes of receiving a wonderful free gift 
to go with your order.... 

So why not sit back, relax, and spend a f ew minutes 
shopping the A A way. 

EE m a i l o r d e r 
FAST delivery 
FAT discounts 
FREE gifts 
FRIENDLY service 

C O M P A T A B I L I T Y 
Unless otherwise marked, all 

software on these pages will run 
on all three Amstrad C P C 

machines, the 464; 664 and 6128. 

• 1 m 

— 

Send this toon plus payment lo: AA Mail Order, 18 Pinewood Drive, Somerton, Somerset, TA11 6JP 

MAILORDER FORM 

Name Telephone no. (if poss). 

Address. 

.Post code. 

Machine owned: • CPC 464 DCPC 664 DCPC6128 
Emar tw programs you ftfeh u ordar In *M apaoas batow. K you warn mom tun alx llama, you should III I item on a aaparmta piaca of papar. 

M B l l l i l S O F ^ W A R E i n T L E ; H i ! 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 
i 

T O T A L P A Y A B L E 

Please circle your method of payment: ACCESS • VISA • CHEQUE • PO 

Make chequea • postal ordara payable to FUTURE PUBLISHING LTD. If paying by credit card, pleaae entar details: 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER I \ EXP. DATE 

SAVE UP 
TO £4! 

If your order ia over E1S you may claim ONE of thaae booka worth £6.85 each at a FREE GIFT! Just tick ona box. 
• The Cheat Mode Collection 85-86 • Making Music on the CPC • The Worfcing Amstrad 
• Amstrad Advanced Programming Techniques • Master Machine Code on your Amstrad 



FREE! 
wi th any order over £ I 5 

Your choice of one of five great 
books for the A m s t r a d ! (For book 

details turn back one page.) 

R = AA RAVE 
M = MASTERGAME 

We are happy to refund your order 
at any time up to the despatch of the 
goods. But because of the possibility of 
copying software, no refund or 
exchange to an alternative piece of 
software can be given after this point. 
Software which does not load may be 
returned cither to us or directly to the 
software house concerned for a 
replacement cassette or disc containing 
the same software. 

We try to be as accurate as we can 
with details of price, compatibility and 
disc availability, but cannot accept 
liability for any errors that creep in. 

The fact that a program is listed on 
this page does not always guarantee it is 
available now. We sometimes are able 
to review software BEFORE it has 
actually been put on general release. If 
there is likely to be a significant delay in 

supplying a program we 
will notKy you. 

Amstrad Action Mail Order is 
personally supervised by Song-suffering 
Sue Taylor, the woman who distributes 
more sacks of goodies than Santa Claus 
himself. 

Normally Sue despatches all orders 
within three working days of receiving 
your order. All packages are sent by 
first class mail. If for some reason she is 
unable to obtain a particular piece of 
software you would be informed of the 
reason for the delay within 21 days. 

B M W 
Readers in the Republic of Ireland can 
order any of these goods at the same 
rates as British readers, provided that 
payment is made in pounds Sterling 
(check with your bank for details). If 
you wish to pay in Irish pounds, you 
must add a IR3.50 surcharge IN 
ADDITION to allowing for the current 
exchange rate - that's what it costs us 
to pay in your cheques or postaJ orders. 

Readers elsewhere in EUROPE must 
add £ I per item to the cost of their 
order. Readers OUTSIDE EUROPE 
should add £2 per item. Payment must 
be in pounds Sterling. 

PICK FROM 
C A S S - - D I S C 

Our Our 
Inlodroids.. .9.95 8.95 
Legend ol Kage...._B 95 7.95 14.95 13.5C 
Batman r 8.95 6.95 14.95 12.95 
Boulderdash... 9.95 7.95 14.95 12.9* 
Bounder M 8.95 6.95 13.95 10.95 
Doomdark's Rev M.,9.95 7.95 13.95 10.93 
Druid M— 7.95 5.95 14.95 11.95 
Trivial Pursuit ....14.95 13.50 19.95 17.95 
Site M 14.95 11.95 19.95 16.95 
Harbatl 9.95 8.95 13.95 12.50 
America's Cup Ch„9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
Annals of Rome 12.95 10.50 17.95 15.95 
Get Dexter m...._ 9.95 7.95 14 95 11.95 
Heavy on Magick M9.95 7.95 14 95 11.95 
Highway EncM. _8 95 6.95 13.95 10.95 
Pro Tennis 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.5C 
Space Shuttle 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.5C 
Jack the Nipoer R 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.5C 
Knight Tyme M ....2.99 2.75 
Lightforce b 8.95 6.95 13.95 10.95 
Marsporl m 9.95 7.95 13.95 10.95 
Revolution M 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
G Gooch's CrickeL9.95 8.95 14.95 13.50 
Batllefield Germanyl 2.9510.50 17.95 15.95 
'obruk 9.95 8.95 14.95 13.5C 
Sorcery Plus R - • 13.95 10.95 
Spintazy M 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
Starstrike.il m 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
Fourth Protocol R..14.95 12.95 14.95 12.95 

W T F L T V V • D I S C « 
Our Our 

Tau Ceti R 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
Tomahawk R..._ 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
T.LL R 8.95 6.95 13.95 11.95 
Heartland a 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
Siarglider M 14,95 11.95 19.95 15.95 
Aliens R ..... 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
Space Harrier f » 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Antiriad R 8.99 7.95 12.99 11.50 
Palitron R 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Kat Trap R... .. .8.95 7.95 14,95 13.50 
Gauntiet M 9.99 7.95 14.99 11.95 
The Eidolon n.. 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
Baaron R 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
Firetord R .. 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
ikari Warriors R 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Thanatos R ... 8 95 7.95 11.95 10.95 
Avenger R 995 7.95 14.95 12.95 
They Stole a Mill r .8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Werner R 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Prodigy 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
TrailWazer R.. 9.95 8.95 14.95 13.50 
Frost Byte R 8.95 7.95 13.95 12.50 
Icon Jon R 8.95 7.95 13.95 12.50 
Deactivators R.. 8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Spiii Person'ties R...8.95 7.95 14.95 13.50 
Tempest a 9.99 8.95 14.99 13.50 
Impossi&le Miss R 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 
Dan Dare R 9.95 8.95 14.95 13.50 
Powerotav 9.95 7.95 14.95 11.95 

SERIOUS S'WABE BB8 p&fi. BBE. tni£e 
(All til)os below havo 
won hot reviews in AA) 
AtLast (6128c**) 29.95 24.95 
Print Master. - 12.95 11.95 
Maestro unit 39.99 36.95 (hardware) 
PenDown demo.._..* - - 3.95 
The Music System.15.95 12.95 19.95 15.95 
Adv. Music System...- 29.95 24.95 
The Art S t u d i o o n i y i 19.95 16.95 
Electronic Music 
Utility 14.95 12.95 19.95 16-95 
Graph, Adventure 
Creator 22.95 19.95 27.95 23.95 
Melbourne Draw....14.95 13.50 24.95 21.95 
Pagemaker (8i2« a*,, • . 49.95 44.95 
AMX Mouse pack 69.95 59.95 69.95 59.95 
Protext ...... 19.95 16.95 26.95 22.95 
Protext on ROM .39.95 32.95 
Maxam 19.95 16.95 26.95 22.95 
MaxamonROM 39.95 32.95 
Matnx (ASL) - • 34.95 29.95 
Mini Office II 14.95 12.95 19.95 16.95 
Discovery Plus - 14.99 12.95 
Speech (Superior)..9.95 8.95 14.95 13.50 
Masterfile (464.864>.24.95 21.95 29.95 25.95 
Masterl.la 6128 - • 39.95 34.95 
AA Binders....Only 63.95!! 



REAR 
VIEW 

A new page looking at the lighter side of 
computing and starring an old favourite -
Sugarman. 

AS READ BY THE 
SPECIAL BRANCH 

It's funny where Future Publish-
mg's creations pop up these days. 
PC Pius was spotted or. the desk 
of Duncan Campbell or. Newsnight 

is the nation's security at stake? 
AA gets arour.d as well. A 

Loughborough university lecturer 
wanted to use our article on word-
processors to show his top year 
students how it should be done. 
And the producers of a textbook 
called Development of Printing 
used one of our recent covers in 
a collage illustrating the diversity 
of 20th-century printed material. 
There are even rumours that the 
Tate gallery is planning an exhibi-
tion of AA covers. 

PRIZE IDIOTS 
We refer to ourselves because of 
previous problems with the send 
ing out of prizes (all cleared up 

now, of course). One of our more 
longsuffering victims was PG Wor-
rall of Ayr. who wrote to tell us 
this: 

'I am throwing down the 
gauntlet, issuing a challenge even, 
and announcing a record for not 
receiving a prize promised by 
Amstrad Action. See Reaction in 
issue five and my letter entitled 
'Gruntled'.Nine months have pass-
ed and still no sign of any voucher 
(what happens down there? do 
you have to give birth to them?) 
despite both written and telephon 
ed reminders. Beat that if you can, 
folks!" 

Well, PG, your letter - dated 
7 November 1985 - reached the 
Reaction IS desk by an unusual 
and long route, and finally ended 
up here. There is no note on it to 
confirm that the long-overdue vou-
cher was dispatched. So we think 
we've certainly won your chall-
enge to "beat that if you can folks!" 
Your £15 voucher is in the post at 
last. 

Your point about slow-gestat-

ing vouchers is so well put that it 
wins the newly created ExtraPrize 
for Extraordinary Expression. Ap-
propriately you will have to wait 
several months for this award: six 
months tacked on the end of your 
subscription. 

Stop Press: Mr Worrall has 
phoned us to say that his subscrip-
tion arrived ... Great!... and that he 
now gets two copies every month 
... Drat! Next instalment in this saga 
when our computerized subscrip-
tion system coughs up another 
mistake for Mr Worrall in six 
months. We think it's conducting 
a one-person vendetta against him 
and have locked Toot up till he 
admits responsibility. 

NO PCWJOY 
After the curious Thmgi publicity 
shot last month we've got another 
crossover with the PCW mach-
ines. Patrick Kearney of Strath-
clyde has spotted an odd story ir. 
the January issue of Computer and 

Video Games, a multi-machine 
publication. It reports on an inter-
face to let Amstrad CPCs use an 
auto fire joystick, and also warns 
that auto-f:re sticks might damage 

the sound chip. 
This naturally worried Pat-

rick who has an auto-iire stick. He 
needn't worn/ unless his stick has 
an additional power supply; that's 
the only thing that could affect the 
sour.d chip - if you know different 
let -as know. 

The punchline is that the 
interface wasn't for the CPCs at 
all but for a PCW. Have you heard 
the sound on a PCW? Beep, beep, 
beep. 

TH£L CBS SHOWu.//' CoHZopy T>cwT /oo KWOW \ ^ irk wo use/ 
T«e/'<1£ AUS&^G-mVu 
wy&THcmtosmw 

'<» \ l v , A Gcoprcawe) 
^ irk wo use/ 
T«e/'<1£ AUS&^G-mVu 
wy&THcmtosmw 

l l l i f e i l 

STA(2T KT <CIAA 

HAySe i coucp 
XOY rut "6H 
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Sentinel Awaits Your Challenge. It's What You've Come To 
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TAPE 
£9.95 

"A new breed... the best game ever". 
AMTIX 

"The ultimate in game satisfaction". 
C.&V.G. 

"The best game ever written for a computer". 
ZZAPI64 

BBC 
COMMODORE 64 

© 

DISC 
£14.95 

SPECTRUM 
AMSTRAD CPC 

Firetnro is a Registered Trace Mark i>i Brflisti Teleoommmiciiicftj pin FIRE8IRD SOFTWARE 
FIRST FLCX)R. 64-76 NEW OXFORD ST.. LONDON WC1A1PS 



BUBBLER 
Can you cork the bubblerf 
Prevent the wicked . ^ from escaping the 
bubbling bottles by coli< "• As which you 
will find when you fall through a trapdoor. 
The faster you manage to trap tin* aliens the 
sooner you can progress onto the nc\ 
stage The game is played on a 
dimensional scenario featuring revolui 
smooth, fast multi directional masked 
scrolling techniques. 

Spectrum 48K £8.99 
Amstrad disk £14,99 r 

Amstrad £9.99 
MSX £9.99 


